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Abstract of the Dissertation 

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second leading cause of cancer related death in the U.S. 

among men and women combined. In addition to the personal toll it takes, CRC is 

estimated to cost billions of dollars annually in medical costs. Due to the high rates and 

costs of CRC, a significant public health effort has been made to promote participation in 

screening, which has been shown to be effective at reducing CRC incidence and mortality 

rates; however, despite efforts to promote screening and research showing its 

effectiveness, screening rates remain low. Approaches to increasing screening 

participation focus on understanding the decision-making process people go through 

regarding screening. Health economics and health psychology provide two unique 

approaches to understanding this decision-making process. Health economics approaches 

model screening behavior as a function of the screening characteristics themselves while 

health psychology approaches model screening behavior as a function of individual 

factors related to perceptions and beliefs. This dissertation set out to explain individual 

differences in screening preferences using both health economics and health psychology 

approaches. This dissertation utilized three different methods, including a systematic 

review and meta-analysis, a latent class analysis of discrete choice data, and a discrete 

choice experiment (DCE) that included psychological factors as characteristics of the 

screening process. We found evidence to support the hypothesis that differences in 

screening preferences exist and that individual factors like socio-demographic and 

psychological factors may play a role in explaining these differences. We also found 

evidence to support the validity of including psychological factors as attributes that vary 

in a DCE. This dissertation discusses the implications of the findings for theory, research, 

and the development of future screening programs.   
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Explaining Individual Differences in Colorectal Cancer Screening Preferences:  

Analysis and Meta-analysis of Discrete Choice Experiments 

Chapter One 

Introduction 

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most prevalent and deadly types of cancer in the 

21
st
 century. In the United States, it is the second leading cause of cancer related illnesses 

and deaths among men and women combined (National Cancer Institute, 2015). Of the 

thousands who will be diagnosed with CRC in 2015, 37.5% are expected to die from 

complications. In addition to the toll it takes on personal lives, CRC also makes a 

negative fiscal impact on the economy, costing taxpayers billions of dollars in medical 

expenses every year. Many of these costs come from uninsured patients and ethnic 

minorities who get treated at later stages when treatment is more expensive and less 

successful (American Cancer Society, 2015). Earlier diagnoses could potentially save 

billions of dollars and thousands of lives. 

Colorectal incidence and mortality rates have been on the decline over the past 

two decades (Sheets, 2014). The following figure (Figure 1.1) shows colorectal incidence 

and mortality rates from 1987 to 2014.  

 
Figure 1.1. Colorectal cancer incidence and mortality rates from 1987 to 2014.  

 

Decreasing incidence and mortality rates have been largely attributed to increasing 

participation in CRC screening. Screening is an effective and reliable means for 

diagnosing CRC early in its development (Hardcastle et. al., 1996, Kronberg et al., 2004). 

Because recovery chances are highest when CRC is detected and treated early, the regular 

screening of asymptomatic individuals could result in a significant reduction of personal 
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and economic costs related to CRC. For this reason, many public health departments and 

community medical organizations have sought to spread awareness of CRC screening 

through various screening programs. Despite the effectiveness of screening and the 

prevalence CRC screening programs, however, screening remains greatly underutilized 

with screening rates far below target rates (CDC, 2010). While screening rates have 

generally been increasing over the past two decades, these gains have been slowing down 

recently (Blackwell et al., 2014). Below is a figure (Figure 1.2) that shows screening rates 

among eligible adults between 1987 and 2014.  

 
Figure 1.2. Colorectal cancer screening rates among eligible adults from 1987 to 2014. 

 

There are also many screening disparities that exist between communities. Low screening 

rates are particularly problematic for rural and minority groups (Cole, Jackson, & 

Doescher, 2012). Increasing screening rates in asymptomatic individuals, particularly 

among marginalized populations, will help solve the CRC crisis and should be regarded 

as a national public health endeavor. 

 It is generally believed that understanding patient decision making processes with 

regard to getting screened or not is key to improving screening rates. Different disciplines 

have taken different approaches to understanding this decision making process. Health 

economists have used utility theory and stated preference techniques to understand the 

reasons people choose to get screened. These approaches suggest that the decision to get 

screened is a function of difference characteristics of the screening process itself, with 

individuals more likely to get screened if the screening process maximizes utility (i.e. 

value) and involves more preferable characteristics. These approaches tend to be 

atheoretical and focus on screening characteristics as opposed to individual 

characteristics. Psychologists, on the other hand, have used theories of health behavior 
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and psychological decision making in an attempt to understand the reasons that people 

choose to get screened. These theories posit that there are a variety of individual-level 

factors related to the likelihood that an individual will participate in screening. These 

factors are related to the perceptions and beliefs one has about CRC, their own personal 

susceptibility, and the benefits of and barriers to getting screened. 

 While both health economics and health psychology approaches offer unique 

insights about the decision making process regarding screening participation, with one 

emphasizing the characteristics of the screening process and the other emphasizing the 

characteristics of the individual, researchers rarely combine the two approaches to learn 

how perceptions and beliefs may interact with preferences for various screening 

characteristics. The purpose of this paper is to combine health economics and health 

psychology methods to studying CRC screening preferences. Specifically, three different 

approaches will be used in an attempt to explain individual differences in screening 

preferences. The first approach will use a systematic review and meta-analysis of the 

stated preference literature to investigate how sample-level characteristics, including 

socio-demographic and psychological factors, may explain differences in screening 

preferences. The second approach will be to investigate whether unobserved subgroups 

with distinct sets of screening preferences exist in the population and, if so, whether 

socio-demographic and psychological factors can be used to predict membership to these 

groups. The final approach will include psychological factors based on health decision-

making models in a health economics stated preference framework in order to investigate 

the extent to which perceptions and beliefs influence differences in screening preferences. 

Implications for future research and the development of screening programs will be 

discussed.    

Background 

Colorectal cancer, also known as bowel cancer, is a group of cancers that affect 

the lower gastrointestinal tract. The National Cancer Institute defines CRC as cancer 

(malignant cells) that forms in areas of the colon, the longest part of the large intestine, 

and the rectum, the last several inches of the large intestine. Colorectal cancer, which 

occurs when cells begin to grow abnormally and spread beyond the colon or rectum, 

often begins as a benign polyp that develops into a cancerous tumor (WHO, 2014).  

Epidemiology  
Last year, it was estimated that over 1.2 million men and women living in the 

United States had had a previous diagnosis of CRC (American Cancer Society, 2014). 

Based on 2009-2011 data, around 4.7% of men and women will be diagnosed with CRC 

at some point during their lifetime (National Cancer Institute, 2015). According to the 

American Cancer Society (2015), 96,830 new cases of colon cancer and 40,000 cases of 

rectal cancer were diagnosed in 2014, bringing the number of people living with a current 

or previous diagnosis of CRC for 2015 at almost 1.5 million people (National Cancer 

Institute, 2014). Colorectal cancer is the fourth most common cancer in new cases. New 

CRC cases account for 16% of all new cancer cases. It is expected that approximately 

93,090 cases of colon cancer and 39,610 cases of rectal cancer will be diagnosed in 2015, 

a slight decline from 2014 (American Cancer Society, 2015). There is also a high 

incidence of precursors to CRC in people over 50 years of age. Lieberman et al. (2000) 

performed colonoscopies at 13 Veterans Affairs medical center on 3121 patients between 
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50 and 75 years of age. They found neoplastic lesions in 37.5% of the patients, 

potentially problematic adenomas in 9.5% of patients, and invasive cancer in 1.0% of 

patients. While incidence rates for CRC and its precursors remain high, CRC incidence 

rates have been steadily declining over the past few decades. An annual report from 2007 

shows how CRC rates have fallen since the 1990s (Espey et al., 2007).  

 Colorectal cancer is also the third leading cause of cancer death in men and 

women and the second leading cause of cancer death when men and women are 

combined. While only the fourth most common new cancer type, CRC is the second most 

common type of cancer-related death. In 2014, there were approximately 50,310 deaths 

related to CRC in the United States (American Cancer Society, 2014; National Cancer 

Institute, 2014). This means that CRC is responsible for about 8.6% of all cancer deaths. 

It is estimated that 49,700 deaths will occur from colorectal cancer in 2015, a slight 

decrease from the previous year. Mortality rates have been steadily declining over the 

past few decades. However, CRC remains a deadly cancer, with the 5-year relative 

survival rate at 65% (American Cancer Society, 2015). This 5-year survival rate is about 

the same as the average rate across all cancer cases in general, which is 66%. When 

diagnosed while the cancer is localized, CRC has a five year relative survival rate of 

about 85%, but only about 34% of all cases are picked up during this favorable stage 

(Friedman, 1990). A 5-year relative survival rate is computed by taking the number of 

people alive 5 years after a CRC diagnoses and dividing by the number of people without 

cancer that would be expected to be alive based on normal life expectancy. While 5-year 

relative survival rates are valuable for assessing early progress and outcomes, they do not 

represent everyone who has been cured, as people can still die from CRC after 5 years, 

especially as treatments become more effective at slowing the disease.  

Men tend to have higher rates of CRC, mostly due to higher rates of rectal cancer; 

however these differences are often not statistically significant (CDC, 2010). In 2014, 

there are expected to be 71,830 new cases of CRC among men (8% of all cancers) and 

65,000 new cases among women (8% of all cancers). In 2014, it was estimated that there 

were 26,270 deaths associated with CRC among men (8% of all cancer deaths) and 

24,040 deaths among women (9% of all cancer deaths)(American Cancer Society, 2014). 

It is estimated that in 2015, there will be 45,890 new cases of colon cancer in men and 

47,200 new cases in women. Additionally, it is estimated that there will be 23,200 new 

cases of rectal cancer in men and 16,410 new cases in women (American Cancer Society, 

2015). This adds up to 69,090 new cases of CRC among men and 63,610 cases among 

women. Compared to 2014, the incidence rates for 2015 are expected to go down by 

around 3 to 4%. When CRC prevalence is broken down across ethnicity, African 

Americans tend to have highest incidence rates while Latino populations tend to have the 

lowest incidence rates. Simon et al. (2011) found that Latino populations had the lowest 

incidence rates and risk for CRC while African Americans had the highest incidence and 

mortality rates. According to the American Cancer Society 2015 report, the 5-year 

survival rates for colon and rectum cancer are, respectively, 67% and 68% for Caucasians 

and 56% and 63% for African Americans. Survival rates for Latino or Asian populations 

were not included in that report, but a health disparity can be seen between Caucasians 

and African Americans.       
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Because of its large and diverse population, California is a state of particular 

scientific interest. Not only does California have one of the most ethnically and culturally 

diverse populations in the country, it also sees the highest number of cancer and 

colorectal cancer cases compared to any other state (American Cancer Society, 2015). In 

California, there were approximately 9,975 new cases of colon cancer and 4,280 new 

cases of rectum cancer in 2014 (American Cancer Society, 2014b). There were roughly 

an equal number of colon cancer cases among men (4.965) and women (5,010). 

However, there were around 33% more cases of rectal cancer among men (2,460) 

compared with women (1,825). In 2014, CRC made up 10% of all existing cancer cases 

in California, with a total of 121,900 existing CRC cases (60,700 cases among men, 61, 

200 cases among women). 

The Central Valley of California is of particular interest due to its size, diversity, 

and quickly growing populations. The Central Valley is generally known as a poor 

agricultural area with large racial and ethnic minority populations. Farming is the number 

one industry in the Central Valley. The area is also home to large ethnic minority 

populations, such as the second largest Hmong population in the country in Fresno, CA. 

This region is also one of the fastest growing regions in California. The California 

Department of Finance projects that by 2040 the valley will be home to 12 million 

people, almost double the current population of 6.5 million people. Non-Hispanic whites 

account for around half of the population, while Latinos are the largest ethnic minority 

around a third of the population. However, the southern region of the Central Valley has 

Latino populations that make up as much as 46% of the local population. There is also a 

large population of Asians at around 10% of the population. Between 2000 and 2004, 

there were 72,173 cases of CRC, 36,973 among men and 35,200 among women. The 

CRC age-adjusted incidence rate was 46.8 overall, 55.0 for men, and 40.4 for women.  

Risk Factors 

While evidence regarding clear causes of CRC remains inconclusive, , many risk 

factors have been identified, including both genetic and environmental factors. In 2008, 

The U.S. Preventative Services Task Force (USPSTF) reported that high-risk individuals 

for CRC are over the age of 50, have lived generally unhealthy lifestyles, and have family 

members with a history of CRC. Genetic factors associated with colorectal cancer include 

family history and various genetic syndromes and markers. Those who have multiple 

first-degree relatives with a CRC history are two to three times as likely to get CRC than 

individuals with no family history (see Johns & Houlston (2001) for a systematic review 

of familial colorectal cancer risk). The U.S. Multitask Force on Colorectal Cancer and the 

American Cancer Society recommend that individuals with first-degree relatives who 

developed CRC before the age of 60 get screened starting when they are 40 years old 

(Smith et al., 2002; Winawer et al., 2003). In addition to hereditary risks, there are also 

genetic syndromes associated with CRC. For example, Lynch syndrome is found in 3% 

of people with CRC (Cunningham et al. 2010). There have also been a number of genes 

identified that are associated with a risk of CRC, including APC, MLH1, MSH2, MSH3, 

PMS1, and PMS2 (Bodmer, 1987;  Boer, 2002; Booth, 2007; Bronner et al 1994; Hayat, 

2009; Yeh et al., 2007). While many genetic associations have been found with CRC, 

approximately 75-95% of colorectal cancer occurs in individuals with little or no genetic 

predispositions (Booth, 2007; Cunningham et al., 2010; Hayat, 2009; National Cancer 
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Institute, 2014). This means that environmental and behavioral factors are important 

mechanisms in the development of CRC.  

Environmental and behavioral risk factors include diet, alcohol, tobacco, obesity, 

and a sedentary lifestyle (Hayat, 2009; National Cancer Institute 2014). A study 

conducted recently found that smoking tobacco, obesity, and diet were all significant 

predictors of CRC (Bhattacharya, 2014). Sedentary lifestyles have also been associated 

with CRC, with a lack of physical activity observed in 10% of CRC cases (Lee et al. 

2012). Because tobacco and alcohol use, poor diet, and obesity are correlated with 

socioeconomic status (SES), SES becomes a proxy risk factor for CRC as well. Rural and 

lower income populations have lower screening rates and higher mortality rates 

compared with higher SES populations (Cole, Jackson, & Doescher, 2012). 

As with most solid tumors, increasing age is one of the biggest factors associated 

with the occurrence of CRC (Young, Hobbs, & Kerr, 2011). More than 90% of CRC is 

diagnosed after the age of 50 (National Cancer Institute, 2014). Bhattacharya (2014) 

found that the odds ratio for contracting CRC while comparing those aged 51-60 with 

those aged 41-50 was 13.6, meaning the odds of contracting CRC while between 51 and 

60 years of age is 13.6 times greater than the odds of contracting it while between 41 and 

50. Those over the age of 60 had odds of contracting CRC that were 42.5 times higher 

than the odds of contracting it while between 41 and 50.    

In addition to risk factors, a number of protective factors for CRC have been 

recognized. Regular exercise, daily aspirin, combination hormone replacement therapy, 

and polyp removal have all been found to be associated with lower CRC rates. In a meta-

analysis of 19 longitudinal studies, Samad (2005) found a significant relationship 

between physical activity and reduced risk of CRC. In a 20 year follow-up on 5 

randomized control trials investigating the effect of aspirin on CRC incidence and 

mortality, Rothwell et al. (2010) found that daily aspirin reduces the long term risk of 

CRC. Multiple studies have also found that removing colorectal polyps via colonoscopic 

polypectomy is effective at mitigating the risk for CRC (Winawer et al., 1993; Citarda et 

al., 2001).  

Screening Options 

 There are many different screening tests for CRC. A large number of methods, 

including immunohistochemistry, in situ hybridization, immunoscintigraphy, RT-PCR, 

free circulating DNA levels in blood and stool, ultrasonography, CT, PET, and MRI are 

detailed for diagnosing CRC at various stages of development (Hayat, 2009 Book). 

However, three tests are specifically recommended by the U.S. Preventitive Services 

Task Force for screening purposes related to CRC (USPST, 2008): colonoscopy, 

sigmoidoscopy, and the fecal occult blood test (FOBT). The Center for Disease Control 

(CDC) also recommends FOBT, sigmoidoscopy, and colonoscopy in their CRC screening 

guidelines as of 2015. Generally, the FOBT, the sigmoidoscopy, barium enema, and the 

colonoscopy are recommended in guidelines. However, colonoscopies seem to be 

preferred by doctors in the U.S. while other countries typically use stool-based tests for 

screening purposes.  

 A colonoscopy is a procedure where physicians use a long flexible tube 

(colonoscope) to observe in real time the walls of the entire colon and rectum. During the 

procedure, tissue samples may be collected for later biopsies. Additionally, potentially 
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precancerous polyps may be removed via a procedure known as a colonoscopic 

polypectomy. A colonoscopy can be used as a diagnostic tool for patients with symptoms 

or positive screening tests, or simple as an effective screening tool. It is recommended 

that colonoscopies for CRC screening be performed once every ten years. A flexible 

sigmoidoscopy is another procedure that uses a lighted tube (sigmoidoscope) to look at 

the interior walls of the rectum and colon. It is suggested that sigmoidoscopies be 

performed once every 5 years. Finally, FOBT is a stool-based procedure that looks for 

blood and other CRC indicators hidden in consecutive stool samples. This non-invasive 

procedure should be done every year for people relying on FOBT as their screening 

modality. 

CRC screening has been shown to be effective in research (Mandel et al., 1993; 

Hardcastle et. al., 1996; Selby, 1992; Selby 1993). Through removal of precancerous 

adenomas and detection of early CRC, screening can reduce CRC mortality (Newcomb et 

al., 1992; Selby et al., 1992; Mandel et al., 1993; Hardcastle, 1996; Kronberg et al., 

2004).  Mandel et al. (1993) randomly assigned 46,551 participants aged 50 to 80 to one 

of three groups: an annually screened group, a biennially screened group, or a control 

group. This massive study on the effectiveness of CRC screening using FOBT showed 

that the 13-year cumulative mortality per 1000 from CRC was 5.88 in the annually 

screened group, 8.33 in the biennially screened group, and 8.83 in the control group. The 

annually screened group’s CRC mortality rate was significantly lower than the control 

group, suggesting that regular CRC screening can reduce CRC related mortality by 

detecting the cancer in early more manageable stages. In a massive European study, 

Kronberg et al. (2004) have followed 61,933 individuals between 45 and 75 years of age. 

These individuals were randomly assigned to a control group or a group receiving 

biennial FOBT screening and followed from 1985 to 2002. While incidence rates were no 

different across the groups, the screening group had higher rates of early CRC detection 

and an 11% reduction in mortality. The evidence to support the screening of average-risk 

individuals over 50 years of age is strong (Mendel et al., 1993; Kewenter et al., 1994; 

Hardcastle et al., 1996; Hoff et al., 2002; Kronberg et al., 2004; American Cancer 

Society, 2015). 

 While colonoscopy, sigmoidoscopy, and FOBT are all recommended in 

guidelines for CRC screening, they are known to have different levels of accuracy. The 

most accurate test, which has a sensitivity of around 95%, is the colonoscopy (USPTF, 

2008). This means that a colonoscopy will detect 95% of CRC cases. Sigmoidoscopy also 

has high accuracy, detecting around 90% of CRC cases. While stool-based approaches 

are the least sensitive, newer immunochemical FOBT and fecal DNA testing have shown 

improvements in sensitivity without a loss of specificity (the ability to not show false 

positives). 

 In 2002, the USPTF found that there was ample evidence to suggest that early 

detection of CRC is effective at reducing CRC mortality. A meta-analysis on the effect of 

biennial FOBT testing found an overall reduction in CRC mortality of 15% (Haug et al., 

2005). Despite a lack of an abundance of causal evidence, it seems clear through a 

systematic review of the literature that the screening methods outlined in CRC guidelines 

are more effective than no screening at all (Pignone et al., 2002).      
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While CRC screening provides many potential advantages, primarily early 

detection of CRC and precancerous adenomas and polyps, CRC testing is not without its 

risks. Serious complications associated with colonoscopy, such as major bleeding or 

death, are estimated at around 25 per 10,000 procedures (Whitlock et al., 2008). This is 

compared with a rate of about 3.4 cases per 10,000 procedures associated with 

sigmoidoscopy (Whitlock, 2008b). There have been no studies to address potential harms 

from stool-based CRC tests for blood, such as FOBT (Burch, 2007). Despite the potential 

harms, the benefits of CRC screening are resounding. Public health departments and 

community groups routinely run screening programs that promote CRC testing in 

asymptomatic patients. These screening programs have had a significant and positive 

impact on screening rates.     

Screening Programs 

 Prevention programs and interventions for CRC typically seek to increase public 

awareness of behavioral risk factors and CRC screening. Educational interventions target 

a range of behaviors, including smoking, drinking, poor diet, and sedentary lifestyles. 

The National Cancer Institute (2015) specifically recommends regular exercise and a 

healthy diet for reducing the risk of CRC. In one large study of 587 African Americans in 

North Carolina, the WATCH (Wellness for African Americans through Churches) project 

examined the effectiveness of a print and video educational intervention for promoting 

colorectal preventative behaviors (Kramish et al., 2004). Results show that the 

intervention significantly improved fruit and vegetable consumption and physical 

activity, and achieved a 15% increase in FOBT screening.  

A growing number of behavioral intervention programs have been associated with a 

decline in CRC rates, suggesting that these interventions have had a positive effect on 

CRC incidence and mortality (Edwards et al., 2010). While these interventions may be 

effective, the most important behavioral interventions may be those aimed at increasing 

screening behaviors. 

In populations where CRC or its precursors have already developed, most 

behavioral interventions will have little impact on incidence and mortality rates. In order 

to eliminate the risk from noncancerous polyps or localized CRC, screening is needed to 

catch the disease while it is in its early stages and still manageable. For this reason, 

interventions aimed at increasing screening rates are important (American Cancer 

Society, 2015). Interventions designed to promote CRC screening awareness in 

asymptomatic patients have been associated with increases in CRC screening rates 

(Edwards et al., 2010). Programs have also been shown to have an effect on intentions to 

get screened, even among minority groups with historically low CRC screening rates. 

Percac-Lima (2009) found participants in a culturally tailored intervention program were 

significantly more likely to get screened for CRC than those in a control group.  

Not all interventions aimed at increasing screening rates have been successful. 

Westfall et al. (2013) did not find statistical evidence for a community based multi-

component intervention, though they did find an absolute increase of 5% in the 

proportion of respondents who reported having had any diagnostic CRC test between a 

baseline survey and a post-intervention survey administered 18 months later. These 

findings demonstrate how difficult and complex of an issue increasing CRC screening 

rates is, particularly among minority populations, and helps explain why testing rates are 
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still not at target rates, despite an active effort through screening programs. Screening 

programs, like the ones in Percac-Lima (2009), must become individually tailored to the 

communities they are serving in order to be as effective as possible. 

Over the past two decades, CRC testing rates have been climbing and CRC rates 

have been falling, but despite these trends, testing rates are still short of target rates. A 

study conducted three years after that National Guidelines for CRC screening were 

released in 2004, found that in a sample of 1,808 average risk men and women between 

50 and 74 years of age, only 14.3% were up to date with CRC screening (McGregor et 

al., 2007). In many survey studies, the proportion of respondents preferring no screening 

to screening is around 30 to 40% (Marshall, 2007; Marshall, 2009). The high number of 

individuals preferring no testing could be attributable to the fact that many individuals do 

not have a motivating reason to get screened or do not receive an option for a test that 

they prefer. Other studies find that rural and low-income communities typically have 

lower than average screening rates and often higher CRC incidence and mortality rates 

(Cole, Jackson, & Doescher, 2012). The authors find that this often has to do with 

healthcare access, insurance, and other factors such as perception of medical costs. To 

design more effective interventions and successfully bring down incidence and mortality 

rates, it is imperative to have an understanding of the attitudes, beliefs, and preferences of 

asymptomatic patients and the complex dynamic between people, the screening tests, and 

the testing environment.  

Screening Behaviors and Patient Preferences 

A large part of understanding why people choose to get screened (or not) comes 

down to understanding CRC screening preferences at the individual level. Multiple 

guidelines even state the importance of understanding individual preference for screening 

modalities (Council Recommendation on Cancer Screening, 2003; Levin et al., 2008; 

Sung et al., 2008). Due to a focus on the individual, this paper will use psychological 

theories and perspectives as an underlying framework for understanding screening 

behaviors.  

In general, people are more likely to get screened if the test and testing process 

have characteristics or attributes that are attractive to the patient. More than two dozen 

studies have been conducted on patient preferences related to CRC screening. Most of 

these studies use one of two survey strategies when it comes to eliciting patient 

preferences: either asking patients to state their preferred test and the attributes of the test 

and testing process that influenced that decision, or using a forced-choice survey format, 

such as a discrete choice experiment, to statistically assess the relative value of certain 

test and testing characteristics. The literature on CRC screening preferences makes it 

clear that future interventions and programs aimed at increasing CRC screening rates 

must take into account the important contribution of individual patient preferences.  

Understanding these preferences and incorporating them into future interventions will 

improve the uptake rates of these screening programs (Wolf et al., 2006). These uptake 

rates determine the effectiveness of a program and the extent to which it impacts CRC 

screening rates. 

 Studies on CRC screening preferences have found tremendous variation in test 

preferences; there does not seem to be an overwhelmingly preferred CRC screening 

method. This variation largely comes from what patients see as a tradeoff between 
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potential effectiveness (risk reduction, specificity, sensitivity) and potential harm 

(burdens, complication, pain) (Hol et al., 2010). Patients who value accuracy and 

effectiveness most often choose colonoscopy or other tube-based screening methods 

while patients who value non-invasive procedures and little discomfort most often choose 

FOBT or other stool-based screening methods (Pignone et al., 1999; Frew et al., 2005; 

Wolf et al., 2006; Schroy, 2007; DeBourcy et al., 2008; Hol et al., 2010). For instance, 

Schroy et al. (2007) asked 100 survey respondents to identify their preferred screening 

method and the test attributes that influenced their decision. Colonoscopy was the 

preferred test type for the majority of people and accuracy and effectiveness were listed 

as reasons for preferring this test. Interestingly, they found that those at a higher 

(familial) risk of CRC were less like to prefer the colonoscopy.     

 Many studies find that colonoscopy is the most preferred screening type (Leard et 

al., 1997; Marshall et al., 2007; Schroy et al., 2007; Schroy et al., 2007b; Marshall et al., 

2009; Hol et al, 2010; Cheng et al., 2012; Hawley et al., 2012). Using a survey of 100 

patients from offices of primary care providers, Leard, Savides, and Ganiats (1997) found 

that 38% of respondents preferred colonoscopy, 31% preferred fecal occult blood testing 

(FOBT), 14% preferred barium enema, 13% preferred flexible sigmoidoscopy, and 4% 

preferred not to be screened. Schroy et al. (2007b) found that 50.6% of 263 respondents 

preferred colonoscopy, 28.1% preferred a fecal DNA test, and 18.3% preferred FOBT. 

While these studies show that a majority of respondents prefer colonoscopy, a lot of 

variation in preference can be seen. Additionally, invasive tube procedures are not always 

the most preferred screening test. In a study of 1,356 participants, Groothuis-Oudshoorn 

(2014) found that most people preferred stool-based tests to tube-based tests.  Multiple 

studies have also found that test preference seems to vary based on ethnicity. African 

Americans have been found to prefer FOBT while white groups have been found to 

prefer colonoscopy (Shokaret al., 2005; Hawley et al., 2008). Latino samples have shown 

the greatest variation and no dominant test preference (Shokar et al., 2005). These 

findings highlight the need to understand how ethnicity and culture play a role in testing 

preferences and decisions. 

 In addition to test type and preparation, a number of other test and test process 

characteristics have been identified as important features influencing patient preference. 

For example, Pignone et al. (2011) had participants rank six test attributes (ability to 

reduce CRC incidence and mortality, discomfort, nature of test, frequency of screening, 

risk of complications, cost) in terms of importance, and had them perform a discrete-

choice experiment (DCE) incorporating the six test attributes. The researchers found that 

risk reduction was the most important test feature in both the ranking task and the DCE. 

In a sample of 100 patients with a familial risk for CRC, Schroy et al. (2007) found that 

accuracy was the most commonly identified test attribute influencing test preference. 

Though risk reduction and accuracy are important, respondents have identified 

preparation for the test, duration of the test, screening intervals, and cost as other 

important factors. Typically though, risk reduction and accuracy rank above features like 

test duration and pain (van Dam et al., 2009; Pignone et al., 2011). 

 What does the literature say about the preferences of providers and their 

perception of patient preferences? Few studies exist on provider preferences for CRC 

screening and only one study looked into the perceptions providers have regarding patient 
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screening preferences. The studies that looked at provider preferences tend to show a 

preference for accuracy (sensitivity and specificity) (Marshall et al., 2009); however, 

even these studies find variation in test preferences among physicians. These studies also 

find a discrepancy between patient and provider preferences, as well as provider beliefs 

about patient preferences. Many studies of both patients and providers have shown that 

there is not a dominant preference for any single screening test, and rather that it comes 

down to individual preference on a number of factors. Some studies have noted that a 

potential discrepancy between tests recommended by guidelines and providers do not 

correspond with many patients’ preferences and may partially explain some of the low 

screening rates.  

Psychological Theories of Health Behavior 

Insight into the decision making process is vital to changing screening behavior 

and ultimately improving screening rates. Increasing screening behavior is paramount to 

overcoming the economic and societal burdens of CRC. To understand screening 

behaviors, we turn to the field of health psychology where the central goal is the study of 

health behavior and cognition. The psychology behind decision making and health 

behavior is often represented using theoretical models, of which there are many varieties. 

Certain health models focus on the individual while others focus more on global levels of 

health behavior. Some models focus on change over time while others focus on process 

and mechanism. What is important is applying the appropriate theory for a given 

situation, whether it is an educational intervention or an empirical research survey. 

Because preferences for screening tests are highly individualized, we will focus on 

exploring theories of individual behavior.  

Health models that focus on the individual may be better suited to understanding 

CRC test preferences and screening behaviors due to the highly individualized nature of 

the decision making and screening process. One well known and commonly used model 

is the Health Belief Model (HBM)(Becker, 1974). The HBM has been used to describe 

individual health behavior across a variety of situations, often to study preventative 

health behaviors. Multiple studies have explored the use of HBM principles for AIDS-

protective behaviors, such as condom use and other safe sex behaviors (Steers and others, 

1996; Lin, Simoni, & Zemon, 2005). The HBM has also been used to study breast cancer 

screening behaviors, such as breast self-examination and mammography (Champion, 

1984; Champion, 1999). The HBM has even been used for CRC research, guiding the use 

of scales and surveys for CRC screening behaviors (Rawl, Champion, Menon, and Foster, 

2000).  Other commonly used health models include the theory of planned behavior 

(TPB) and the common sense model (CSM), the latter of which is often used in the 

context of illness representation.  

Key concepts of the HBM include perceived susceptibility and severity, benefits, 

and barriers (see Figure 10 for a depiction of the HBM) (Glanz et al., 2008). Self-efficacy 

and cues to action are sometimes incorporated into the model as well. The central 

premise is that individuals are more likely to engage in a health behavior when the 

perceived threat (susceptibility and severity) is high, the perceived benefits are high, and 

the perceived barriers are small. High self-efficacy and cues to action facilitate the 

behavior occurring. In the context of CRC, this means that it is important to understand 

how individuals perceive the likelihood that they will contract CRC, the potential 
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consequences of the illness, and the benefits and barriers to screening. Some applications 

of the HBM may be to define populations at risk and risk levels, personalize risk based 

on an individual’s demographics or habits, specify the consequences, outline the rewards 

of screening, and reduce perceived barriers. Finally, providing cues to action through 

how-toinformation, public awareness campaigns, and reminder systems, may facilitate 

CRC screening. Using the HBM as their guide, Rawl, Champion, Menon, and Foster 

(2000) asked focus group participants to identify perceived benefits and barriers to CRC 

screening. The benefits of screening were similar to those for breast cancer screening and 

included early detection of cancer, risk reduction, freedom from worry, and reassurance 

from a negative test. Barriers included lack of CRC knowledge, contradictory 

recommendations from health care providers, and embarrassment related to the testing 

process.  

The common sense model of self-regulation (CSM) is another health behavior 

model, similar to HBM, but with a more detailed representation of the illness 

(Diefenbach & Leventhal, 1996). It is sometimes called the common sense model of 

illness representation for this reason. The common sense model includes illness 

representation constructs of identity, symptoms, timeline, consequences, causes, 

cure/control, and risk. The model also includes self-efficacy and knowledge constructs. 

According to the CSM, these constructs impact one’s appraisal of the disease and 

ultimately behavior. Kelly et al. (2004) used the CSM to understand cancer risk 

perceptions in 99 at-risk individuals. Factors influencing perceptions were found to be 

related to the CSM constructs of the causes of the illness (cancer), control or cure of the 

illness (through surgery for example), and the perceived timeline for developing the 

illness. The researchers conclude that understanding the factors that underlie an 

individual’s risk perceptions of cancer is key to developing interventions that promote 

preventive health behaviors.  

The theory of planned behavior (TPB) is another common model that emphasizes 

the role of intention in behavior. According to the TPB, determinants of behavioral 

intention include one’s attitudes about the behavior, perceived norms regarding the 

behavior, and the perceived control the individual has over the behavior. These constructs 

directly influence one’s intention to perform a given health behavior. In summary, 

individuals are more likely to engage in a behavior if they have the intention to do the 

behavior, and they are more likely to have the intention of behaving if they have 

favorable views towards the behavior, perceive the behavior to be socially normative, and 

perceive a high degree of control over the behavior; however, the TPB has been criticized 

for not including other constructs that are thought to influence behavior, such as 

knowledge and other environmental (outside) constraints. Some researchers recommend 

using an integrated behavioral model (IBM), which incorporates other constructs into the 

TPB (Glanz et al, 2008). In addition to attitude, perceived norms, and perceived control, 

the IBM includes knowledge or skills to perform behavior, salience of the behavior, 

environmental constraints, and individual habits.  While these additional constructs are 

not directly related to intention, they are included as direct determinants of behavior. This 

is very important in terms of screening behavior, as many individuals have the intention 

to get screened but do not. Thus, it is important to know how to facilitate and encourage 
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behavior, even after a behavioral intention is present, by addressing these additional 

model components.  

To improve screening rates, we need to understand screening behavior. To 

understand screening behavior and related decision-making processes, health psychology 

posits that we must understand the patient’s perceived threat of CRC, as well as the 

beliefs and attitudes about screening, perceived benefits of and barriers to screening, 

perceived control over screening as well the knowledge, demographics, and habits of the 

individual related to getting screened. Together these all paint a picture of screening 

behavior and allow us to target various aspects of the screening process that are important 

to the individual. Highly individualized and specifically tailored interventions and health 

communications will likely increase screening rates.  

Successful translation of these health behavior models into application requires 

understanding how the core model components map onto the fundamentals of screening 

behavior. These models should ultimately inform the test and test process variables that 

are of interest and should be included in an empirical DCE. For example, what are the 

perceived norms of CRC screening behaviors in the Central Valley?  Do different groups 

have different norms?  What are the general attitudes towards CRC screening?  How do 

these attitudes and beliefs influence CRC screening preferences?  What are the perceived 

risks and benefits of CRC screening?  What are the perceived risks of not getting 

screened?  How much knowledge of CRC and CRC screening do individuals in the 

Central Valley have?  Which health messages and informational bits will motivate people 

in the Central Valley to get screened?  How important is behavioral intention and 

systematic reminders?  What are the ultimate determinants of CRC screening behavior?  

How can we adapt these perceptions, beliefs, and norms into DCE attribute levels?  These 

are all important questions that a health psychology approach would take to help inform 

an empirical study of patient perceptions and preferences. While health psychology 

frames the decision to get screened using these behavioral determinants, heath economics 

frames the decision from a value point of view.  

Economic Perspectives of Health Behavior 

Another way to gain insight into screening behavior is to understand the decision 

making process from a health economics point of view. Health economics perspectives 

are becoming common tools for understanding why people choose one treatment or 

healthcare product over another. Originating in marketing research, these approaches 

seek to understand why people value one healthcare option over another. Most simply, 

health economics frames the decision making process as a cost-benefit analysis. In other 

words, an individual is more likely to get screened if the perceived benefits outweigh the 

perceived costs. The outcome of the cost-benefit analysis can be thought of as the 

perceived value of the product or behavior, in this case screening. That is, if the perceived 

benefits outweigh the costs, screening will be seen as valuable. Valuation research 

primarily focuses on the characteristics of treatments and healthcare products. A central 

assumption of this research is that these products or interventions can be described 

through their attributes. To understand why someone chooses one option or another, 

researchers focus on understanding the characteristics or features that people value the 

most. Thus, eliciting preferences is a key goal of valuation research. 
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Marketing research has been eliciting preferences for decades in order to 

understand the specific product attributes that people value and consequently prefer. One 

common experimental paradigm for this research is the discrete-choice experiment 

(DCE). The DCE is capable of investigating preferences and the relative importance of 

various attributes. Recently, discrete-choice experiments have become popular in health 

care research for examining people’s health care decisions (Gyrd-Hansen & Sogaard, 

2001; Sculpher et al., 2004; Marshall et al., 2007, 2009; Hur et al., 2008). A DCE is 

capable of eliciting preferences in order to examine the factors that contribute to 

someone’s decision to get screened for CRC. This allows researchers to predict the 

uptake of CRC screening interventions and to compare the relative importance of various 

CRC test and testing characteristics. In a DCE, the test and testing attributes or 

characteristics are predetermined to describe various CRC screening tests and testing 

environments. These characteristics are then varied across realistic or hypothetical testing 

options, and the participant is asked to select the testing option that they would most 

prefer. Preference estimates, or utility scores, can then be determined from the choice 

data.   

Current Study 

In order to design effective screening programs and ultimately increase screening 

uptake rates, we must understand the complex nature of CRC screening preferences and 

how these preferences differ at the individual level. There are only a handful of 

methodologies used to study CRC screening preferences, of which stated preference 

methods like the DCE are most common. Discrete-choice experiments define a number 

of CRC screening attributes or features, such as cost or test type, and then give study 

participants different screening options with levels of these attributes varied (e.g. a cheap 

stool test versus an expensive tube test). The participants are then asked to select the 

testing option that they prefer. While most studies find preference agreement for 

attributes like cost and pain, they find little agreement in terms of a preferred test type. 

The problem with health economic approaches like the DCE is that these approaches tend 

to be atheoretical and focus little on preference differences. The choice of variables in 

these models is often based on focus groups and expert opinion. This paper will seek to 

add to the DCE literature by using a variety of approaches to understand individual-level 

differences in screening preferences, including the use of psychological models of health 

behavior and decision making to understand how perceptions and beliefs interact with 

preferences for various screening characteristics.    

The consensus of the literature seems to be that different kinds of people like 

different kinds of tests for different reasons. Screening programs that take advantage of 

these individual-level differences should be much more effective at motivating people to 

get screened. The problem is that we know little about individual-level differences in 

screening preferences. Most studies use a population-level approach to studying CRC 

screening preferences. Studies typically describe their samples with single sets of 

screening preferences even though it seems much more plausible that multiple socio-

demographic subgroups exist, each with a unique set of screening preferences. In addition 

to different socio-demographic subgroups, most studies fail to include individual-level 

factors, most notably psychological factors related to individual-level beliefs and 

perceptions. To improve screening programs and increase screening rates, we must 
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recognize and understand the complexities and nuances of CRC screening preferences 

across subgroups and individuals.  

 We know that CRC screening is an effective means of reducing CRC incidence 

and mortality as well as the economic impact of CRC that is not identified until it has 

progressed to later stages. However, screening rates remain low despite screening 

programs and public health campaigns. The goal of the dissertation is to further our 

understanding of CRC screening preferences and how these preferences can be used to 

tailor effective screening programs in order to improve uptake. 

 The problem of understanding and predicting screening preferences can be 

approached from multiple angles. We can investigate whether individual participant 

characteristics are related to screening preferences for a particular sample, we can 

investigate whether psychological factors are associated with changes in screening 

preferences for a particular sample, and we can look at the variation in screening 

preferences across multiple samples to investigate whether study level characteristics can 

explain differences in screening preferences. The goal of this dissertation is to explore 

each one of these approaches in three separate studies using relatively new or uncommon 

techniques and methodologies in this field of study. The first study will conduct a 

systematic review and meta-analysis of the literature on screening preferences in an 

attempt to identify population-level characteristics that might be able to explain 

variability in the screening preferences observed across studies. The second study will 

attempt to identify distinct groups of screening preferences using a latent class 

methodology and subsequently test whether person-level characteristics can predict 

individual membership to these unique sets of preferences. Finally, the third study will 

include psychological factors from health decision making models to see if psychological 

factors are associated with changes in screening preferences. The hope is that these 

studies will be able to give new insights into screening preferences in order to identify 

important factors related to screening preferences as well as gaps in our current 

understanding. These insights have the potential to provide researchers with new avenues 

and questions to pursue regarding screening preferences as well as provide practitioners 

and policy-makers with new information to help design new and effective screening 

programs and public health campaigns in order to improve screening rates, ultimately 

decreasing CRC mortality rates and lowering economic costs related to the treatment of 

CRC.      

 This dissertation will approach the study of CRC screening preferences using the 

most common methodology for studying screening preferences: discrete choice 

experiments (DCEs). The systematic review and meta-analysis of the CRC DCE 

literature will be the largest of its kind; only two other studies have performed a 

systematic review of the CRC DCE literature and these reviews were relatively small, 

and did not include a meta-analysis. Since the last review was published in early 2014, an 

additional eight CRC screening preference DCEs have been published. The review 

included in this dissertation will review the entire body of literature including these new 

studies and will also include a small meta-analysis of screening preferences related to test 

type. The second study will be novel because no other CRC DCE has used a latent class 

analysis to investigate distinct sets of screening preferences within a given sample. This 

study will test the possibility that distinct sets of screening preferences exist and will 
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explore possible socio-demographic predictors of these preference sets. Finally, the third 

study will be novel because no other CRC DCE has included psychological factors as 

DCE attributes to investigate the impact these factors have on screening preferences, 

despite multiple health behavioral and decision-making theories that suggest this 

association would exist. In addition to testing a new approach of including psychological 

factors in DCE as program characteristics, this study will also explore the effect that self-

reported beliefs and perceptions have on individual differences in screening preferences. 
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Chapter Two 

Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis 

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide, 

accounting for approximately 13.1% of all new cancer cases and 11.6% of cancer-related 

deaths in developed countries (Jemal et al., 2011).  The highest incidence rates of CRC 

are found in Australia, New Zealand, Europe, and North America, although rates in these 

countries have been steadily declining over the past couple of decades (Center et al., 

2009; Center, Jamal, & Ward, 2009; National Cancer Institute, 2015). This is most likely 

attributed to an increase in screening practices for average risk individuals. In 

randomized trials, screening has been shown to be effective at reducing both incidence 

and mortality rates by as much as 15-43% compared to no screening (Atkin et al., 2010; 

Hardcastle, 1996; Mandel et al., 1993; Pignone et al., 2002; Scholefield et al., 2002; 

Selby et al., 1992; Selby et al., 1993; Winawer et al., 2003).  

 Despite the accumulating evidence of its efficacy and the recommendations from 

multiple government and health organizations, screening participation remains low in 

many developed countries and far below target rates (Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention, 2010; Hol et al., 2010; Kewenter et al., 1994). Increasing screening rates is 

consequently a public health priority in multiple countries, including Canada and the 

United States (Marshall et al., 2009; U.S. Preventive Services Task Force, 2008). The 

discrepancy between target rates and actual uptake has been largely attributed to a 

disconnect between population level screening policies and patient preferences (Wolf et 

al., 2006). As more research becomes available on patient preferences regarding 

screening, it has become clear that a one-size-fits-all approach will not work. Individual 

patient preferences for screening vary considerably based on a number of socio-

demographic, psychological, and experiential factors (Benning et al., 2014; Groothuis-

Oudshorn et al., 2014; Howard et al., 2011; Salkeld, Ryan, & Short, 2000; von Wagner et 

al., 2011). Thus, a better understanding of the nuances of individual CRC screening 

preferences can help us develop future programs, policies, and patient-practitioner 

interactions that are more effective at increasing screening participation, ultimately 

lowering CRC incidence and mortality. 

Previous Reviews on Colorectal Cancer Screening Preferences 

 Phillips et al. (2006) performed a systematic review of eight cancer screening 

preferences using studies that measured utility-based stated preferences for a variety of 

cancers using either contingent valuation or conjoint analysis. This review found that test 

accuracy and risk reduction were the most important factors for determining test 

preference. Phillips et al. (2006) also found that a significant percentage of individuals 

across studies would prefer no screening at all. This review found that the few studies 

available do not explore practice and policy implications in depth.  

 Marshall et al. (2010) reviewed six studies that specifically used conjoint analysis 

to study CRC screening preferences. This study included two studies from the previous 

review. Of the six studies reviewed, five were conducted on samples from a general at-

risk population while one study sampled physicians. The authors found that test accuracy 

was the most important screening test attribute. Marshall et al. (2010) also found 

heterogeneity with respect to test type preference (i.e. no one test was preferred by all). 

The 2010 review also found that 12-34% of respondents would prefer no screening test at 
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all. Marshall et al. (2010) also discuss how their findings could help inform health policy 

and the development of screening programs.  

 Lin et al. (2012) performed a systematic review and meta-analysis of patient 

preferences for computerized topography colonography (CTC) versus colonoscopies in 

23 observational studies that included a stated preference of test type. The authors used 

the difference in the proportion of people preferring CTC over colonoscopy as the effect 

size in their meta-analysis. Lin et al. (2012) found that, on average, people preferred CTC 

over colonoscopy.  Interestingly, symptomatic patients had no preference while those 

with previous screening experience preferred CTC. 

 Similar to the 2010 review, Ghanouni et al. (2013) published a review that 

focused solely on seven studies that used conjoint analysis to study CRC screening 

preferences and included five studies that were in the 2010 review. This review points out 

that the most common test types included in CRC preference studies are the fecal occult 

blood test (FOBT) and colonoscopy, but makes a call for future research to include new 

screening technologies. The 2013 review also comments on methodological 

considerations for CRC screening preference discrete-choice experiments (DCEs) as well 

as how future research should investigate how screening preferences may differ across 

different subgroups in the population.  

 The most recent review of CRC screening preference studies was completed by 

Wortley et al. (2014). These authors carried out a systematic review of nine DCEs that 

studied CRC screening preferences, seven of which were included in previous reviews. 

This review provided a methodological assessment of the DCEs as well as a summary of 

the key findings. Like previous reviews, Wortley et al. (2014) found that test accuracy 

and clinical effectiveness were consistently statistically significant test attributes. They 

also found that in many studies, participants were willing to trade increased risks for 

more clinical benefits and that the majority of respondents preferred some form of 

screening to no screening. The authors commented that heterogeneity of methods made it 

impractical to conduct a meta-analysis. 

Current Study Aims 

 The previous reviews were thorough and covered a range of topics from 

methodological considerations to substantive findings and implications for policy makers 

and practitioners; however, approximately eight DCEs on CRC screening preferences 

have been published or completed since the Wortley et al. (2014) review was published. 

Additionally, only one review included a meta-analysis. Thus, the current review will add 

to the body of literature by providing an up-to-date review of all CRC screening 

preference DCEs published through 2016. This review will also include a summary of 

new substantive variables and study-level covariates not found in previous reviews as 

well as a small meta-analysis on a subset of the included studies.  

Method 

 The current study describes a systematic review and meta-analysis of CRC 

screening preference studies employing a DCE methodology (see Appendix for a CRC 

DCE choice task example). This review was carried out in accordance with the PRISMA 

protocol for systematic reviews and meta-analyses described in Moher et al. (2009).  
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Eligibility Criteria   

 To be included in the systematic review, a study had to investigate colorectal 

cancer screening preferences while employing a discrete-choice methodology. Studies 

had to provide basic information about the methods used and needed to pass a basic 

quality check based on a methodological checklist developed for DCEs (Bridges et al., 

2011). International studies as well as studies that included samples of practitioners were 

included in the review.  

 In order to be included in the subset of studies used in the meta-analysis, a study 

had to analyze the DCE data using a conditional logit model while including a 

comparison of a stool test (e.g. FOBT) and a tube test (e.g. colonoscopy) where test type 

was coded categorically. The study had to report the regression coefficient associated 

with this comparison as a log odds-ratio as well as the coefficient’s standard error.   

Literature Search Strategies and Study Selection 

 We systematically searched a total of three databases from inception through 

2016. PubMed, Google Scholar, and ProQuest were all searched using the keywords 

“colorectal cancer screening” and “discrete choice experiments.” Titles and abstracts of 

all studies identified through the literature search were reviewed for relevance and, when 

identified, full text publications were retrieved and assessed in detail. The reference lists 

of these articles as well as discovered reviews of colorectal cancer screening preferences 

were also searched for additional studies that met eligibility criteria.  

Data Collection and Coding Process 

 The first author and a second reviewer independently extracted data from a 

randomly selected study in order to establish inter-rater reliability (IRR). Due to the mix 

of string, categorical, and numeric variables, we used percent agreement as the measure 

of IRR, computed as the number of variables coded in agreement divided by the total 

number of variables. Initial IRR was 97%, which is considered a satisfactory level of IRR 

for agreement coefficients (Gwet, 2014). Differences in coding, of which there were only 

two, were resolved in a face-to-face discussion. These differences were due to one rater 

coding variables as “not available” or “NA” while the other rater had found and coded 

the information. Once this was pointed out and a consensus was reached on the coding of 

these study variables, the main author extracted data from the remaining studies.  

 Study level data were extracted according to a coding manual (see Appendix for 

complete coding manual) and included general study characteristics (e.g. publication 

year, study location, sample size, response rate, etc.), DCE survey design (e.g. number of 

choice tasks, number of options per task, number of attributes and levels, types of 

attributes, inclusion of a ‘no screening’ option, etc.), analysis used, sample characteristics 

(e.g. age range, average age, proportion of females and males, type of population from 

which sample was drawn, proportion of low income respondents, proportion of low 

education respondents, proportion of Caucasian respondents, proportion of screening 

naïve respondents, proportion of respondents who perceived a high risk of CRC, etc.), 

findings with respect to important attributes (i.e. statistically significant factors), findings 

with respect to predicted uptake rates, and findings with respect to sample characteristic 

interactions. 
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Risk of Bias 

 A concerted effort was made to find any unpublished dissertations or theses using 

the ProQuest database in order to avoid potential publication bias. One dissertation was 

discovered through this search; however, it was found that this dissertation was later 

published and so the published version of the study, van Dam et al. (2010), was used 

instead. Additionally, we used the ISPOR checklist for DCEs as a guideline for assessing 

the methodological quality of the included studies (Bridges et al., 2011).   

Synthesis of Results and Additional Analyses 

 Study-level factors were summarized using counts and averages. All factors (i.e. 

attributes) and covariate interactions that were statistically significant were discussed and 

it was noted how many studies had similar findings. In addition to the systematic review 

and summary of the study methods and findings, meta-analyses were conducted on data 

from a subset of the included studies. As previously stated, to be eligible for the meta-

analyses a study had to include a test type attribute (stool test vs. tube test) in the discrete 

choice survey and had to analyze the data using a conditional logit model. Our reasoning 

for meta-analyzing test type and none of the other attributes was due to the fact that most 

of the other attributes differed greatly in their scaling and quantification from study to 

study, making it difficult if not impossible to properly synthesize these results. For 

example, some studies coded cost as a continuous variable while others broke it down 

into specific categories. Test type was one of the few attributes that had consistent coding 

and scaling across studies.  

 Utility theory as applied to decision making states that when presented with 

multiple alternative options, a person will choose the alternative that provides the highest 

utility (Fishburn, 1970). For conditional logit models, the utility for each alternative 

depends on the attributes of that alternative, expressed as: 

         , 
where Ui is the utility associated with choosing alternative i, zi is a vector of observed 

variables relating to alternative i that depend on the attributes of the alternative, β is a 

corresponding vector of parameter coefficients of the observed attributes, and εi captures 

the unobserved residual error affecting a person’s choice of alternative i (McFadden, 

1973). The residual variance, ε, for each alternative’s utility is distributed as an iid 

extreme value distribution (specifically a Gumbel distribution) and the difference in 

utilities (U1 – U2 = Ud) between alternatives is distributed as a standard logistic 

regression: 

                       
where μ is the location parameter and s is the shape parameter. Thus, in standard 

conditional logit models the residual variance is standardized across analyses and each 

parameter estimate represents a log-odds ratio. Additionally, choosing a coefficient that 

represents a unitless categorical predictor such as test type ensures that the coding of the 

predictor variable is also standardized across analyses (either dummy coded or effects 

coded). This is not possible with quantifiable variables, such as travel time or cost, which 

will have different scales depending on the number of categories used and the units with 

which the variables are represented.  

 The choice of a unitless predictor such as test type allowed us to meta-analyze a 

specific subset of the data available, namely all conditional logit coefficients representing 
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a test type comparison between a tube test and a stool test, where test type was coded 

categorically. Thus, the logit coefficients or log-odds ratios were the effect sizes used in a 

weighted mean model (i.e. meta-analytic model) where the inverse of the squared 

standard error (i.e. sampling variance) of each coefficient was used to weight the model. 

The log-odds ratio has been considered an appropriate effect size for use in meta-analysis 

(Cooper, Hedges, & Valentine, 2009) and the standard error has been considered an 

appropriate way to weight these regression slopes or coefficients (Bekker & Wu, 2007). 

It has also been suggested elsewhere that the (inverse squared) standard error is an 

optimal weight for meta-analysis (Cooper, Hedges, & Valentine, 2009). 

 An unconditional random-effects meta-analytic model was first estimated to 

assess overall test type preference where a positive mean coefficient would represent a 

preference for tube tests on average and a negative mean coefficient would represent a 

preference for stool tests on average. It was hypothesized that, on average, there would be 

no preference for one test type over the other or, in other words, that the meta-analytic 

average coefficient would be not be significantly different from zero (significant 

heterogeneity was expected to be present however, representing the variation in test type 

preference seen across studies that is thought to be systematically driven). The random-

effects meta-analytic model is given by 

yi = β0 + ui + ei, 

where β0 is the meta-analytic average and 

ui ∼ N(0,τ
2
) and ei ∼ N(0,vi), 

where vi are the sampling variances (i.e. squared standard errors) of the effect size 

estimates (i.e., the log-odds ratios) and τ
2 

is a measure of the random effect or 

heterogeneity (i.e. systematic variation between studies).  

 Coded study-level variables, such as proportion of low-income respondents, were 

used in follow-up conditional meta-analytic models (i.e. meta-regressions) to test whether 

or not study-level characteristics were predictive of test type preference. It was 

hypothesized that low-income samples, uninsured samples, and samples with low rates of 

perceived risk would prefer stool tests. The mixed-effects meta-regression model is given 

by 

yi = β0 + βpxip + ui + ei 

where xip is study-level covariate p for study i. See Hedges & Vevea (1998) and 

Viechtbauer (2010) for more information on random and mixed-effects meta-analysis.  

Software 

 All meta-analytic models were fit in R 3.2.2. using the metafor package. See 

Viechtbauer (2010) for more information on the metafor package. 

Results 

 Between Google Scholar, PubMed, and ProQuest, a total of 328 unique papers 

were identified. Of these, four were reviews that led to four new papers for a total of 332 

non-duplicate publications. Of these 332 publications, 308 were excluded after a review 

of the title and abstract due to not meeting eligibility criteria. A flow chart representing  

the literature search can be seen below in Figure 2.1.  
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GGoogle Scholar
(keywords: “colorectal cancer 

screening” and “discrete choice 
experiment”)

N = 303

PubMed
(keywords: “colorectal cancer 

screening” and “discrete choice 
experiment”)

N = 15

Unique Papers
N = 328

CRC Reviews
N = 4

New Papers
N = 4

Total Papers
N = 332 Excluded                        308

Review                               4
Unrelated review              8
Book                                 21
Opinion Paper                   5
Unrelated to CRC         196      
Not a DCE 74
Incomplete Reporting     1Papers Retained for Analysis

N = 23

GProQuest
(keywords: “colorectal cancer 

screening” and “discrete choice 
experiment”)

N = 25

Author’s Unpublished Study
N = 1

 
 

Figure 2.1. Literature search flow chart and results. 

 

The remaining publications were assessed in their entirety to ensure they met full 

eligibility criteria including basic methodological soundness according to the ISPOR 

checklist and a complete reporting of relevant study-level characteristics and results. All 

of the studies were found to have a minimum level of methodological quality except one. 

Specifically, Ryan and San Miguel (2003) was excluded from the review due to an 

incompleteness of reporting and an inability to determine the exact methods used. In 

addition, this study provided few details about the sample characteristics, analysis results, 

and implications for public policy and practice. Of the 23 remaining studies, we found 

that Marshall et al. (2007) and Cheng et al. (2012) used approximately the same dataset. 

They were both included in the systematic review because they used different study 

designs (e.g. different sets of attributes); however, only Cheng et al. (2012) reported 

logistic regression coefficients so Marshall et al. (2007) was not used in the meta-

analysis. We also found that van Dam et al. (2010) and de Bekker-Grob et al. (2010) 

appeared to use overlapping datasets. We analyzed both in the systematic review because 

these studies have different scopes (de Bekker-Grob et al. (2010) has a methodological 

focus while van Dam et al. (2010) has a substantive focus) and different study designs 

(e.g. different sets of DCE attributes); however, because of the overlapping datasets we 

only used one study, de Bekker-Grob et al. (2010), in the meta-analysis. Thus, in the final 

systematic review we included 23 studies. The table (2.1) below shows study 

characteristics for all 23 studies. 
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Most studies either did not include test type as an attribute or did not use a conditional 

logit model in their analyses. Therefore, in the final meta-analysis we only included eight 

studies; however, these eight studies contained 11 effect sizes.  

Study Characteristics 

 Study populations included general average-risk populations of adults eligible for 

CRC screening (i.e. aged 50 – 75), general populations of adults eligible for CRC 

screening or starting to think about getting screening (i.e. aged 40 - 75), general 

populations of older adults (aged 70-90), patients from health care networks aged 40-79, 

participants who had previously ordered or undergone CRC screening (FOBTs, 

colonoscopies, or CT colonographies), and clinical practitioners who recommend or 

administer CRC screening tests. Some studies included both screening naïve and 

screening experienced participants while others included both patients and practitioners. 

Most of the studies sampled from average-risk screening naïve general populations aged 

50-75. Four of the included studies sampled participants aged 40 and over to include 

people starting to think about getting screened (Boyajian et al., unpublished, Cheng et al., 

2012; Ghanouni et al., 2014, Marshall et al., 2007). Kitsler et al. (2015) sampled older 

adults aged 70-90 and Pignone et al. (2014) sampled rural low-income adults eligible for 

CRC screening (aged 50-74). Studies that surveyed participants who had previously 

undergone CRC screening had samples that aged from 27 to 92 (de Bekker-Grob et al., 

2010; Hol et al., 2010; Howard et al., 2011; Howard & Salkeld, 2009; Salkeld et al., 

2000, van Dam et al. 2010); however, most of the previously screened samples fell in the 

50-75 age range and one study, Salkeld et al. (2000), did not include information about 

age (Salkeld et al. (2000) was the only study included in the review that did not provide 

any information about the age of the sample). Studies that sampled from populations of 

practitioners ranged in age from 25 to 70. Across all 23 studies, samples ranged in age 

from 25 to 92 with a mean average age of 55.85 and a median average age of 58.70.  

 Of the included studies, only two did not provide information about the gender 

breakdown of the sample (Gyrd-Hansen & Sogaard, 2001; Salkeld et al., 2000). The 

percentage of women across samples from the remaining 21 studies ranged from 20% to 

68%; however, the lowest proportions of women were observed in samples of 

practitioners. Of the general population and patient samples, the percentage of women 

ranged from 43% to 68%. The mean breakdown of gender across all samples was 49% 

women and 51% men.   

 Only 8 of the 23 studies included in the review provided information about the 

race and ethnicity breakdown of their samples. Most of these studies reported the race 

and ethnicity breakdown as simply the proportion of white to non-white participants. The 

percentage of Caucasian participants across these eight studies ranged from 53% to 95%. 

The two studies that reported the number of Asian participants had samples that were 4% 

and 3% Asian respectively (Boyajian et al., unpublished; Marshall et al., 2007). The two 

studies that reported the number of African American participants had samples that were 

7.5% and 19% African American respectively (Boyajian et al., unpublished; Pignone et 

al., 2014). The two studies that reported the number of Latino participants had samples 

that were 30% and 2% Latino (Boyajian et al., unpublished; Pignone et al., 2014).   

 Of the 23 studies included, four were conducted solely in the United States. One 

study was conducted on samples from both the United States and Canada. Another study 
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used samples from both the UK and the Netherlands. The remaining studies were 

conducted in Canada (n = 2), the UK (n = 3), the Netherlands (n = 5), Australia (n = 4), 

Denmark (n = 1), and France (n = 2).  

Attributes and Levels 

 Most studies gave a detailed explanation of how they went about selecting the 

attributes to be included in the DCE survey. The three most common methods for this 

selection process were a review of previous CRC screening preference studies, interviews 

with experts and clinicians, and focus groups with patients and potential screening 

participants. Many studies used more than one of these three approaches, and all but three 

studies used at least one of these approaches. It should be noted that all methods for the 

selection of attributes were atheoretical in nature.  

 Gyrd-Hansen & Soogard (2001) did not use any of these approaches and instead 

looked at pre-existing screening programs and selected the characteristics of these 

programs that the authors deemed to be the most clinically important. The other two 

studies that did not use one of these approaches, Boone et al. (2013) and Plumb et al. 

(2014), did not give any specific details regarding attribute selection. Additionally, only 

one study used a theory driven approach to generate some of the attributes included in the 

DCE survey. Specifically, Boyajian et al. (under review) used psychological theories of 

health-related decision making to include attributes related to perceived risk. 

 A total of 24 unique attributes appeared across all of the studies included in this 

review. The table (2.2) below shows which screening attributes were found in which 

studies.  
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The high number of unique attributes used in the included studies underscores the 

methodological heterogeneity associated with DCEs, especially for a specific topic like 

CRC screening. These 24 attributes could be loosely categorized as test-specific 

attributes, testing environment attributes, and personal risk attributes. The most common 

attributes were by far test-specific attributes. With the exception of test location, which 

was included in three studies, testing environment and personal risk attributes were found 

only in one to two studies. Across all attribute types, the most common attribute was 

specificity, which was included in 15 studies, followed by sensitivity (n = 13), cost (n = 

12), test-type/process (n = 12), risk reduction (n = 11), and preparation (n = 10). The 

number of attributes included in the DCE studies ranged from 2 to 9 attributes, with the 

modal number of attributes being 6 (mean = 5.04, median = 5). 

Study Design  

 Of the 23 studies included in this review, 4 employed full factorial designs – 

Boone et al. (2013), Howard et al. (2011), Plumb et al. (2014), and Salkeld et al. (2003) – 

as all had a manageable number of attributes and attribute levels. Gyrd-Hansen & 

Sogaard (2001) hand selected 48 scenarios based on realistic combinations. The other 18 

studies used systematic fractional factorial designs to develop efficient designs using a 

limited number of orthogonal combinations. Most studies (n = 15) did not include 

restrictions in their designs to prevent unrealistic combinations of attributes. 

 The number of scenarios presented to each participant in the discrete-choice 

surveys ranged from 1 to 32 with the modal number of scenarios being 16 (mean = 13.38, 

median = 14). The number of screening options per choice task ranged from 2 to 4 with 

the modal number of options being 3 (mean = 2.83, median = 3). Most studies (n = 16) 

included a ‘no screening’ or ‘opt out’ choice as one of the screening options. 

 The type of CRC screening tests used included different types of fecal occult 

blood tests (FOBTs), colonoscopy, computed topography colonography (CTC aka virtual 

colonoscopy), flexible sigmoidoscopy (FS), double contrast barium enema (DCBE), and 

hypothetical tests including a fictitious nanopill. The most common test type included 

was FOBT followed by colonoscopy. The least common test type was DCBE. Salkeld et 

al. (2000) included a hypothetical bowel test that was compared with a current bowel test 

(FOBT) and Howard et al. (2011) included a hypothetical nanopill as one of the test 

types. To see which studies included which tests, see Table 1.  

Analytic Methodologies 

 Analytical models for estimation of discrete-choice preferences primarily 

included conditional logit and probit models. The most common analytic model used was 

a multinomial logit model (n = 10), of which three studies used hierarchical Bayes 

estimation methods (Kitsler et al., 2015; Pignone et al., 2011; Pignone et al., 2014). The 

other models included mixed logit models (n = 2), an ordered logit model (n = 1), a 

multinomial probit model (n = 1), and bivariate probit models (n = 5). Howard & Salkeld 

(2009) included results from both multinomial and mixed logit models while Cheng et al. 

(2012) included results from both multinomial logit and multinomial probit models. 

Boone et al. (2013) and Plumb et al. (2014) only conducted descriptive analyses.   

Limitations of Studies 

 Several limitations arose in the studies included in this review. Some studies had 

small sample sizes (as low as 50 participants in some cases), which can potentially affect 
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statistical power and generalizability. Other studies sampled from very specific 

populations (e.g. rural low income populations, older adult populations, etc.) that 

potentially limited the generalizability of results as well. Additionally, some studies had 

low response rates, the lowest being 25% in the case of the patient sample used in Plumb 

et al. (2014), calling into question potential selection biases. There was a lot of observed 

variability in the quality of methods used. Some studies, typically more recent studies, 

tended to use more thorough and reliable methodologies and study designs. These studies 

also tended to report more details regarding the sample characteristics and findings. 

There was also a lot of variability in the number of covariates included as potential 

predictors of preferences, with studies including more covariates able to bring more 

nuanced insight into screening preferences for CRC. Finally, an important limitation to 

these studies was the atheoretical nature of the attribute selection process. It is possible 

that including a theory-driven process for attribute selection could generate important 

attributes not yet included in previous DCE studies.   

Key Findings – Most Common Attributes 

 Statically significant attributes for each study can be found in Table 1. Of the 23 

included studies, 20 provided inferential tests of the included attributes. Specificity was 

tested inferentially 12 times and was found to be statistically significant in 9 of those tests 

(75% of the time), such that people preferred tests that were less likely to result in false 

positives or unnecessary follow-up exams. Sensitivity was tested 10 times and was found 

to be statistically significant in all 10 tests (100% of the time) in the direction that 

indicated that participants preferred tests that could more accurately detect CRC (i.e. had 

higher true positive rates). Risk reduction was tested 10 times and found to be statistically 

significant in all 10 tests (100%) such that tests that improved risk reduction were always 

preferred. Preparation was tested 10 times and found to be a significant attribute in all 10 

tests (100%) indicating that people preferred tests with minimal preparation. Pain and 

discomfort were tested five times and found to be significant attributes in four of these 

tests (80%) indicating that people generally prefer less painful tests. It should be noted 

that the only study that did not find pain and discomfort to be a significant attribute, 

Cheng et al. (2012), only included a comparison between no pain and mild pain, which 

may explain why this attribute was not statistically significant. Had they included a 

moderate pain category, it is possible that this would have been significantly less 

preferred over no pain and/or mild pain. Risk of complications was tested in five studies 

and found to be significant in all five studies (100%) indicating that people prefer tests 

with the lowest risk of complications. Cost was tested inferentially 11 times and found to 

be statistically significant all 11 times (100% of the time) in the direction that indicated 

that participants preferred lower out-of-pocket costs.  

 Seven studies tested screening interval, and six of those tests (85.7%) were 

signififcant. Gyrd-Hansen and Sogaard (2001) did not find screening interval to be a 

significant attribute. Of the six tests where screening interval was found to be a 

significant attribute, results are highly conflicting. Groothuis-Oudshoorn et al. (2014) and 

van Dam et al. (2010) found that shorter screening intervals were preferred. Hol et al. 

(2010) found that longer screening intervals were preferred. Kitsler et al. (2015) found 

that a moderate screening interval was preferred, specifically that a 5 year interval was 

preferred over a 1 and 10 year interval with no difference between the latter two intervals. 
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Marshall et al. (2009) found that a once in a lifetime interval was preferred over 1, 5, and 

10 year intervals but no differences between the latter three intervals, and finally de 

Bekker Grob et al. (2010) found that shorter screening intervals were preferred when 

unlabeled DCEs were administered and that longer screening intervals were preferred 

when labeled DCEs were administered. Utility theory would predict that longer screening 

intervals should be preferred with all other factors being equal. There are two possibilities 

that may account for the results that conflict with this prediction, with both possibilities 

drawing on the hypothesis that individuals are bringing their own knowledge and 

assumptions to the test. The first explanation is that the screening interval attribute is 

being confounded with test type and that participants are aware that less invasive tests 

like the FOBT have shorter screening intervals and are thus expressing their preference 

for these types of tests. The second explanation, which is suggested by de Bekker-Grob et 

al. (2010), is that participants are associating shorter screening intervals with higher 

accuracy tests.   

 A variety of test types (e.g. stool tests, tube tests, blood tests, etc.) were compared 

inferentially across 11 studies. In all 11 studies (100% of the time), statistically 

significant differences were identified between at least two of the included test types.

 Many of these findings were contradictory in nature and exhibited heterogeneity 

in test type preferences. For example, Benning et al. (2014a) found that participants 

preferred a blood test over no screening but that participants preferred no screening over 

a stool test; however, Benning et al. (2014b) found that participants preferred both blood 

and stool tests over no screening. These findings are consistent with respect to blood tests 

but are contradictory with respect to preferences for stool tests. Contradictory to the 

findings of Benning et al. (2014a) and (2014b), Nayaradou et al. (2010) found that 

participants preferred stool tests to blood tests. Cheng et al. (2012) found that when no 

opt-out option was included in the analysis that participants preferred a stool test over an 

enema test and that they preferred an enema test over both CT colonography and 

colonoscopy; however, when they included the opt-out option in the analysis they found 

that the stool test, enema test, and CT colonography were all preferred over the 

colonoscopy. No differences were found between the stool test, enema test, and CT 

colonography in this latter case. The consistent finding was that other types of tests were 

preferred over colonoscopy. Similarly, Groothuis-Oudshoorn et al. (2014) found that 

participants preferred a hypothetical nanopill to a stool test and that they preferred the 

stool test to a tube test. Marshall et al. (2007) found that participants preferred CT 

colonography to stool and enema tests and that they preferred stool and enema tests to 

tube tests. Somewhat differently, Marshall et al. (2009) found that US participants 

preferred stool tests to CT colonography and CT colonography to tube and enema tests; 

however they found that Canadian participants had no preference between a stool tests 

and a CT colonography but that they preferred both of these tests to tube and enema tests. 

Both Marshall et al. (2007) and (2009) found that participants prefer stool tests to tube 

tests. Like these previous studies, Pignone et al. (2014) found that FOBT was preferred 

over colonoscopy. Howard et al. (2011), which only compared CT colonography to 

colonoscopy, found that participants preferred the less invasive but similarly less accurate 

CT colonography to colonoscopy. Salkeld et al. (2000) found that participants preferred 

current bowel tests like the FOBT over a hypothetical new bowel test, suggesting a 
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preference for the status quo; however, other studies like Benning et al. (2014b) found 

that this is not always the case. Specifically, they found that those with colonoscopy 

experience are more likely to prefer stool tests. Unlike these first few studies, de Bekker-

Grob et al. (2010) found that participants preferred sigmoidoscopy to colonoscopy and 

that they preferred colonoscopy to FOBT. Thus, de Bekker-Grob et al. (2010) found, 

contradictory to the previous studies, that participants preferred tube tests over a stool test 

(i.e. FOBT). Like de Bekker-Grob et al. (2010), Hol et al. (2010) found that screening 

naïve participants preferred both sigmoidoscopy and colonoscopy to FOBT and no 

screening (these participants had no preference over FOBT and no screening). This study 

also found that previously screened participants preferred sigmoidoscopy and 

colonoscopy to FOBT and that they preferred FOBT to no screening. These participants 

seemed to all prefer tube tests to stool tests, but unlike screening naïve participants, 

previously screened participants preferred all forms of screening to no screening.  

 With respect to test type, there are many contradictory findings. There seem to be 

conflicting findings with respect to whether participants prefer stool or tube tests and 

whether they prefer blood or stool tests. There are also contradictory findings with 

respect to whether people prefer CT colonography or stool tests. In some studies, there 

was no preference between CT colonography and colonoscopy. In other studies, CT 

colonography was preferred to colonoscopy; however, no study found a preference for 

colonoscopy over CT colonography. 

Key Findings - Least Common Attributes 

 The following attributes were included in only one to three studies. Evidence 

level (i.e. the amount of scientific evidence supporting a test) was tested twice and found 

to be significant in both tests (100%) indicating that people prefer tests with higher levels 

of scientific support. Chance of follow-up (in the event of a positive test) was tested in 

two studies and was found to be significant in one of these (50%). Howard et al. (2011) 

found that participants preferred tests with a lower chance of needing a follow-up exam 

while Marshall et al. (2009) found this attribute to be non-significant. Detailed follow-up 

information (whether it was presented or not) was only included in one study, Benning et 

al. (2014a), and was found to be a significant attribute such that people preferred tests 

that did not give detailed information about a possible follow-up exam. Cost of follow-up 

(i.e. how much of the follow-up was covered by insurance) was tested in two studies in 

found to be a significant attribute in both studies (100%) indicating that people prefer 

tests where the follow-up costs will be the lowest (i.e. tests where insurance will cover 

most or all of the follow-up costs). Test duration was tested twice and found to be 

significant in both tests (100%) indicating that people prefer shorter tests. Test location 

(hospital versus home) was tested in three separate studies, but was not found to be a 

significant attribute in any of them (0%). Who proposed the screening test was tested in 

two different studies and found to be significant in one of them (50%). Specifically, 

Boyajian et al. (unpublished) found that tests recommended by a doctor were preferred 

over tests recommended by family members, commercials, the internet, or no one. 

Notification of negative results was tested in two studies and found to be significant in 

one study (50%) in favor of tests that do notify one of negative results. Travel time was 

only tested in one study which found it to be a significant predictor, with people 

preferring screening programs with shorter commute times. Whether or not one’s general 
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practitioner (GP) was present at the test was tested by one study which found this to be a 

significant predictor, with people preferring tests at which their GP was not present. 

Boyajian et al. (under review) tested symptomology and number of risk factors as 

attributes and found both to be significant attributes, such that people prefer scenarios 

where they have no symptomology or risk factors; however, increased symptomology 

was found to increase the preference for colonoscopy over FOBT. Who delivers the test 

results and how long these results take to be delivered were each tested once by two 

separate studies, neither of which attribute was found to be significant. Whether or not 

public information was available about a test was tested by one study that did not find it 

to be a significant predictor.         

Key Findings – Importance of Covariates 

 Only a handful of studies included covariates in their analyses. The most common 

covariates were socio-demographic variables such as age, gender, family history, and 

screening experience. Three studies included perceived risk for CRC as a preference 

covariate. Typically these covariates were interacted with the ‘no screening’ constant to 

see how they were associated with preferences for screening versus no screening as 

opposed to interacting them with specific attributes such as test type, though this was 

done in a couple of studies. 

 Benning et al. (2014b) found that individuals who are more educated, younger, 

and have colonoscopy experience are more likely to participate in screening compared to 

less educated, older individuals who do not have previous colonoscopy experience. 

Compared to men, women were more likely to prefer screening over no screening. 

Additionally, individuals who had previous screening experience were more likely to 

prefer screening over no screening compared to those who had never been screened. 

Groothuis-Oudshoorn et al. (2014) tested multiple socio-demographic factors as well as 

perceived risk including gender, education, age, employment status, screening 

experience, and family history. The only covariates that were statistically significant were 

perceived risk, family history, and screening experience. Specifically, those with higher 

levels of perceived risk, family history of CRC, and previous screening experience were 

more likely to prefer screening over no screening. Unlike the previous study, these 

authors did not find any effect for age, gender, or education. Similarly, Gyrd-Hansen & 

Sogaard (2001) interacted gender with specificity and screening interval attributes and 

found no effect. Like Gyrd-Hansen & Sogaard (2001), Howard & Salkeld (2008) 

interacted gender, age, perceived risk, and family history with the preference for 

screening over no screening and found no effects for any of these covariates. Similarly to 

Groothuis-Oudshoorn et al. (2014), Howard et al. (2011) included perceived risk as a 

covariate and found that it increased participant’s preference for colonoscopy over CT 

colonography. Howard et al. (2011) also found that older participants and those who 

know someone with CRC are more likely to prefer colonoscopy. On the other hand, they 

found that participants with higher levels of education and previous colonoscopy 

experience were more likely to prefer CT colonography over colonoscopy. Somewhat 

contradictory to previous findings, Marshall et al. (2007) found that individuals who were 

older, female, less educated, wealthier, and with a family history of CRC were more 

likely to prefer screening to no screening. While the findings for gender, age, and 

education differ from Benning et al. (2014b), the finding that those with a family history 
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of CRC are more likely to prefer screening was consistent. Similar to the findings of 

Marshall et al. (2007), Marshall et al. (2009) found that wealthier and older participants 

prefer screening over no screening; however, in direct opposition to the findings of 

Marshall et al. (2007), Marshall et al. (2009) found that men are more likely than women 

to prefer screening over no screening. Nayaradou et al. (2010) found that participants 

with higher levels of education and of higher SES are more likely to prefer tests with high 

sensitivity. Similarly to previous studies, van Dam et al. (2010) found that those with 

screening experience were more likely to prefer screening to no screening. These authors 

also found that participants with endoscopy experience were more likely to prefer the 

hospital to home for a test location while those without endoscopy experience were more 

likely to prefer home to the hospital for a test location.  

Key Findings - Importance of No Screening 

 As previously mentioned, 16 studies included a ‘no screening’ option in addition 

to actual screening tests as part of each DCE choice task which allowed for inferential 

tests of participant’s preference for various tests and screening in general compared with 

the choice of not getting screening. Eleven studies provided explicit information about 

such tests, typically through a constant in the model that represented ‘no screening.’ Most 

studies (n = 7, 64%) found that, in general, participants preferred screening to no 

screening. In two studies, each of which analyzed separate samples of screening naïve 

participants and screening experienced participants, it was found that screening 

experienced participants preferred all types of screening tests (FOBT, sigmoidoscopy, 

and colonoscopy) to no screening while screening naïve participants only preferred 

sigmoidoscopy and colonoscopy to no screening (they had no preference between FOBT 

and no screening). Similarly, van Dam et al. (2010) found that screening experienced 

participants preferred screening to no screening while screening naïve participants had no 

clear preference between screening and no screening. And finally, Benning et al. (2014a) 

found that participants preferred blood tests to no screening but actually preferred no 

screening over stool tests. Even though most studies found that no screening provided 

disutility (i.e. a negative utility), many studies found that a small but significant 

proportion of respondents would still choose ‘no screening’ when they simulated uptake 

rates. 

Key Findings – Predicted Uptake Levels 

 Thirteen of the 23 included studies provided simulated uptake rates for various 

screening tests. It should be noted that these uptake rates highly depend on the other 

screening modalities included in the simulation and assumptions regarding specific 

program characteristics. For example, simulations that did not include an opt-out option 

as part of the simulation and simulations using unrealistic program characteristic 

assumptions likely overestimated uptake rates. Across nine studies, simulated uptake 

rates for FOBT ranged from 14.5% to 75.8%. Across six studies, simulated uptake rates 

for colonoscopy ranged from 21% to 77%. Across two studies, simulated uptake rates for 

blood tests ranged from 26.8% to 28.1%. Across five studies, simulated uptake rates for 

sigmoidoscopy ranged from 31% to 79%. Across two studies, simulated uptake rates for 

a combined test (stool and blood samples used) ranged from 43.3% to 43.7%. Across 13 

studies, the simulated percentage of respondents choosing not to get screened ranged 

from 13.6% to 55%. As can be seen, there is a lot of variability associated with simulated 
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uptake rates, which is why they should be interpreted carefully when it comes to 

predicting actual uptake rates for real screening tests or programs.    

Meta-analytic Results 

 A total of eight studies were included in the meta-analysis of test type screening 

preferences, which resulted in 11 separate effect sizes. See Table 2.3. below for the 

complete meta-analytic dataset including effect sizes and covariates.  
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Table 2.3. Meta-analysis effect sizes and covariates 

Study 
Sample  

description 

Log-odds 

ratio (ES) 

Variance 

(SE
2
) 

Average 

age 

Prop 

female 

Prop  

low income 

Prop  

high EDU 

Screening 

experience 

Boyajian et al. (unpublished) General  0.198 0.0040 56.00 .650 .560 .825 No 

Cheng et al. (2012) Patients -0.470 0.0030 50.80 .480 .370 .450 No 

de Bekker-Grob et al. (2010) Screening naïve  0.410 0.0132 61.00 .476 .550 .450 No 

de Bekker-Grob et al. (2010) Previously screened  0.690 0.0121 60.90 .498 .550 .450 Yes 

Groothuis-Oudshoorn et al. (2014) General -0.580 0.0144 60.50 .490 .546 .480 No 

Hol et al. (2010) Screening naïve  0.510 0.0156 60.70 .480 .550 .600 No 

Hol et al. (2010) Previously screened  0.670 0.0121 61.10 .480 .550 .600 Yes 

Marshall et al. (2009) General -0.150 0.0024 55.00 .550 .510 .500 No 

Marshall et al. (2009) General -0.300 0.0094 57.00 .520 .340 .650 No 

Nayaradou et al. (2010) General -0.268 0.0149 60.80 .492 .537 .654 No 

Pignone et al. (2014) Rural low income -0.587 0.0256 55.93 .553 .940 .600 No 

 

Note. ES = effect size for test type comparison, SE = standard error, Prop = proportion, EDU = education. 
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These effect sizes represent the log-odds ratio of participants in a given sample choosing 

a tube test over a stool test. In other words, positive effect sizes represent samples that, on 

average, preferred tube tests and negative effect sizes represent samples that, on average, 

preferred stool tests. Effect sizes that are not significantly different from zero represent 

samples that, on average, have no preference for either test. Standard errors were 

provided for all regression coefficients except for two from Marshall et al. (2009). These 

standard errors were estimated using the p-value method described in Higgins & Green 

(2008). A random-effects meta-analytic model was applied to the data in order to 

estimate both the weighted effect size as well as the overall amount of heterogeneity 

(between-studies variability) while taking into account the nesting of effect sizes within 

studies.  

 The results from the unconditional meta-analysis of log-odds ratios can be seen 

below in Table 2.4. and in the Forest plot in Figure 2.2.  

 

Table 2.4. Unconditional random-effects meta-analysis results 

 

  Estimate Standard Error 

Parameter Estimates   

 Variance Component (τ
2
)       0.23*** 0.11 

 Intercept (Average Effect) -0.084 0.17 

Heterogeneity Statistics   

 Q(df = 10)  242.33***  

 I
2
 96.88%  

    

 

Note. Number of effects = 11. 
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Figure 2.2. Forest plot for unconditional random-effects meta-analysis. 

 

The random-effects meta-analytic average effect size is equal to -.084 (SE = .17), p = 

.622. This weighted log-odds ratio is not significantly different from zero, indicating that, 

across all studies, no evidence was found that participants prefer either tube tests or stool 

tests; however, as can be seen by the Forest plot in Figure 2, the amount of heterogeneity 

or between-studies variance is statistically significant, Q(10) = 242.33, p < .001, 

indicating that effect sizes vary by more than we would expect by chance. In fact, the 

variance component or residual heterogeneity, τ
2
, is estimated to be 0.23 (SE = 0.11) and 

the ratio of heterogeneity to total variability, I
2
, is 96.88%.  By rule of thumb, this I

2 
is 

considered high, which can be evidence that between-study variation exists in the current 

sample of effect sizes. This statistical variability supports the qualitative assessment that 

test type preferences vary substantially across studies, variance that is likely due to 

systematic factors in the sample characteristics. Moderator analyses (conditional random 

effects meta-analyses), presented below, were carried out in an attempt to explain some 

of this between-study variance using sample-level characteristics. 

 Before moving on to moderator analyses, we first assessed our dataset for 

publication bias, which is an important issue to address while conducting meta-analyses. 

Publication bias theorizes that there are many studies that never get published and instead 

are left in the ‘file drawer’ (Rosenthal, 1979). Many of these studies are not published 

simply because they did not find significant effects. It can be logistically challenging to 
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find unpublished studies for a number of reasons, but if they are indeed left out, then 

meta-analytic answers can be biased in a positive direction. While publication bias is 

unlikely in our current meta-analysis due to the fact that test type comparisons are one of 

many effects investigated in a DCE, there are ways to assess whether or not it exists in 

the current dataset. A simple way to investigate publication bias is to plot effect sizes 

against their standard errors using a Funnel plot. We would expect effect sizes with 

smaller standard errors to exhibit less variability around the average effect size and we 

would expect effect sizes to be equally distributed around the average effect size. If we 

notice observations missing from one side of the average effect, it is possible that this is 

due to studies not being included in the analysis; however, it may simply be due to 

random variation in a small sample or other confounding variables not being taken into 

account. The Funnel plot can be seen in the figure (Figure 2.3) below. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.3. Funnel plot for unconditional random-effects meta-analysis. 

 

The effects seem to be relatively evenly distributed around the average effect, though 

there does seem to be some effects missing from the center of the distribution. This could 

be due to two-tailed selection bias or to a confounding variable that explains this 

grouping of effect sizes. The majority of effects fall outside of the triangular region 
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where we would expect to see 95% of them by chance, reflecting the high degree of 

heterogeneity found in the random-effects meta-analysis.   

 A series of conditional meta-analyses was conducted using sample-level 

covariates in an attempt to explain some of the heterogeneity observed in effect sizes 

representing test type preferences. Specifically, we were able to collect information for 

each effect size for the following moderators: average sample age, proportion of women 

in the sample, proportion of low income participants in the sample, proportion of high 

education participants in the sample, and whether or not the sample consisted of 

previously screened or screening naïve participants (see Study 1 Coding Manual in 

Appendix for exact definitions of each covariate).  

 The effect that average age has on the meta-analytic average is not significantly 

different from zero, β = -.003 (SE = .037), p = .937, indicating that no evidence was 

found to suggest that test type preferences vary by age. The residual heterogeneity when 

age is included in the model is 0.25, indicating that this model does not reduce 

heterogeneity. The effect that the proportion of women has on the meta-analytic average 

is not significantly different from zero, β = 3.59 (SE = 2.36), p = .128, indicating that no 

evidence was found to suggest that test type preferences vary by gender. The residual 

heterogeneity when gender is included in the model is 0.28, indicating that this model 

does not reduce heterogeneity. The effect that the proportion of low income participants 

has on the meta-analytic average is not significantly different from zero, β = .570 (SE = 

.57), p = .313, indicating that no evidence was found to suggest that test type preferences 

vary by income level. The residual heterogeneity when income is included in the model is 

0.26, indicating that this model does not reduce heterogeneity. The effect that the 

proportion of high education participants has on the meta-analytic average is not 

significantly different from zero, β = -.684 (SE = .65), p = .296, indicating that no 

evidence was found to suggest that test type preferences vary by education level. The 

residual heterogeneity when education is included in the model is 0.26, indicating that 

this model does not reduce heterogeneity. The effect that previously screened samples 

had on the meta-analytic average is significantly different from zero at the .05 level in the 

positive direction, β = .267 (SE = .11), p = .019, indicating that previously screened 

samples have a significant preference for tube tests (colonoscopies) over stool tests 

(FOBT). The residual heterogeneity when previous screening experience is included in 

the model is 0.17, indicating that the inclusion of this covariate reduces heterogeneity by 

26%.     

Discussion 

Summary of Findings 

 Discrete-choice experiments are becoming more popular in recent years for 

studying CRC screening preferences. Due to this trend, there is a solid body of literature 

that we were able to review. This large body of literature has the potential to provide 

many insights into understanding CRC screening preferences; however, the methods and 

study designs observed across the 23 studies included in this review were highly 

homogeneous. Newer studies tended to include more information and use higher quality 

methodologies, but differences in designs and analyses still present a variety of problems 

for synthesizing information and drawing conclusions. Additionally, a large number of 

unique attributes included across the DCE studies provides both an opportunity for 
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studying many screening characteristics but also increases the likelihood that findings 

regarding many of these attributes will be inconclusive. Indeed, many of the findings 

discussed in the results section lead to contradictory and inconclusive information that 

warrant further investigation.       

 While it is difficult to draw firm conclusions regarding CRC screening 

preferences despite the large body of literature reviewed, there were some findings that 

were consistent and well supported with evidence. The following attributes were found to 

be significant attributes in consistent directions across multiple studies (>4): sensitivity, 

risk reduction, risk of complications, preparation, and cost. These seem to be the most 

consistently important screening test characteristics. While sensitivity was always 

significant, many studies did not find specificity to be a statistically significant attribute, 

indicating that people value a test’s true positive rate more than its false positive rate. 

This follows the logic that people are more in tune with a test’s ability to accurately 

diagnose cancer as opposed to the risk of a false positive result that may lead to an 

unnecessary follow-up test. Indeed, many studies find that participants are willing to 

trade-off an increase in false positives for higher levels of sensitivity; however, 

specificity was still an important factor in many studies, indicating that people still prefer 

not to be at-risk for unnecessary follow-up exams. Test type was also a significant 

attribute in every study that included it but the findings regarding which specific tests 

people preferred varied greatly. Some studies found that people preferred stool tests 

while other studies found that people preferred tube tests. The results of the meta-analysis 

support this finding that preferences for test type (particularly tube test versus stool test) 

are highly heterogeneous. As was hypothesized, on average there seems to be no 

preference for either test; however, it can be seen that the study-level preferences vary 

more than what we would expect to see by chance. Unfortunately, the only predictor of 

this variability that the meta-analysis was able to identify was previous screening 

experience. Similar to the findings of individual studies, the meta-analysis found 

evidence that supports the notion that people with previously screening experience are 

more likely to prefer a tube test like a colonoscopy over a stool test like an FOBT. This 

finding suggests that clinicians working with people who have previously been screened 

may have more luck recommending a tube test over a stool test. 

 Another important finding from this systematic review relates to how preferences 

change across different groups (e.g. age groups, ethnicity groups, high-risk groups, etc.). 

Understanding how socio-demographic factors and psychological factors such as 

perceived risk influence screening preferences is incredibly important for policy makers, 

program coordinators, and practitioners; however, no other review of CRC screening 

preferences discussed the effect of covariates on screening preferences. Therefore, this 

review made an effort to find and summarize the effect of covariates on CRC screening 

preferences. Unfortunately, not many studies explored these factors in relation to 

screening preferences and the ones that did often came up with conflicting results. The 

findings related to these factors that seemed to be consistent across studies are that those 

with a family history of CRC, higher perceived risk for CRC, and previous screening 

experience are likely to prefer screening over no screening. Additionally, those with 

family histories of CRC and elevated perceptions of personal risk are more likely to 

prefer more accurate tests such as colonoscopy over other tests such as CT colonography 
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and FOBT. Unfortunately, findings related to age, gender, and education were highly 

variable, with some studies finding opposite effects for these factors or no effects at all. 

Further research is required to understand the true nature of how these demographic 

variables are associated with differences in screening preferences.  

Implications for Policy and Practice 

 The importance of test-specific factors such as accuracy, risk reduction, and cost 

that are consistently valued by consumers, as well as the role that perceived risk plays in 

CRC screening preferences, can all help guide policy-makers and practitioners when it 

comes to designing new screening programs and making recommendations. Specifically, 

understanding which program attributes are universally preferred to which differ from 

individual to individual can help in the design targeted screening programs without the 

need to create highly individualized programs that must be tailor-fit to each and every 

consumer. The CRC screening preference literature provides ample evidence that certain 

test-specific characteristics provide universal utility. What is less understood is how 

psychological factors like perceptions of accuracy and perceptions of personal risk affect 

these utilities. Also less understood is how socio-demographic factors influence test and 

program characteristics, like test process attributes, for which there are no consistent or 

universal findings. Getting a better understanding of how these factors change screening 

program utilities will help program coordinators design more effective screening 

programs and will help clinical practitioners make more effective recommendations.      

Recommendations to Researchers  

 By reviewing study methods as well as results, this review was able to provide 

some perspective regarding inconsistencies and limitations of the included research. As 

DCEs become more popular for studying CRC and other cancer-related screening 

preferences, we recommend that researchers follow expert consensus methodological 

guidelines. We also recommend that researchers provide as many details as possible 

about their samples and that they consider including standardized analyses (standardized 

on predictors and possibly outcomes) to ensure comparability across heterogeneous study 

designs and statistical models. This will help future researchers conduct better more 

informed meta-analyses based on fewer assumptions than those included in this review. 

We also encourage researchers to make it common practice to include socio-demographic 

factors, such as age and gender, and psychological factors, such as perceived risk, in their 

analyses. Finally, we recommend that DCE researchers experiment with the inclusion of 

new attributes predicted to be important by theoretical models of health behavior and 

decision-making.   

Limitations of Systematic Review 
 The body of literature related to CRC screening preferences includes many types 

of studies in addition to the ones included in this review. This review only looked at DCE 

studies and did not include studies that used other types of stated preference techniques 

such as attribute rating or ranking. Studies using methods other than discrete-choice may 

provide additional or different insights into preferences for CRC screening. It is also 

possible that screening preferences related to other types of cancer may provide important 

insights into general screening preferences that would be missed with a review of a 

specific cancer type. This systematic review also included both substantively focused 

studies as well as methodologically focused studies. While we did not notice differences 
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between these two study types, it is possible that inferences with respect to CRC 

screening preferences change depending on the specific study focus. We also only 

excluded one study for poor methodological quality and reporting. It is possible that, had 

we been more stringent with our selection criteria and only included studies of the highest 

methodological caliber, our findings would be different; however, we felt that all of the 

included studies met a satisfactory level of methodological quality. Finally, it is possible 

that we missed some CRC screening preference DCE studies. Although we conducted an 

exhaustive search of the literature and made a concerted effort at finding unpublished 

studies, it is always possible that we missed studies that may have used different 

terminology or were not present on the search engines used for this review.    

Limitations of Meta-Analysis 

 The included meta-analysis had many limitations. First, the number of effect sizes 

included in the analysis was small. With any statistical analysis, multiple problems can 

arise from working with small sample sizes, such as problems related to statistical power 

(i.e. the ability to detect actual effects when present), bias from having a limited amount 

of data, and limitations in generalizing a broad population. Additionally, the meta-

analysis included in this review made a number of assumptions, including equal residual 

variances and predictor coding across the analytical results included. Conditional logit 

results can have different interpretations depending on the data used. Specifically, data 

with different residual variances or predictor variable scaling can lead to dramatically 

different parameter estimates that are not directly comparable. Therefore this study 

assumed equal variances and scaling across effect sizes. Because of the inclusion criteria 

for the meta-analysis (i.e. that conditional logit regression slopes for a specific 

comparison be used), this assumption is probably a fairly good assumption; however, we 

have no way of knowing the extent to which this assumption is met. Finally, the included 

meta-analysis used regression slopes from different models (i.e. models that included 

different sets of predictor variables). While this is a problem inherent in most meta-

analytic research working with regression slopes and discussed in Bekker & Wu (2007), 

it is nonetheless a problem in this meta-analysis and a problem that required us to make 

the assumption that the effects of different predictor variables would be independent from 

the effects of a comparison between a tube test and a stool test. In practice, this is 

probably a poor assumption as the inclusion of different predictors will often change the 

inference with respect to other variables and it is difficult to know the extent to which a 

tube test-stool test comparison would be influenced by such changes.  

Future Research 

 Future reviews should extend their scope to include other types of stated 

preference studies in addition to DCEs and possibly other types of cancer. A future 

review that is not exclusive to DCEs would be able to potentially provide new 

information about screening preferences and give a more nuanced perspective on the 

topic.  

 Future research on CRC screening preferences should focus on investigating 

preferences for which there are currently inconclusive findings. Particularly, attributes 

that have only been included in one or two studies, attributes that have found to be 

statistically significant in some studies and not in others, and attributes that have been 

found to have opposite effects, as in the case of different test types, should continued to 
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be studied. We also encourage researchers to include new attributes to study based on 

recent research in other related fields, theoretical models (e.g. psychological decision 

making models), and emerging consumer trends. 

 Future CRC screening preference research should also focus on studying 

covariates, such as socio-demographic and psychological factors, and how they influence 

the utility provided by screening test attributes. Identifying subgroups and other factors 

that may correlate with screening preferences will give policy makers and practitioners 

more information about how to target particular populations and provide individualized 

recommendations. Socio-demographic factors were only included in analyses in around 

half of the studies included in this review and often times these studies lead to 

contradictory or inconclusive findings. Additionally, only three studies included beliefs 

about personal risk and how these are associated with screening preferences and no 

studies investigated the effect that perceptions of test accuracy and risk reduction have on 

the utility provided by these actual test attributes. In other words, it seems likely that 

participants who perceive the tests to be less effective than they are advertised to be will 

get less utility out of high accuracy tests than those who do not hold these perceptions. 

Including these socio-demographic and psychological factors in future research will 

improve our understanding of how screening preferences vary at the individual level. 

 Finally, we encourage researchers using discrete-choice methodology to include 

more attributes related to the testing environment (e.g. test location) when studying 

screening preferences. It is not well understood how contextual factors related to the 

screening program environment affect screening preferences. Because environmental 

factors are modifiable, research on how people value different aspects of the testing 

environment can be easily translated into the design of new screening programs. This is 

unlike test-specific factors, which in practice cannot be readily altered. For example, the 

specificity and sensitivity rates of a conventional colonoscopy cannot be adjusted 

according to preference. While there is substantial evidence that these traits are valued by 

consumers, the translation of such findings into practice is difficult; however, 

understanding how psychological factors such as perceptions of accuracy or personal risk 

influence the utility associated with these test-specific characteristics could be important 

for understanding the successes and failures of screening programs, so these attributes 

should not be left out entirely; however, we argue that contextual attributes should be 

included more often.   

Conclusion 

 While the one-size-fits-all approach has been improving in recent years, it is 

evident that this approach is reaching its full potential as indicated by the leveling off of 

screening rates. What is now needed are nuanced approaches that target all consumers by 

providing individualized recommendations, particularly in order to motivate the 

consumers who have tended to prefer no screening over screening. An understanding of 

screening preference differences based socio-demographic and psychological factors, as 

well as a better understanding of the screening program characteristics that create 

disutility in a small but substantial number of people, will greatly help improve screening 

uptake rates beyond what has currently been established. Policy makers, program 

coordinators, and practitioners should use the information found in this review to help 

guide their recommendations and improve the effectiveness of their programs. Future 
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researchers should continue to study individual and group differences in screening 

preferences and should continue exploring the reasons why some consumers currently 

value no screening over screening, focusing on the types of testing characteristics that 

provide utility for this group and possible psychological beliefs that may keep this group 

from getting screened. At the same time, more research needs to be done to clear up some 

of the contradictory findings found in the CRC screening preference literature. 
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Chapter Three 

Latent Class Analysis 

Despite decades of declining rates, colorectal cancer (CRC) affects more than a million 

lives in the United States and remains the second most deadly cancer among men and 

women combined (Siegel et al., 2012). In the U.S. in 2015, over 132,700 people are 

expected to be diagnosed with CRC and 49,700 are expected to die from CRC (National 

Cancer Institute, 2014). In addition to the toll CRC takes on personal lives, it is also an 

economic burden, costing taxpayers billions of dollars in both direct and indirect medical 

expenses every year. Many of these potentially avoidable medical costs come from 

patients, particularly uninsured patients and ethnic minorities, who are diagnosed and 

treated at later stages when treatment is more expensive and less successful (American 

Cancer Society, 2015).  

 Regular screening is a reliable method for detecting CRC early in its development 

(Pignone et al., 2002). Because recovery chances are highest when CRC is detected and 

treated at an early stage, increasing screening rates in asymptomatic individuals, 

particularly among underprivileged groups, is crucial to lowering incidence and mortality 

rates (US Preventive Services Task Force, 2002). It is also stands to reason that screening 

will lead to lower medical expenditures by catching CRC early when cost of medical care 

is lowest. Despite the effectiveness of screening, rates in asymptomatic individuals 

remain lower than target rates (Klabunde et al., 2011). In 2010, only 58.6% of 

asymptomatic eligible persons were up to date with CRC screening, far short of the 

Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion’s Healthy People 2020 target rate of 

70.5% (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2011; US Department of Health and 

Human Services, 2011). Low screening rates are particularly problematic for rural and 

minority groups who are often from low-income communities (Cole et al., 2012; Rim et 

al., 2011). To be effective, screening programs should take into account the nuanced 

screening preferences of underprivileged groups, such as those who are low income, 

minorities, or rural-dwelling.  

Studies on CRC screening preferences in both general and underrepresented 

populations often use stated preference methods to elicit feedback on the relative 

importance of various test characteristics (e.g. cost, test type). For many characteristics, 

there is strong agreement across studies as to what is preferred by patients. For example, 

people wish to minimize costs when all else is equal; however, there is considerable 

variation in preference for different test types (e.g. FOBT, colonoscopy). Some studies 

find that the majority of individuals in their sample prefer a less invasive stool-based test 

over tube-based tests (Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2014). Other studies find that the majority 

of people prefer a more accurate tube-based test over stool tests (Marshall et al., 2007). 

Even within these individual studies there exists variability in test type preferences. And 

while there may be agreement across studies in terms of the direction of preference for 

certain attributes, the extent to which these attributes are valued can vary across studies 

as well. For example, some studies find that respondents are willing to pay or trade more 

for higher test accuracy than other studies. The divided research findings suggest that 

there are subgroups in the population with unique sets of CRC screening preferences. 
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Recognizing the importance of these potential subgroups but a lack of dedicated research, 

a review of CRC screening preference studies encouraged researchers to focus on

investigating subgroup differences in screening preferences (Ghanouni et al., 2013). 

Identifying these subgroups and their preference differences may help individualize and 

improve the effectiveness of screening programs.  

 In a previous study, we examined the preferences regarding CRC screening 

program options among 150 adults ages 50–75 from three low income counties in North 

Carolina (Pignone et al., 2014). The results from that study suggested that individuals 

preferred shorter travel, rewards or small copayments compared with large copayments, 

programs that included stool testing as an option, and greater coverage of follow-up 

costs. The study reported average preferences across all participants and reported 

significant variability in preferences between participants. The purpose of this study was 

to test whether there are identifiable subgroups (classes) in this low SES sample that 

differ in their preferences related to CRC screening programs. First, a discrete-choice 

model was fit to the data to quantify screening preferences using utility coefficients. 

Then, using latent class analysis, we examined whether there were latent groups with 

distinct sets of screening program preferences and, if so, the extent to which these groups 

could be identified using demographic factors and other behavioral characteristics. 

Because previous research has found that people place different amounts of monetary 

value on certain screening characteristics and because different screening scenarios can 

potentially lead to differences in participation rates, we also compared willingness-to-pay 

(WTP) estimates across latent groups for various screening attributes and predicted 

uptake rates for multiple hypothetical screening scenarios. 

Method 

Sample and Data  

The methodology for this study (described in detail elsewhere; Pignone et al., 

2014) involved recruiting 150 low-income individuals from three counties in North 

Carolina with relatively low screening rates and high CRC mortality rates. The counties 

were identified as having low CRC screening rates and elevated CRC mortality using 

linked data from the North Carolina Cancer registry with Medicare and Medicaid claims 

data. Participants recruited and surveyed were all English-speaking adults ages 50–74 

who were at average risk for CRC. The study was approved by the Institutional Review 

Board at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  

Measures 

A paper-based DCE survey was developed based on prior research (Pignone et al., 

2012, Brenner et al., 2014), existing literature (Hol et al., 2010; Howard et al., 2009; 

Marshall et al., 2009; Nayaradou et al., 2010; van Dam et al., 2010), and feedback from 

focus group participants who pretested a preliminary survey. The survey began with 

general information about colon cancer and features of colon cancer screening programs. 

Subjects then had the methodology explained and were presented with an example of a 

DCE. The DCE involved asking participants to choose between two hypothetical testing 

alternatives described by a set of four attributes (test types available within the program, 

travel time, financial aspect of the screening test (i.e. cost), and cost of follow-up care) 

with four or five levels. The DCE attributes are listed in the table (Table 3.1) below.  
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Table 3.1. Test attributes 

 
 

    Features/Attributes 
 

 Options/Levels 
 

1. Type of Test 

 
 FOBT only 

 COLO only 

 Choice: FOBT, COLO 

 Choice: FOBT, COLO or CT 
 

2. Travel Time 

 
 No travel required 

 15 minutes 

 30 minutes 

 45 minutes 

 1 hour or more 
 

3. Financial Aspect 

 
 $1000 co-pay 

 $100 co-pay 

 $25 co-pay 

 $0 

 $10 reward 

 $100 reward 
 

4. Cost of Follow-Up Care 

 
 0% 

 5% 

 20% 

 50% 

 100% 
 

 

The levels of the attributes were varied systematically using Sawtooth Software 

Version 8 to design a balanced and efficient set of 16 choice tasks (with 1 dominant task). 

In each of the 16 choice sets, respondents were given the option of choosing Option A, 

Option B, or ‘No Testing.’ A hypothetical choice task is presented in the table (Table 3.2) 

below. 

 

Table 3.2. Discrete choice survey example 

 

  
Option 1 

 

 
Option 2 

 

 
Option 3 

 
 
Test Type 

 
FOBT 

 
Colonoscopy 

No Screening Test 
Travel Time No Travel Required 15 Minutes 

Financial Aspect $100 Co-pay $100 Reward 

Follow-up Cost 
 

50% 
 

0% 
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Following the DCE, subjects were asked to complete a questionnaire that included 

demographic questions (gender, age, ethnicity, income, and education) as well as 

insurance status, knowledge about CRC knowledge, whether they had previously 

received a screening test, and perceived cancer risk.  

Data Analysis 

We performed all analyses using Stata version 13 (StataCorp, 2013). We 

computed descriptive statistics, including means and proportions, for all demographic 

measures, including age, gender, ethnicity, education, household income, insurance 

status, knowledge of colorectal cancer, and perceived cancer risk. The discrete-choice 

data were first analyzed using a conditional multinomial logit model which produces 

utility coefficients for each attribute. The first analysis modeled all attributes as 

categorical variables. The second analysis was identical to the first, with the exception 

that it modeled financial aspect and cost of follow-up as linearized continuous variables. 

Regression coefficients (utility coefficients) from the second analysis were transformed 

into WTP estimates using a linearized cost coefficient for the full sample. Marginal 

analysis was also used to predict uptake rates for a variety of screening scenarios.  

  Next, a conditional logit model with a latent class component was used to 

investigate the assumption that only a single population with a single set of preferences 

exists. This generalized DCE LCA model incorporated both option-level predictors (i.e. 

attributes) as well as person-level characteristics as predictors of class membership. To 

predict class we used the following demographic factors: gender, age, ethnicity, 

education, income, insurance status, knowledge about CRC knowledge, and perceived 

cancer risk.  

We used various fit indices to identify the optimal number of latent classes. There 

were minimal differences between the two- and three-class solutions, with the two largest 

classes generally the same across the two solutions. Due to interpretability and overall fit, 

we chose to interpret a three class solution. Utility coefficients and WTP estimates were 

estimated for each individual class.  

Results 

Demographics 

 A total of 150 participants filled out the original study survey (N = 150). See 

Table 3.3 below for complete demographic results.  
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Table 3.3. Sample descriptive statistics 

 

   
Percent/Mean(SD) 

 

 
N 
 

 

Gender 

 
Male 

 
44.7% 

 
67 

Female 55.3% 83 

    

Ethnicity 
White 76% 114 

Not White 24% 36 

    

Age  55.93 (12.1)  

    

Education 
High school 40.7% 61 

College 59.3% 89 

    

Household Income 

$0-14,999 56.7% 85 

$15,000-29,999 30.7% 46 

$30,000-44,999 9.3% 14 

$45,000-59,999 3.3% 5 

    

Insurance 
No 51.3% 77 

Yes 48.7% 73 

    

Knowledge of CRC 
No 56% 84 

Yes 44% 66 

    

Previous Test 
No 76% 114 

Yes 24% 36 

    

Cancer Risk 
 

 
 

2.54 (0.9) 
 

 
 

 Note: N = 150. 

The age of the participants ranged from 50 to 74 with a mean age of 57.9 (M = 57.9). The 

sample included 67 male participants (44.7%) and 83 female participants (55.3%). Of the 

150 participants, 114 identified as White (76%) and 36 identified as Non-White (24%). 

More than 87% of the sample reported a household income below $30,000.  

Discrete Choice Results 

 Results for the single class binomial logit regressions can be found below in Table 

3.4. in the first two columns. 
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There were minimal differences between the analysis with categorical coding and the one 

with continuous coding. The exception was that the $25 co-pay option was associated 

with a positive coefficient in the categorical analysis, which may reflect the fact that 

people are accustomed to paying a co-pay around $25 and prefer the status quo. Other 

CRC screening studies have found similar preferences for the status quo (Salkeld et al., 

2000). In both analyses, programs including FOBT were significantly preferred over 

programs with colonoscopy. Participants did not prefer programs with the choice of 

selecting the screening method (FOBT, colonoscopy, or CT) over the FOBT alone. 

Travel time had a statistically significant negative coefficient in the continuous analysis, 
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reflecting the sample’s preference for shorter travel times. The categorical analysis 

suggests the travel time at which a testing program becomes less preferred is 45 to 60 

minutes The financial aspects of testing programs also had a significant negative 

coefficient, indicating people prefer programs with less expensive screening in general. 

The categorical analysis suggests the $1000 co-pay and $100 incentive are points at 

which the financial aspects of screening programs become important, though we note that 

the $25 co-pay is preferred over the $0 option. Results show that programs without 

follow-up costs are preferred to programs where patients are responsible for some or all 

of follow-up care costs. Finally, the ‘no testing’ coefficient is negative and statistically 

significant in both analyses, reflecting the preference for screening over no screening. 

Latent Class Results 

 Establishing the appropriate number of latent classes, or class enumeration, is one 

of the most important parts of LCA. One-, two-, three-, four-, and five-class solutions 

were fit to the discrete-choice data. Two-, three-, and four-class models were suggested 

by various fit indices. The most commonly used fit indices, the CAIC and the BIC, 

suggested two- and three-class solutions respectively. After reviewing the results from 

each of these solutions, a three-class model was selected on the basis of interpretability. 

The multinomial logit regression results for the three-class solution are presented in Table 

3.4. along with the overall DCE analysis results. The three-class solution estimated 

16.8% of the sample belonged in Class one, 24.4% belonged in Class two, and the 

remaining 58.8% belonged in class three. While all classes preferred screening to no 

screening, Class 1 predominately preferred programs offering FOBTs while Class 2 

preferred programs with the option to choose between all available test types. Class 3 had 

no preference of testing option in a program, but had the largest negative ‘no testing’ 

coefficient, suggesting that screening of any kind was greatly preferred to no screening 

for this group. All classes preferred screening programs with no travel time and low 

costs. 

 The results from the latent class analysis and overall analysis with class 

interactions suggest significant differences in preferences between the three classes. The 

relative importance of these factors can be seen in the WTP estimates presented in the 

table (Table 3.5) below.  
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Table 3.5. Willingness-to-pay results 

 

 

Note: N = 7201, p < .05 bolded, negative cost = incentive 

 

Results show that for individuals in Class 1, having access to an FOBT rather than a 

colonoscopy is equivalent to the psychological value of gaining $569. For participants in 

Class 2, having access to a program offering all test types is equivalent to gaining $395. 

In addition, the participants in Class 3 are generally more sensitive to travel time than 

participants in Classes 1 or 2. For instance, the utility loss from 30 minutes of travel to 

get screened would be equivalent to a loss of $90 for participants in Class 1, but $210 for 

those in Class 3. The participants in Class 2 were more sensitive to follow-up costs of 

care, with having to cover 25% of their follow-up care compared to 0% being equivalent 

to a loss of $850, compared with $125 and $200 for participants in Classes 1 and 3, 

respectively. Finally, the classes differed significantly in their attitude toward not being 

tested. While all classes favored testing (as suggested by the significance of the ‘no 

testing’ option in each group), the participants in Classes 2 ($1527) and 3 ($2755) 

reported a significantly higher estimate of lost value from not being screened than the 

participants in Class 1 ($225). 

Taken together, this suggests that compared with Class 3 (the largest group with 

approximately 60% of the respondents), participants in Class 2 were more likely to favor 

a program offering a choice between FOBT, colonoscopy, and CT over a program only 

offering FOBT; were more adverse to programs requiring payment for follow-up costs; 

and were less averse to not getting screened (although they were still highly in favor of 

screening). In contrast, the participants in Class 1 (compared to those in Class 3) favored 

a program with FOBT, were less averse to programs requiring greater travel time, and 

Attribute 

  

Continuous 

Attributes 

Est. (SE) 

 

 

Latent Class Analysis 

Class 1 

Est. (SE) 

 

Class 2 

Est. (SE) 

 

Class 3 

Est. (SE) 

 

Type of Test 

 

Fobt 

 

(omitted) 

 

(omitted) 

 

(omitted) 

 

(omitted) 

Colo -$201 -$569 $192 -$25 

Fobt/Colo -$36 -$97 $71 $3 

Fobt/Colo/Ct $59 -$6 $395 $30 

Travel Time 

(Continuous) 
(0 – 60 Minutes) -$5 -$3 -$4 -$7 

Cost 

(Continuous) 
(-$100 – $1000) -$1 -$1 -$1 -$1 

Follow-Up Cost 

(Continuous) 
(0% – 100%) -$12 -$5 -$34 -$8 

No Test Option 

 
- 

 

-$1595 

 

-$225 

 

-$1527 

 

-$2755 
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were less averse to paying for follow-up costs. Most significantly, Class 1 was not as 

positive about screening as their counterparts in Classes 2 and 3.  

Marginal Analysis Results 

 While a discrete choice analysis provides information about a sample’s 

preferences for individual test attributes, a marginal analysis can be used to provide 

information about preferences for specific programs by using marginal probabilities 

based on the discrete-choice results. Table 3.6 below provides the predicted marginal 

probabilities of choosing either an FOBT or a colonoscopy-based program for three 

different scenarios (Equivalent Scenario, Incentivized Colonoscopy, and Realistic 

Scenario).  
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These marginal probabilities are based on predicted part-worth utility scores from the 

estimated regression parameters of the continuous DCE analysis. The first scenario, 

labeled ‘Equivalent Scenario,’ provides a case where the two programs have the same set 

of fixed attributes (i.e. 15 minute travel time, $0 co-pay, 20% of follow-up test covered 

by insurance). The tests in the second scenario, labeled ‘Incentivized Colonoscopy,’ have 

the same fixed attributes as the ‘Equivalent Scenario’ case with the exception that the 

colonoscopy now includes a $100 incentive. The final scenario, labeled ‘Realistic 

Scenario,’ provides cases where the fixed attributes most closely approximate those 

found in the real world (e.g. $15 FOBT co-pay and $750 colonoscopy co-pay). 

People generally prefer programs with FOBT, especially when the FOBT 

program has favorable characteristics (e.g. no travel time) and when the cost of programs 

offering colonoscopy is high. For example, in the ‘Realistic Scenario’ where the program 

with colonoscopy costs $750 compared to $15 for the FOBT, 68.6% of the overall sample 

would be expected to choose the program that includes the FOBT option. If the test 

characteristics are the same for both tests, as found in the ‘Equivalent Scenario,’ over a 

third of the sample (39.2%) would be expected to choose programs with colonoscopy. 

When the colonoscopy is financially incentivized, as in the ‘Incentivized Colonoscopy’ 

scenario, the percentage of people expected to choose this option jumps to 42.4%. While 

the sample as a whole prefers the FOBT, the expected decisions vary substantially across 

latent classes. For example, the subgroup that prefers to choose between all test types 

(Class 2) would be expected to choose the colonoscopy program option 21.2% of the 

time under realistic conditions, in contrast to the group that prefers programs with FOBT 

(Class 1), which we predict would choose a program offering a colonoscopy option 0.1% 

of the time under these conditions. We also see that under realistic conditions, the two 

smaller groups (Classes 1 and 2) would be predicted to choose no screening more often 

than Class 3, with 15.5% predicted to choose this option in Class 2 and 41.4% predicted 

to choose this option in Class 1. Interestingly, the largest group (Class 3) that highly 

values testing but does not have a clear preference of FOBT or colonoscopy as options is 

expected to choose the FOBT option 70.9% of the time under realistic conditions, but 

vary rarely the ‘no testing’ option (3.7%).  

The marginal analysis results demonstrate that an individual’s decision between 

different testing scenarios depends on more than simply their test type preference. When 

the tests have the exact same characteristics, 39.2% of individuals are expected to choose 

the colonoscopy, and this percentage jumps to 42.4% when the colonoscopy is 

incentivized. This suggests that a substantial number of individuals would prefer a 

colonoscopy, even though the overall sample prefers FOBT and even more would choose 

the colonoscopy when incentivized.   

Class Demographic Breakdown 

The demographic breakdown of each class can be found below in Table 3.7. 
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Table 3.7. Class characteristics 

 

  
 

Class 1 
 

 
Class 2 

 

 
Class 3 

 

Forced Class Membership  16% (N = 24) 23.3% (N = 35) 60.7% (N = 91) 

     

Gender 
Male 45.8% (N = 11) 65.7% (N = 23) 36.3% (N = 33) 

Female 54.2% (N = 13) 34.3% (N = 12) 63.7% (N = 58) 

     

Ethnicity 
White 83.3% (N = 20) 85.7% (N = 30) 70.3% (N = 64) 

Not White 16.7% (N = 4) 14.3% (N = 5) 29.7% (N = 27) 

     

Age  58.8 (6.1) 53.3 (10.2) 56.2 (13.6) 

     

Education 
High school 25% (N = 6) 22.9% (N = 8) 51.7% (N = 47) 

College 75% (N = 18) 77.1% (N = 27) 48.3% (N = 44) 

     

Household Income 

(1) 41.7% (N = 10) 48.6% (N = 17) 63.7% (N = 58) 

(2) 41.7% (N = 10) 34.3% (N = 12) 26.4% (N = 24) 

(3) 16.6% (N = 4) 11.4% (N = 4) 6.6% (N = 6) 

(4) 0% (N = 0) 5.7% (N = 2) 3.3% (N = 3) 

     

Insurance 
No 58.3% (N = 14) 65.7% (N = 23) 44.0% (N = 40) 

Yes 41.7% (N = 10) 34.3% (N = 12) 56.0% (N = 51) 

     

Knowledge of CRC 
No 62.5% (N = 15) 42.9% (N = 15) 59.3% (N = 54) 

Yes 37.5% (N = 9) 57.1% (N = 20) 40.7% (N = 37) 

     

Previous Test 
No 70.8% (N = 17) 77.1% (N = 27) 76.9% (N = 70) 

Yes 29.2% (N = 7) 22.9% (N = 8) 23.1% (N = 21) 

     

Perceived Risk  2.21 (.87) 2.64 (.82) 2.58 (.84) 
     

 

Statistical results for the prediction of class membership based on these characteristics 

(gender, age, ethnicity, income, and education, insurance status, knowledge about CRC 

knowledge, and perceived cancer risk as predictors) can be found below in Table 8. 
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Table 3.8. LCA demographic results 

 

 

 

 

Predictor 

 

 

Coefficient 

 

 

SE 

 

 

Class 3 = Reference 

Group 

   

Class 1 vs. 3 

 

Sex 

Age 

Ethnicity 

Education 

Income 

Insurance 

CRC Knowledge 

Perceived Risk 

 

-0.716 

 0.033 

-1.027 

 0.916 

 0.126 

 -1.221† 

 -0.576† 

 0.204 

 

0.57 

0.04 

0.71 

0.56 

0.33 

0.64 

0.31 

0.58 

    

Class 2 vs. 3 

 

Sex 

Age 

Ethnicity 

Education 

Income 

Insurance 

CRC Knowledge 

Perceived Risk 

 

 -1.720* 

-0.028 

 -1.666* 

  1.378* 

-0.054 

 -1.410* 

-0.151 

  1.139* 

 

0.58 

0.02 

0.72 

0.60 

0.32 

0.59 

0.31 

0.58 

    

 

Note. N = 150, * p < .05, † p < .10 

 

These results provide a direct comparison of class characteristics between the large class 

(Class 3) and the two smaller classes (Classes 1 and 2).  

When comparing Classes 2 and 3, gender, ethnicity, education, insurance, and 

perceived risk are significant predictors of class membership. Compared to Class 2, 

respondents in Class 3 are more likely to be women and ethnic minorities who have 

lower levels of education, higher insurance coverage, and lower perceived risk of CRC. 

When comparing Classes 1 and 3, insurance status and knowledge of CRC are marginally 

significant with respondents in Class 3 being more likely to have insurance and less likely 

to have knowledge of CRC than those in Class 1. A separate analysis found no evidence 

of identifiable predictors of class membership between the participants in Classes 1 and 

2.   
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Discussion 

 The purpose of this study was to examine whether latent groups with different 

screening program preferences exist and, if so, the extent to which these groups could be 

identified using demographic factors and other behavioral characteristics. The results 

from the latent class analysis of the DCE suggest there were three groups or classes of 

participants, with most of the participants belonging to a group with the notable features 

of being indifferent to the method of screening, but supportive of having a screening 

option (Class 3). The other two groups differ in their preference for programs offering 

particular screening modalities (FOBT for Class 1 and a choice of test for Class 2), in 

their dislike of travel (Classes 1 and 3 compared with Class 2), and in their aversion to 

paying follow-up care costs (Class 2 compared with Classes 1 and 3). The DCE results 

are consistent with previous findings suggesting that there is no one preferred CRC 

screening test (Frew et al., 2001).  

To examine how these distinct sets of preferences might play out under specific 

circumstances, we used a marginal analysis to predict the proportion of individuals 

preferring one program over another. The marginal analysis findings have important 

implications for screening programs. The marginal analysis suggests that programs 

should still discuss colonoscopy as an option, even in low income communities. The 

results also suggest that a monetary incentive for a colonoscopy could be enough to 

persuade some individuals to take the more invasive but more accurate test in low income 

populations. As expected, the results also show that groups with different sets of 

preferences would be expected to choose different screening programs on average. For 

example, the group that prefers FOBT would rarely choose the colonoscopy option in a 

real world setting, but the results also suggest that more than a fifth of individuals with a 

preference for a choice of test type would still choose the colonoscopy, even with a 

substantially higher co-pay. Finally, the results show that under realistic settings, a large 

number of individuals would likely still opt out of testing all together, an important 

finding that suggests we need still a new approach for convincing some people to get 

tested. 

 Despite evidence suggesting significant differences in screening program 

preferences between the groups, the attempt to identify factors that predict group 

membership was only marginally successful. While the results suggest some differences 

between Classes 2 and 3, there were no strong identifiable factors of those in Class 1. 

Evidence was found that gender, ethnicity, education, insurance status, and perceived risk 

play a role in differentiating between Classes 2 and 3. Compared with Class 3, 

participants in Class 2 were more likely to be male, white, educated, uninsured, and with 

higher perceptions of risk. Insurance status and knowledge of CRC were marginally 

significant predictors of membership between Classes 1 and 3, with Class 1 appearing to 

have a higher proportion of uninsured individuals who were less knowledgeable about 

CRC compared to those in Class 3.  

 The implications for developing screening options are mixed. On the one hand, 

the results support findings from previous cancer screening studies that individuals prefer 

screening programs with less expensive tests that are close by and have minimal follow-

up costs (Bingham et al., 2003; Urban et al., 1994). What this study adds is the 

identification of different subgroups with varying preferences, suggesting campaigns 
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promoting CRC screening programs may be more effective if they are designed to target 

subgroups. For instance, these results suggest a campaign aimed at participants in Class 3 

may not need to emphasize the type of test offered in a screening program, and is likely 

to find a receptive group given the large negative value on the ‘no testing’ option). On the 

other hand, those in Class 2 are more likely to respond to screening program if they have 

a choice in the screening option. This group is also more concerned with the prospect of 

follow-up costs from additional care. Thus, this group might respond to a campaign that 

highlights programs offering colonoscopies and provides reassuring information on the 

costs of additional care (e.g. that follow-up tests will be subsidized or covered by 

insurance). The participants in Class 1 are more likely to favor a program with FOBT, 

but, given the relative indifference to screening, this group may require stronger 

incentives and more convincing before they are to get screened. This is highlighted by the 

fact that 41.4% of Class 1 would be expected to opt out of testing under realistic settings 

based on the marginal analysis.  

 The analysis was less successful in identifying the demographics that could be 

used to identify the different groups. The analysis found significant differences in 

demographic variables only between the members of Classes 2 and 3, marginal 

differences between 1 and 3, and no differences between members of Classes 1 and 2. 

While the current study includes a number of factors that a priori were expected to 

predict differences in preferences (e.g., income, knowledge of CRC, etc.), the results 

suggest that these factors were not strong predictors. More evidence needs to be collected 

to determine the relationship, if any, that these factors have with screening preferences. If 

it is determined that they are indeed unrelated to screening preferences, these findings 

would have implications for which individual characteristics should be used in the 

tailoring of screening programs or messages. 

 Previous studies have focused on preferences for specific test characteristics. 

This study instead focuses on screening programs characteristics. Because the 

characteristics of specific tests cannot be changed in the real world, previous studies that 

focus on test characteristics are naturally limited in terms of their influence on the 

development of screening interventions. This study is also the first of its kind to examine 

the possibility of subgroups with distinct sets of screening preferences, which can have 

significant implications for the development and targeting of new screening programs. 

However, this study is limited by a small sample size and low statistical power, a narrow 

population of interest (i.e. rural and low-income), and few predictor variables with which 

to predict class.  

Taken together, these findings indicate there are systematic differences in 

screening preferences that may not be explained by demographic variables. Other 

variables suggested in the literature, but not included in common CRC screening 

preference studies, may provide additional information about these differences. For 

example, psychologically driven variables, such as perceived stigma regarding specific 

tests, general mistrust of the medical community, fatalistic beliefs, cultural health 

practices, and perceived importance of test accuracy and invasiveness, are all factors 

discussed in the literature that could help explain group differences (Frew et al., 2001). 

Data on these types of variables could be collected in health care organizations via survey 

during patient registration and used to tailor new screening programs that are directed at 
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specific patient groups. Using these predictors, social marketing campaigns might be 

developed to strategically target individuals using knowledge of their preferences. 

Additional research is needed to identify the factors that will predict an individual’s 

preferences regarding CRC screening. This information can then inform studies testing 

targeted screening messages. 
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Chapter Four 

Impact of Psychological Factors on Screening Preferences 

Colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of cancer related death in the United States 

(Siegel et al., 2012). In addition to the personal toll that CRC takes on individuals 

diagnosed with the disease and their families, it is also a major economic burden through 

both direct costs associated with treatment and indirect costs associated with the loss of 

productivity. One analysis estimated that the national medical costs associated with 

colorectal cancer are as high as $14 billion a year, the second highest amount of any 

cancer type (Mariotto et al, 2011). Colorectal cancer and its costs are particularly 

problematic for California which sees the highest number of cancer and colorectal cancer 

cases compared to any other state (American Cancer Society, 2015). In California, there 

were approximately 9,975 new cases of colon cancer and 4,280 new cases of rectum 

cancer in 2014 (American Cancer Society, 2014b). 

 The United States has some of the highest incidence rates of CRC in the 

developed world, but rates have been significantly decreasing in the last 10-20 years 

(Center, Jamal, & Ward, 2009; Edwards et al., 2010). These declines have largely been 

attributed to increased screening rates for CRC. Screening for CRC has been shown to be 

effective at reducing both incidence and mortality rates and has been a major focus of 

recent public health campaigns (Hardcastle, 1996; Mandel et al., 1993; Pignone et al., 

2002; Selby et al., 1992; Selby et al., 1993; Winawer et al., 2003). Colorectal cancer 

screening is effective because it can aid in the detection and removal of precancerous 

polyps and the detection of the cancer itself when it is at its earliest and consequently 

easiest to treat stages (Edwards et al., 2010; Kronberg et al., 2004; Newcomb et al., 

1992).  

 While screening rates for CRC are up substantially from what they were two 

decades ago, screening rates and consequently incidence and mortality rates for those 

over 50 have recently begun stabilizing (Center, et al., 2009; National Cancer Institute, 

2015). This is particularly true for the Central Valley region of California where CRC 

incidence and mortality rates are not much lower than they were two decades ago 

(American Cancer Society, 2014a). The stabilization of incidence and mortality rates is 

likely due to population-level program approaches reaching their full potential, especially 

in ethnically and diverse populations such as are found in the Central Valley of 

California. While these programs may appeal to a majority of individuals, their messages 

are not resonating with a substantial portion of the population who remain unmotivated to 

get screened. In fact, screening rates remain around 64%, indicating that more than a 

third of individuals on average are not up to date on screening (Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention, 2010; Joseph et al., 2010).  

 Understanding differences driven at the individual level can help program 

coordinators and practitioners target modifiable factors, leading to tailored screening 

programs and individualized recommendations that increase screening uptake (Power et 

al., 2009). In their review of the CRC screening preference literature, Ghanouni et al. 

(2013) noted the lack of research on individual differences in screening preferences. 

Understanding the importance that these factors have for guiding future recommendations 

and screening programs, the authors put out a call for more research into understanding 

how screening preferences differ by various socio-demographic subgroups (as a 
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testament to the disconnect between theory and practice, it should be noted that these 

authors did not include socio-demographic factors or subgroup analyses in their 2014 

paper on CRC screening preferences despite this recommendation).  

 The most common factors studied in relation to individual differences in 

screening preferences are socio-demographic factors, as these are easily identifiable by 

health professionals. Multiple studies have included such factors as age, gender, 

ethnicity, education, income, employment status, and a number of other factors (Benning 

et al., 2014; Groothuis-Oudshoorn et al., 2014; Gyrd-Hansen & Sogaard, 2001; Howard 

et al., 2011; Howard & Salkeld, 2008; Marshall et al., 2007; Marshall et al., 2009; 

Nayaradou et al., 2010); however, the findings for many of these factors are inconclusive 

or contradictory in nature, warranting further research to untangle the potentially complex 

relationship between socio-demographic factors and screening preferences. Additionally, 

these studies tend to only study how these factors affect preferences for screening in 

general (versus no screening). They rarely investigate further to see how these variables 

impact preferences for specific program characteristics such as accuracy, process, and 

cost. This is an important distinction because the translation of these findings into 

effective campaign strategies and recommendations is much easier when it is understood 

exactly which screening program characteristics are valued by different types of people.  

 In the discrete-choice literature on CRC screening, there are only a couple of 

studies that have investigated the relationship between socio-demographic factors and 

specific test preferences. Howard et al. (2011) found that older participants and 

participants who know someone with CRC are more likely to prefer more accurate 

screening tests such as colonoscopy despite the increased burden of these tests. 

Alternatively, the authors found that participants with higher levels of education and 

previous colonoscopy experience are more likely to prefer CT colonography over 

colonoscopy. Nayaradou et al. (2010) found that individuals with higher levels of 

education and a higher socioeconomic status are more likely to value test sensitivity (i.e. 

ability to accurately detect cancer when present). These findings can potentially be used 

to tailor programs and recommendations according to community and individual 

consumer demographics.  

 In addition to studying socio-demographic factors, another individual-level 

approach is to study how individual differences in beliefs, attitudes, and perceptions are 

associated with different screening preferences. Health psychology models related to 

decision-making and behavior, such as the Health Belief Model (HBM) and Common 

Sense Model of Illness Representation (CSM), tell us that individual beliefs and 

perceptions are related to intentions and behaviors (Becker, 1974; Diefenbach & 

Leventhal, 1996). In the context of CRC screening, these models tell us that an 

individual’s beliefs about personal susceptibility and the seriousness of CRC as well as 

their beliefs about the barriers to and benefits of getting screened will all predict how 

likely they are to participate in screening. One of the main differences between the CSM 

and the HBM is that the CSM breaks down one’s representation of an illness into 

multiple attributes, including the identity and cause of the illness. According to the CSM, 

the identity of the illness, including related symptomology, as well as the causes of the 

illness, including various risk factors, can all elevate one’s sense of personal risk and 

drive health-protective behavior (Cameron, 2008). Despite these underlying theoretical 
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frameworks that suggest perceptions and beliefs are highly important factors with respect 

to screening behavior, few studies have included psychological factors in their analyses 

of CRC screening preferences.  

 In the discrete-choice literature, only one psychological factor, perceived risk of 

CRC, has been studied, and its inclusion has been completely atheoretical. Groothuis-

Oudshoorn et al. (2014) found that perceptions of being at risk for CRC increased 

intentions for getting screened in general while Howard et al. (2011) found that perceived 

risk was associated with a preference for more accurate tests like a colonoscopy; 

however, a few studies on CRC preferences outside of the discrete-choice literature have 

taken a more theory-driven approach when it comes to studying the relationship between 

psychosocial factors and screening preferences.   

 Studies that have used a theoretical framework tend to use the Health Belief 

Model for studying CRC screening preferences and determinants. Using the HBM as a 

framework for their research, Weller et al. (1995) found that a family history of CRC, 

perceived susceptibility, and a belief in screening effectiveness were all determinants of 

participation in CRC screening programs. In a study of psychosocial influences on older 

adult’s interest in screening, Wardle et al. (2000) found that perceived barriers to and 

benefits of screening were significant predictors of intentions to get screened. These 

authors also found that CRC symptomology was a strong predictor of intention to get 

screened. Other studies using the HBM have found similar findings with respect to 

perceptions of barriers, risk, and benefits on screening participation (Lewis & Jensen, 

1996; Spector et al., 1981).  

 With the exception of a few studies using psychological models of behavior to 

study and understand CRC screening preferences and behaviors, these psychological 

theories and factors have been largely absent from recent research. Consequently, it is 

still not well understood how psychosocial factors are associated with preferences for 

various screening program characteristics and how they affect the relative utility derived 

from these test characteristics. The current body of research tells us a lot about population 

level preferences and the relative importance of various factors and it is these factors, 

which are deemed the most important, that are often targeted by screening programs and 

emphasized by health professionals. But what we know little about is how psychological 

factors like one’s beliefs and perceptions regarding screening and colorectal cancer 

change the well known patterns of relative importance among screening attributes. An 

individual who perceives themselves to be at a low risk for CRC and who does not 

believe that screening is effective is not going to value or derive much utility from highly 

accurate tests that exhibit high risk reduction, but these are precisely the screening 

characteristics that typical screening campaigns, based on population-level preferences, 

target and emphasize. Therefore, while these campaigns may resonate with a majority of 

people, they will not resonate with individuals who have certain perceptions and beliefs, 

and these are the individuals who tend to not participate in screening programs. If we 

want to increase screening participation to reach and surpass target rates, it is these types 

of people who we need to target. Thus, a shift from one-size-fits-all approaches based on 

population preference studies that do not take into account the effects of demographic 

and psychosocial factors to programs with different screening messages that are more 
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individualized to appeal to people with a variety of belief systems, experiences, and 

backgrounds needs to occur if we want to continue raising screening participation levels.  

 To make a shift to more individualized screening campaigns and 

recommendations, we need a better understanding of how individual perceptions and 

beliefs regarding CRC and CRC screening are associated with differences in screening 

preferences. To that end, the purpose of this study is two-fold. The first goal of this study, 

which is methodological in nature, is to assess the feasibility and viability of including 

psychological factors as attributes in a discrete-choice experiment (DCE). Specifically, 

we are interested in varying personal symptomology and number of personal risk factors, 

proxies for perceived risk, across hypothetical screening scenarios. The second goal of 

this study, which is substantive in nature, is to investigate the relationship between 

psychological factors and specific screening preferences. Specifically, we are interested 

in testing how perceptions of risk and beliefs about screening efficacy relate to specific 

CRC screening preferences. The inclusion of these psychological factors in order to study 

how they relate to screening preferences is driven by health behavior and decision-

making theories that suggest that these factors are important predictors of intentions and 

behaviors related to screening participation.   

Method 

Sample and Data 

 All study materials and data collection methods were approved by the 

Institutional Review Board at the University of California at Merced. Potential 

participants were recruited from online survey panels by Qualtrics (Qualtrics, Provo, 

UT). Members of the general population who have signed up to such panels receive 

invitations to participate in online studies in exchange for small monetary rewards.    

 Participants who responded to the invitation from Qualtrics began by completing 

a set of demographic questions intended to establish eligibility based on inclusion 

criteria. Specifically, respondents were excluded if they were outside of the target age 

range of 40-75 years and if they did not have a San Joaquin Valley (Central California) 

zip code as we wanted to target this population for its ethnic and cultural diversity. 

Additionally, we set recruitment quotas on gender and ethnicity in order to prevent the 

sample from being predominately male or female and in order to target Latinos in order 

to get a more representative sample of the target population based on the most recent 

Census Bureau statistics (http://www.census.gov/). 

Discrete Choice Experiments 

 This study employed a discrete-choice experimental (DCE) methodology 

following the expert consensus guidelines put forth by the International Society for 

Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) checklist (Bridges et al., 2011). 

Discrete-choice experiments are used to elicit participant preferences for different 

product alternatives in order to deduce their utility (value) by assessing the contribution 

of each component (also known as an attribute) of the alternative. Discrete-choice 

techniques were developed in the field of economics and have recently been used to 

assess consumer preferences for a variety of health-related programs and products (King 

et al., 2007; Gyrd-Hansen & Slothus, 2002; Gyrd-Hansen & Sogaard, 2001; Marshall et 

al., 2007; Nayaradou et al, 2010). In the current study, a DCE is used to study participant 

preferences for CRC screening programs. 
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 In a DCE, participants are presented with a series of hypothetical alternatives that 

vary by their attribute levels (characteristics) and asked to choose between the different 

options. The levels of each attribute are varied systematically across a series of choice 

tasks. Respondents are forced to choose the option that they most prefer. Reponses to 

these choice tasks are modeled in a way that provides quantitative information about the 

relative value (i.e. utility) that participants attach to the different attribute levels being 

considered (McFadden, 1973; Orme, 2010).    

Selection of Key Attributes and Levels 

 A review of the literature was the primary guide in the selection of the attributes 

and attribute levels considered in this DCE study. We also used models of decision-

making popular in health psychology to elicit a couple of the attributes included. The 

primary attributes included were test characteristics previously included in CRC 

screening preference DCEs. This included test type, an attribute found to be universally 

important for consumers and predictive of screening participation, test cost in order to 

compute willingness-to-pay (WTP) estimates for various attribute levels in order to 

assess the relative psychological value of attribute levels, and whether or not the follow-

up exam if necessary would be covered by insurance, as Pignone et al. (2014) found that 

the amount of out-of-pocket costs associated with the follow-up exam is an important 

program characteristic. We also included a number of environmental and contextual 

factors related to the screening process as information about these characteristics, unlike 

certain test-specific attributes, can be used to modify screening programs in order to 

maximize program utility. These contextual-based attributes included who recommended 

the test, how long it takes to receive the test results, and the location of test. Finally, we 

used a theoretical approach to generate a couple of attributes predicted to be important by 

health decision making models. A previous review of the literature (Chapter 2 of this 

dissertation) identified that a theory-driven approach was missing from the literature in 

terms of the selection of DCE attributes. Specifically, we developed attributes that would 

serve as proxies to perceived risk, as perceptions of risk have been found to be predictive 

of health behaviors according to the HBM and CSM. These attributes included 

symptomology and number of risk factors. See Figures 4.1. and 4.2. below for 

illustrations of these health models.  
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Figure 4.1. Health Belief Model. 

 

 
Figure 4.2. Common Sense Model of Illness Representation. 

 

We hypothesized that these perceived risk proxies (symptomology and risk factors) 

would create disutility among participants (i.e. participants would prefer to have no 

symptoms and no risk factors in general); however, we believed that these attributes 

would influence preferences for other test characteristics such as test type. Specifically, 

we hypothesized that having severe symptoms and many risk factors would increase 

participants preference for a more accurate test (i.e. colonoscopy). We tested this 

hypothesis using interactions between these attributes and test type. 

 The levels of each of the eight attributes can be found below in Table 4.1.  
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Table 4.1. DCE attributes and levels 

 

Attribute Attribute Levels 

1. Test Type FOBT Colonoscopy    

2. Cost -$100 -$10 $0 $100 $1000 

3. Follow-Up Covered? No Yes    

4. Who Recommended 

Test? 
No One Commercial/Ad Internet 

Family/ 

Friend 
Doctor 

5. How Long for 

Results? 
No Wait 1 Day 1 Week 1 Month  

6. Location Home Private Clinic 
Public 

Hospital 
  

7. Symptoms No Symptoms Mild Symptoms 
Severe 

Symptoms 
  

8. Risk Factors 
No Risk 

Factors 

Some Risk 

Factors 

Many Risk 

Factors 
  

 

For test type, we included the two most popular test types used in practice and in 

previous DCEs on CRC preferences, a Fecal Occult Blood Test (FOBT) and a 

colonoscopy. We varied the levels of cost from a small incentive ($100) to a large 

payment ($1000) across five different levels, similar to previous work (Pignone et al., 

2014). The attribute that represented whether or not a necessary follow-up exam was 

covered by insurance varied across two levels, yes and no. Because people get test 

recommendations from a variety of sources, we varied who recommended the test across 

a variety of levels including no one, the internet, a commercial, family or friend, and a 

doctor. We felt that a doctor’s recommendation, which has been shown to be an 

important predictor of screening participation in previous research and was included as a 

DCE attribute level by Nayaradou et al. (2010), was an important level to include. We 

included an attribute related to the time it takes to receive results as we thought the worry 

factor of having to wait for one’s results might play an important role in test preference. 

We varied this attribute across known levels of waiting times for different tests, 

generating four different levels from no wait to a waiting period of one month. We also 

varied the test location attribute across known levels of actual test locations, including at 

home, at a public hospital, and at a private clinic. Finally, we included two attributes that 

were meant to be proxies for perceived risk: symptomology and number of risk factors. 

In each scenario, we asked participants to imagine that they were making the decision 

under a variety of hypothetical health states. These personal health states varied 

depending on three different levels for symptomology and three different levels for 

number of risk factors. Related to symptomology, we told participants to imagine they 
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either had no symptoms, mild symptoms, or severe symptoms. Related to risk factors, we 

told participants to imagine they either had no personal risk factors, some personal risk 

factors, or many personal risk factors. All of the attributes and levels were explained in 

full detail to the participants before they completed the discrete-choice tasks (see 

Appendix for provided information).   

Discrete-Choice Design 

 The levels of attributes were organized into scenarios using a factorial design. 

With eight attributes, two of which had two levels, three of which had three levels, one of 

which had four levels, and two of which had five levels, there were a total of 10,800 

unique combinations of attributes (2
2
*3

3
*4

1
*5

2
). With two alternatives per choice task, a 

full factorial design would have resulted in 5,400 choice tasks. To create a more 

manageable number of scenarios, we produced a total of 320 orthogonal combinations 

(scenarios) using a fractional factorial design that maximized D-efficiency, a measure of 

efficiency based on the asymptotic covariance matrix of the survey design, and 

minimized simulated standard errors, as is common in the literature (Street et al., 2005). 

This led to 160 comparisons that we split across 10 different blocks so that each 

participant would only have to complete 16 choice tasks. We used SawTooth Software 

Version 9 to create and test this survey design.   

Survey Content 

 We developed our survey based on prior research, existing literature, and pre-

testing feedback through a pilot study conducted with 5 participants not involved in the 

final study (see Appendix for full survey). The survey began by asking participants about 

basic demographic information. Next it introduced participants to DCEs and gave them 

an example DCE choice task related to buying a car. After this we provided participants 

with general information about CRC (i.e. the nature of CRC as well as incidence and 

mortality rates). Next we provided information about each of the eight attributes we 

varied in the survey including extensive information about the test type attribute (i.e. 

information about FOBT and colonoscopy). Before the choice tasks we gave participants 

two questions that tested their knowledge of FOBTs and colonoscopies to ensure that 

they had read the information. Next, each participant was given 16 choice tasks between 

two hypothetical screening tests and a ‘no screening’ option. After the discrete-choice 

task, participants completed a rating task of each of the attributes, followed by additional 

survey questions about their beliefs regarding CRC and CRC screening, including an 

illness-perception questionnaire related to CRC (Moss et al., 2002). 

Study Outcomes 

 The primary outcomes of interest were the part-worth utilities associated with 

each of the attribute levels as well as participant beliefs and perceptions about CRC and 

CRC screening and how these beliefs affected their screening preferences. Participant 

beliefs and perceptions, including concern, perceived risk, and perceived effectiveness, 

were measured on 5-point Likert scales with higher scores representing stronger beliefs. 

Secondary outcomes of interest included socio-demographic factors and participant 

ratings of the included attributes.  
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Sample Size Determinations 

 There is no optimal method for establishing an appropriate sample size in DCEs 

(Johnson & Orme, 2010; Marshall et al., 2010). One method suggested by Johnson & 

Orme (2010) for estimating an appropriate sample size is to use the following formula: 

   
    

   
 

where c is the number of analysis cells, t is the number of choice tasks, and a is the 

number of alternatives. When considering main effects, c is equal to the largest number 

of levels for any of the attributes. With 16 choice tasks, three alternatives, and a 

maximum number of levels equal to five, our DCE would need at least 52 participants 

according to this formula. Another rule of thumb suggests that for DCEs, a sample size 

over 100 is able to provide enough information for modeling preference data (Pearmain 

et al., 1991). Based on these rules of thumb, we felt that a sample size of 100 would be 

adequate, but aimed to collect data from closer to 120 participants to be on the safe side.  

Statistical Analysis 

 The data were analyzed using a series of conditional logit models. The conditional 

logit model is often used as health a econometric model grounded in decision-making 

utility theory. Utility theory states that when presented with multiple alternative options, 

a person will choose the alternative that provides the highest utility (Fishburn, 1970). For 

conditional logit models, the utility for each alternative depends on the attributes of that 

alternative, expressed as: 

          
where Ui is the utility associated with choosing alternative i, zi is a vector of observed 

variables relating to alternative i that depend on the attributes of the alternative, β is a 

corresponding vector of parameter coefficients of the observed attributes, and εi captures 

the unobserved residual error affecting a person’s choice of alternative i (McFadden, 

1973). The residual variance, ε, for each alternative’s utility is distributed as an iid 

extreme value distribution (specifically a Gumbel distribution). 

 Our primary analyses only included the discrete choice attributes themselves. The 

first model used categorical coding of attribute levels while the second used linearized 

variables where possible (i.e. with continuous variables). Next we included interaction 

terms between the personal risk attributes (symptomology and risk factors) and test type. 

In a fourth model, we interacted participant self-reported perceived risk and beliefs about 

screening effectiveness with various attributes.  

 Regression coefficients (utility coefficients) from the primary conditional logit 

analysis with linear attributes were transformed into willingness-to-pay (WTP) estimates 

for each attribute level using the linearized cost coefficient. The WTP estimates were 

computed using the following formula: 

     
  

      
  

where βa is the regression coefficient (part-worth utility) associated with a given attribute 

or attribute level and βcost is the regression coefficient associated with the linearized cost 

attribute. 
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 Marginal utility scores were then generated for a variety of screening scenarios 

using the sum of part-worth utilities based on the primary linear model results. Swait 

(2001) shows that the expected relative uptake of screening option i is equal to: 

    
        

         
 
   

 

where J is the total number of alternatives being compared and U is the expected utility 

for a particular alternative. The expected utilities U were calculated by adding together 

the part-worth utilities (estimated parameter coefficients) for the specific attribute levels 

corresponding to each screening option (Groothuis-Oudshoorn et al., 2014). While some 

studies, such as Groothuis-Oudshoorn et al. (2014), predict the uptake of a particular 

screening alternative compared to a generic alternative with a neutral utility, we chose to 

predict relative uptake rates between various realistic screening alternatives.   

Results 

 The final sample consisted of 120 participants who completed the full survey. 

Participant characteristics are presented in the table (Table 4.2.) below.  

 

Table 4.2. Participant demographics 

 
Demographics Percent (N) 

Age  Mean = 56 (SD = 9.5) 

      50+ 72.5% (87) 
  

Gender  

      Male 35% (42) 

      Female 65% (78) 
  

Ethnicity  

      Caucasian 53.33% (64) 

      African-American 7.5% (9) 

      Hispanic or Latino/a 30% (36) 

      Asian 4.17% (5) 

      Native American 1.67% (2) 

      Pacific Islander 1.67% (2) 

      Other 1.67% (2) 
  

Income  

      $0 - $19,999 15% (18) 

      $20,000 - $39,999 23.33% (28) 

      $40,000 - $59,999 17.5% (21) 

      $60,000 - $79,999 12.5% (15) 

      $80,000 - $99,999 11.67% (14) 

      $100,000+ 20% (24) 
  

Up To Date on Screening  

      Whole Sample 42.5% (51 of 120) 

      Eligible (50+) 46% (40 of 87) 
 

Note: N = 120 
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Respondents ranged in age from 40 to 74 years (M = 56, SD = 9.5). Approximately two-

thirds of the sample was female (65%, n = 78). Just over half of the sample identified as 

Caucasian or white (53%, n = 64), just under a third identified as Latino (30%, n = 36), 

and approximately 7.5% identified as African-American (n = 9). These proportions are a 

relatively good representation of the ethnic make-up of the San Joaquin Valley according 

to San Joaquin Valley demographic statistics (The Planning Center, 2012). See Table 4.3. 

below for a comparison between participant demographics and San Joaquin Valley 

demographics. 

 

Table 4.3. Sample demographics vs. SJV demographics 

 

Ethnicity Sample SJV (2010) 

Caucasian 53.33% (64) 36.5% 

African-American 7.5% (9) 4.6% 

Hispanic or Latino/a 30% (36) 45.8% 

Asian 4.17% (5) 7% 

Native American 1.67% (2) 0.6% 

Pacific Islander 1.67% (2) 0.2% 

Other 1.67% (2) 5.1% 

 

Note. SJV = San Joaquin Valley 

  

Attribute Valuations and Preferences 

 After the 16 discrete-choice tasks, participants rated each of the screening 

attributes in terms of importance from one to five, with one being not important, three 

being neutral, and five being highly important. The self-reported attribute ratings can be 

seen in below in Table 4.4.  

 

Table 4.4. Self-reported attribute ratings 

 

Attribute Rating (1-5) 

Test Type 3.75* 

Cost 4.02* 

Follow-up Covered by Insurance 4.04* 

Who Recommended Test 3.56* 

How Long to Receive Results 3.04 

Test Location 3.39* 

Symptomology 3.87* 

Number of Risk Factors 3.95* 

 

Note. N = 120, *significantly different from 3.00 (neutral) 

 

Participants rated all of the attributes above neutral in terms of importance with the 

exception of how long it took to receive test results (this attribute was not rated 

significantly different from neutral importance). The most important attributes to 
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participants were whether or not follow-up was covered by insurance, cost, number of 

risk factors, and symptomology. Who recommended the test and the testing location were 

rated less important than these attributes but still significantly higher than of neutral 

importance. These self-reported ratings match fairly well with the DCE results presented 

below. 

 The main DCE results are presented below in Table 4.5.  
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Table 4.5. Discrete choice results – main models 

 

Attribute  

Categorical 

Attributes 

Est. (SE) 

Continuous 

Attributes 

Est. (SE) 

    

Test Type FOBT (Omitted) (Omitted) 

 Colonoscopy .220 (.06) .198 (.06) 

    

Cost -$100 -.087 (.10) - 

 -$10 .071 (.10) - 

 $0 (Omitted) - 

 $100 -.457 (.10) - 

 $1000 -1.510 (.12) - 

Cost  

(Continuous) 
($1) - -.0014 (<.001) 

    

Follow-Up Covered? No (Omitted) (Omitted) 

 Yes .275 (.06) .265 (.06) 

    

Who Recommended No One (Omitted) (Omitted) 

 Internet -.128 (.10) -.102 (.09) 

 Commercial -.103 (.09) -.079 (.09) 

 Family/Friend -.036 (.09) -.018 (.09) 

 Doctor .402 (.09) .421 (.09) 

    

Time to Receive Results No Wait (Omitted) - 

 1 Day -.124 (.09) - 

 1 Week -.075 (.10) - 

 1 Month   -.160 (.09)
 †
 - 

Time to Receive Results 

(Continuous) 
(1 day) - -.004 (.003) 

    

Test Location Home (Omitted) (Omitted) 

 Private Clinic .131 (.08)   .152 (.08)
 †
 

 Public Hospital .080 (.08) .109 (.08) 

    

Symptomology No Symptoms (Omitted) (Omitted) 

 Mild Symptoms -.090 (.06) -.080 (.06) 

 Severe Symptoms -.341 (.07) -.324 (.06) 

    

Number of Risk Factors No Risk Factors (Omitted) (Omitted) 

 Some Risk Factors -.193 (.06) -.199 (.06) 

 Many Risk Factors -.318 (.07) -.324 (.06) 

    

 No Test Option -.865 (.12) -.707 (.09) 

 
Note. N (observations) = 5760, Est. = estimate, SE = standard error, FOBT = fecal occult blood 

test, p < .05 bolded, 
†
p <.10  
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Two separate models were fit, one with categorically coded attributes and one with 

continuously coded attributes (where feasible). Statistical inferences regarding attribute 

preferences are completely consistent across the two models, though we only report 

statistical findings from the continuous model here. On average, participants had a 

preference for colonoscopy over FOBT, β = .198, p = .002. Participants also preferred 

tests associated lower out-of-pocket expenses, β = -.0014, p < .001; however, we did not 

find a statistically significant preference for monetary incentives in the categorical model. 

Participants preferred screening programs where potential follow-up exams would be 

covered by insurance, β = .265, p < .001. Compared to tests that no one recommended, 

participants had a statistically significant preference for tests recommended by a doctor, β 

= .421, p < .001, but not by other sources such as family and friends. Similarly to the self-

reported attribute importance ratings, we found that participants did not have a preference 

regarding the time it would take to receive test results. We also found that participants did 

not have a preference regarding the testing location. As hypothesized, we found that 

severe symptoms and many risk factors created disutility for participants, β = -.324, p < 

.001 (i.e. they preferred scenarios where they had no symptoms and no risk factors). 

Finally, participants showed a clear preference for screening over no screening, β = -.707, 

p < .001.   

 Next we fit two separate models in order to investigate how psychological factors 

affect test preferences. The results for these interaction models are presented below in 

Table 4.6.  
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Table 4.6. Discrete choice results – interaction models 

 

Attribute  

Continuous 

Attributes 

Est. (SE) 

Continuous 

Attributes 

Est. (SE) 

    

Test Type FOBT (Omitted) (Omitted) 

 Colonoscopy -.054 (.15) -.802 (.23) 

    

Cost (Continuous) ($1) -.0014 (<.001) -.0015 (<.001) 

    

Follow-Up Covered? No (Omitted) (Omitted) 

 Yes .276 (.06) .288 (.07) 

    

Who Recommended No One (Omitted) (Omitted) 

 Internet -.109 (.09) -.103 (.10) 

 Commercial -.095 (.09) -.084 (.10) 

 Family/Friend -.030 (.09) -.028 (.09) 

 Doctor .403 (.09) .439 (.09) 

    

Time to Receive Results 

(Continuous) 
(1 day) -.003 (.003) -.005 (.003) 

    

Test Location Home (Omitted) (Omitted) 

 Private Clinic .158 (.08)
 
 .169 (.08) 

 Public Hospital   .139 (.08)
 †
 .129 (.08) 

    

Symptomology No Symptoms (Omitted) (Omitted) 

 Mild Symptoms   -.153 (.09)
 †
 -.085 (.06) 

 Severe Symptoms -.485 (.09) -.339 (.07) 

    

Number of Risk Factors No Risk Factors (Omitted) (Omitted) 

 Some Risk Factors -.229 (.09) -.210 (.06) 

 Many Risk Factors -.315 (.09) -.348 (.07) 

    

 No Test Option -.687 (.09) -.426 (.11) 

    

 Attribute Interactions   

      Mild Symptomology x COLO .224 (.16)
 
 - 

      Severe Symptomology x COLO .461 (.16) - 

      Some Risk Factors x COLO .094 (.16) - 

      Many Risk Factors x COLO -.044 (.16) - 

    

 Self-Reported Belief Interactions   

      Perceived Risk x COLO - .128 (.06) 

      Concern x COLO - .166 (.05) 

      Value Accuracy x COLO - .392 (.09) 

      Value Non-Invasiveness x COLO - -.188 (.05) 

      COLO Effectiveness x COLO - .224 (.05) 

      FOBT Effectiveness x FOBT - .255 (.06) 

 
Note. N (observations) = 5760, Est. = estimate, SE = standard error, FOBT = fecal occult blood test, COLO 

= colonoscopy, p < .05 bolded, 
†
p <.10 
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In the first model, we included terms that represented interactions of symptomology and 

risk factor attributes with test type preference to see if participant preferences for test type 

changed depending on their hypothetical symptoms and risk factors (i.e. perceived risk). 

We found that in scenarios where participants were told they had severe symptoms, they 

showed a significant increase in preference for colonoscopy, β = .461, p = .005, 

indicating that as symptomology increases so does the preference for colonoscopy; 

however, we did not find the same effect for scenarios where participants were told they 

had many risk factors, β = -.044, p = .786. In the next model, we included terms that 

represented interactions of test type preference with self-reported beliefs and perceptions 

regarding perceived risk of CRC, concern for getting CRC, effectiveness of FOBT for 

preventing CRC, and effectiveness of colonoscopy for preventing CRC. We also included 

terms that represented interactions of participant self-reported valuations of test accuracy 

and test non-invasiveness with test type preferences. We found that overall test 

preferences (i.e. main effects) remained the same in this model with the exception of test 

type preference. In this model, there was a preference for FOBT as indicated by a 

disutility associated with colonoscopy, β = -.802, p = .001; however, this coefficient 

needs to be interpreted in the context of the self-reported belief and perception 

interactions. Since perceived risk of CRC and concern for getting CRC were coded such 

that a score of 0 represented no perceived risk and no concern, the negative utility for 

colonoscopy indicates that people who do not perceive to be at risk for CRC and who are 

not concerned with getting CRC are more likely to prefer FOBT. Further, our interaction 

terms tell us that as perceived risk increases, participants are more likely to prefer 

colonoscopy, β = .128, p = .030. As concern for getting CRC increases, participants are 

also more likely to prefer colonoscopy, β = .166, p = .001. Additionally, participants who 

perceive colonoscopy as being effective at preventing CRC are more likely to prefer 

colonoscopy, β = .224, p < .001, and participants who perceive FOBT as being effective 

at preventing CRC are more likely to prefer FOBT, β = .255, p < .001. Finally, 

participants who value test accuracy are more likely to prefer colonoscopy, β = .392, p < 

.001, and participants who value test non-invasiveness are less likely to prefer 

colonoscopy, β = -.188, p < .001.   

 Next we computed WTP estimates for the main model with continuous 

attributes.These WTP estimates can be found in the table (Table 4.7) below.  
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Table 4.7. Willingness-to-pay estimates 

 
Attribute  WTP Estimate 

   

Test Type FOBT (Omitted) 

 Colonoscopy $141 

   

Cost (Continuous) ($1) $1 

   

Follow-Up Covered? No (Omitted) 

 Yes $189 

   

Who Recommended No One (Omitted) 

 Internet -$73 

 Commercial -$56 

 Family/Friend -$13 

 Doctor $301 

   

Time to Receive Results 

(Continuous) 
(1 day) -$3 

   

Test Location Home (Omitted) 

 Private Clinic $109 

 Public Hospital $78 

   

Symptomology No Symptoms (Omitted) 

 Mild Symptoms -$57 

 Severe Symptoms -$231 

   

Number of Risk Factors No Risk Factors (Omitted) 

 Some Risk Factors -$142 

 Many Risk Factors -$231 

   

 No Test Option -$505 

 

Note. FOBT = fecal occult blood test. 

 

Willingness-to-pay estimates provide insight into the amount of monetary value 

participants place on certain attributes and can give an idea of the relative importance of 

screening program characteristics. Only statistically significant WTP estimates should be 

interpreted. From these results we can see that, compared to an FOBT, a colonoscopy is 

worth $141 to participants (it should be noted that this is far less than the typical 

colonoscopy cost). A screening program where follow-up exams are covered by 

insurance is worth $189. A doctor’s recommendation, compared to a recommendation 

from no one, is worth $301. Having severe symptoms is the equivalent of the 

psychological value of losing $231 and having a few risk factors and many risk factors is 

the equivalent to the psychological value of losing $142 and $231, respectively. Finally, 

not getting a screening test is the psychological equivalent of losing $505. According to 
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these WTP estimates, the most important attribute is getting screened in general, followed 

by a doctor’s recommendation, followed by not having symptoms or risk factors, 

followed by having the follow-up exam covered by insurance. Interestingly, of the 

statistically significant effects, test type is worth the least value monetarily.  

Predicted Uptake Rates  

 To simulate predicted uptake rates of various screening programs, we computed 

the marginal probabilities of respondents choosing between different screening scenarios 

and a ‘no screening’ option. Marginal probabilities and predicted uptake rates are 

presented below in Table 4.8.  
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We simulated uptake for four different scenarios. In the first scenario, we compared 

equivalent FOBT and colonoscopy scenarios to a no-testing option. In the second 

scenario we compared a realistic FOBT scenario ($15, 1 week wait for results) with a 

realistic colonoscopy scenario ($750, no wait for results) and a no-testing option. In the 

third scenario, we compared a realistic colonoscopy scenario with a doctor’s 

recommendation to a no-testing option. In the fourth scenario, we compared the same 

realistic colonoscopy scenario without a doctor’s recommendation to a no-testing option. 

 Predicted uptake rates from the equivalent tests scenario suggest that when the 

tests are priced equally, more participants would choose the colonoscopy over the FOBT 

(52% versus 39%) while 8.5% would opt out of screening; however, under more realistic 

pricing scenarios, the majority of participants would choose the FOBT over the 

colonoscopy (60% versus 27%) and even more participants would be predicted to opt out 

(over 13%). These results suggest that the pricing of tests is an important determinant of 

uptake rates. In order to assess the impact that a doctor’s recommendation would have on 

uptake, we simulated two separate scenarios against a no-testing option, one of which had 

a doctor’s recommendation and the other that did not. When comparing a realistic 

colonoscopy scenario with a doctor’s recommendation to a no-testing option, two-thirds 

of participants (66.7%) would be expected to choose the colonoscopy while one-third 

(33.3%) would be expected to opt-out. On the other hand, when the same colonoscopy 

test without a doctor’s recommendation was compared to a no-testing option, the 

percentage of participants expected to choose the colonoscopy dropped from 66.7% to 

56.8%. This suggests that a doctor’s recommendation could increase colonoscopy uptake 

rates by more than 11%.  

Discussion 

 Understanding how individual perceptions and beliefs shape screening 

preferences is important for the tailoring of individualized screening programs and 

recommendations. We set out to test a new method for studying such psychological 

factors and to see if we could learn more about how they interact with preferences for 

different screening program characteristics. 

 Our findings indicate that the inclusion of personal risk based attributes in a DCE 

is both feasible and valid. First, we confirmed our hypothesis that scenarios where 

participants were told to imagine they had CRC symptoms and risk factors created 

disutility as expected based on the HBM and CSM. Scenarios that increase participant’s 

perceived risk should create disutility (i.e. not be preferred over scenarios without 

perceived risk) and that is exactly what we found. This finding seemed to validate that the 

attributes were working as intended. Next, we found that these perceived risk attributes 

that varied from scenario to scenario interacted with test type preferences such that 

participants were more likely to prefer colonoscopy when they were told to imagine they 

had increased symptomology. This supports our hypothesis as well as previous research 

that has found that increased perceived risk is associated with a preference for more 

accurate test types like the colonoscopy (Howard et al., 2011). We believe the fact that 

we found this interaction between test type preference and symptomology but not number 

of risk factors is because symptomology is a more salient factor and most likely 

contributes more to one’s sense of perceived risk than general risk factors do. It is 

possible that we would have found this effect with risk factors had symptomology not 
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been included as an attribute. While this research would seem to suggest that 

symptomology contributes more to a personal sense of risk, further research should be 

done to investigate how factors like symptomology and risk factors contribute 

differentially to perceived risk.  

 This study also set out to explore how psychological factors affect CRC screening 

preferences through the use of self-reported measures. Specifically, we looked at how 

self-reported perceived risk, concern over getting CRC, beliefs about the effectiveness of 

FOBT and colonoscopy, and valuations of test accuracy and non-invasiveness influenced 

test type preferences. We found that perceptions and beliefs did, in fact, play a role in 

screening preferences in line with our a priori hypotheses. Specifically, we found that 

increased perceived risk and concern over getting CRC increases the likelihood that 

participants will prefer colonoscopy. We also found that participants who value accuracy 

and believe colonoscopy will be effective at reducing their chance of getting CRC are 

more likely to prefer colonoscopy, while participants who value non-invasiveness and 

believe FOBT will be effective at reducing their chance of getting CRC are more likely to 

prefer FOBT. These findings are all in line with what previous research has found 

suggesting that variations in test type preference can be explained by whether people 

value accuracy or non-invasiveness more. In addition, our findings support the HBM and 

CSM that perceptions of screening effectiveness will influence screening preferences. 

Specifically, those who believe a certain test will be effective are more likely to prefer 

that test. Similarly to our findings from above, we also found that perceptions of personal 

susceptibility and concern over getting CRC are related to screening preferences, such 

that people with elevated perceived risk are more likely to prefer the more accurate 

colonoscopy. 

 In addition to our main findings about how psychological factors influence 

screening preferences, we found that participants prefer scenarios where follow-up exams 

will be covered by insurance as well as cheaper tests in general. We also found that 

participants value a doctor’s recommendation. And finally, we found that, in our sample, 

participants had a strong preference for screening over no screening. 

 These findings all have strong implications for health professionals as well as 

those researching CRC screening preferences. First, our findings suggest that both 

practitioners and researchers should be more mindful of the role that psychological 

factors play in determining screening preferences. Understanding how individuals differ 

in terms of their beliefs about personal risk and their perceptions of test effectiveness will 

help in determining the screening programs to which they are more likely to respond. 

Also understanding the different values consumers place on test accuracy and non-

invasiveness will help in making recommendations for screening programs in which 

individuals are more likely to participate. Finally, our findings, like other studies, stress 

the importance of exam costs and follow-up costs on participant preferences. We show 

that differences in cost can potentially explain huge differences in screening program 

uptake rates. We also show how important doctor recommendations are and how these 

recommendations can potentially increase screening program uptake rates. 

 While we consider this study a success in terms of testing a new methodology for 

studying psychological factors with respect to screening preferences, it is not without its 

limitations. First, our sample size was relatively small compared to some DCEs and we 
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sampled from a diverse population. The results from this study, therefore, may not 

generalize well to other populations. We also included participants below the 

recommended screening age (<50), and while they only made up a small proportion of 

our sample, it is possible that our screening preference findings will not apply to all 

screening eligible adults. Finally, as with any new approach, it will take additional studies 

to test the validity of varying psychological attributes, such as proxies for perceived risk, 

in DCEs. It is possible that this method will not work as well with other types of variables 

or with other samples. 

 In conclusion, we believe that this study demonstrates how psychological factors, 

such as individual beliefs and perceptions, can shape preferences for CRC screening. 

Understanding differences in preferences at the individual level will lead to increased 

rates of screening participation through tailored screening programs and individualized 

recommendations. Due to the lack of research in this field on how psychological factors 

affect screening preferences, we encourage researchers to include them in future studies 

in order to gain a better understanding of how these factors change patterns of attribute 

importance and preferences for different screening program characteristics. We believe 

this knowledge can greatly improve the effectiveness of screening programs and 

consequently help raise screening participation rates.     
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Chapter Five 

Conclusion and Discussion 

Screening for colorectal cancer (CRC) is known to be effective at reducing incidence and 

mortality rates. Consequently, increasing screening rates has been a major public health 

endeavor over the past couple of decades. Declining rates of CRC incidence and 

mortality have largely been attributed to increases in screening participation due to these 

efforts. Key to the success of these public health campaigns has been understanding 

public preferences with respect to CRC screening. An understanding of these population-

level preferences helped to tailor screening programs to the masses, resulting in 

dramatically improved screening rates and consequently lower rates of incidence and 

mortality; however, recently screening rates have begun to slow and consequently 

incidence and mortality rates have begun to stabilize. Part of the problem lies in the 

current population-level approaches taken by most screening campaigns. While these 

programs work for a majority of individuals, there remains a large portion of the 

populace that does not participate in screening for CRC. A key to understanding how to 

increase uptake rates of screening programs is to understand the preferences of these 

groups of individuals who seem to have a different set of preferences from the average 

individual. Taking a bottom-up approach to understand differences in individual 

screening preferences can help us to further tailor screening programs and provide 

individualized recommendations that will further improve screening participation rates. 

 This dissertation set out to investigate individual differences in screening 

preferences, unlike most of the previous research in the area that has taken a population-

level approach. Specifically, we were interested in understanding differences in 

preferences related to socio-demographic characteristics and psychological factors related 

to individual beliefs and perceptions surrounding CRC and CRC screening. Part of this 

individual-based approach was theory-driven using an understanding of psychological 

models of behavior and health decision. Our primary research questions were related to 

understanding exactly which socio-demographic and psychological factors were 

predictive of differences in various screening preferences related to testing characteristics 

and program-environment characteristics. We were interested in whether we could 

predict preferences using knowledge of an individual socio-demographic characteristics 

as well as personal beliefs and perceptions about illness susceptibility and screening 

effectiveness.     

 We set out to answer these research questions using three different studies. The 

goal of our first study was to systematically review the entire CRC screening preference 

literature where discrete-choice methodology was used. Using the results from these 

studies, we set out to explain differences in sample-level preferences using the socio-

demographic factors of those samples. We were also looking for overarching themes in 

preference differences that would only be noticeable while taking a study-level approach. 

The goal of our second study was to study the feasibility of applying a latent class 

analytic methodology to CRC screening preference discrete-choice data, a novel 

approach in that body of literature. Understanding the importance of differences in 

screening preferences, we thought it would be worthwhile to see if latent class models 

would work at identifying distinct sets of CRC screening preferences. Using individual-

level socio-demographic data, we could look for potential predictors of these difference 
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groups of screening preferences, insight that could help guide future screening 

recommendations. Our final study attempted a new approach as well: including 

psychological factors as attributes in a discrete-choice experiment (DCE). The goal was 

to test the validity of such an approach by varying different sets of psychological factors 

related to perceived risk across different choice tasks. Further, we set out to see if this 

manipulation of risk perception was associated with different screening preferences. We 

also included self-reported beliefs and perceptions regarding CRC and CRC screening as 

both a way to confirm our findings with the DCE psychological attributes as well as to 

answer our basic research question regarding the affect that individual beliefs and 

perceptions had on screening preferences.   

 The systematic review of the literature included in this paper found a great deal of 

variation in both DCE methodology as well as findings pertaining to screening 

preferences. This review made it clear that for many preferences, the findings are 

inconclusive and more work needs to be done. This review did support previous findings 

that test accuracy, risk reduction, cost, and test process (i.e. test type) are generally the 

most important attributes. This review also found consistent findings that support the idea 

that perceived risk is related to preferences for screening and in particular more accurate 

tests like colonoscopy. A small meta-analysis of the variability in preferences for tube 

tests versus stool tests found, in addition to significant variation across studies, that 

previous screening experience was associated with a preference for tube tests over stool 

tests.  

 The second study included in this paper applied a latent class analysis to DCE 

data. This study found evidence of three separate sets of screening preferences, 

suggesting that there were generally three types of people with different sets of 

preferences. These sets of preferences tended to differ on preferences for test type (one 

group preferred FOBT, one preferred to have their choice between FOBT and 

colonoscopy, and one did not have a preference for either test) and the amount of value 

obtained from screening in general. This study also found that ethnicity, education level, 

and insurance status were potential predictors of differences in preferences. It seemed 

that white participants with lower levels of education and insurance coverage were 

associated with no test type preference, a preference for short travel times, less concern 

over follow-up costs, and an overall greater preference for screening over no screening.  

 Our final study included psychological factors as attributes in a DCE study. This 

study found this approach to be valid and findings supported a priori hypotheses that 

perceived risk would be associated with a preference for more accurate test types like the 

colonoscopy. Additionally, this study found that self-reported perceived risk and concern 

for getting CRC were associated with preference for colonoscopy. Self-reported valuation 

of test accuracy was associated with a preference for the more accurate test type, 

colonoscopy, while self-reported valuation of test non-invasiveness was associated with a 

preference for the less invasive test type, FOBT. Finally, beliefs about the effectiveness 

of FOBT and colonoscopy were related to preferences for those two test types 

respectively. The findings of this study confirm that psychological factors are related to 

individual differences in CRC screening preferences that can be targeted by future health 

professionals making program recommendations.  
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 Overall, these studies show that there is a great deal of variability among 

screening preferences and help explain why a one-size-fits-all approach will not be 

effective at getting screening participation above a certain threshold. Additionally, these 

studies show that there are many factors that are predictive of these differences. 

Specifically, socio-demographic factors like ethnicity, education, and insurance coverage 

and psychological factors like personal beliefs about risk and screening effectiveness may 

be particularly predictive of preferences for different types of screening modalities. These 

studies suggest that an understanding of such individual-level characteristics can help 

explain many of these differences and will be key in designing more effective screening 

campaigns that are tailored to the individual and mindful of these differences. These 

studies also show how using a cross-disciplinary approach and combining both health 

economic and health psychology approaches to studying screening behavior can give us 

new insights about how perceptions and beliefs interact with screening preferences and 

how both can affect the likelihood of an individual getting screened. 

 We encourage health professionals to take a more individual-level approach when 

it comes to implementing public policy, designing new screening programs, and making 

recommendations to patients. New policies and programs should consider offering 

multiple different test types to appeal to a variety of individuals. Additionally, emphasis 

should not only be placed on test characteristics like accuracy and risk reduction, as our 

studies have shown that these characteristics are not valued by everyone to the same 

degree. While these might be selling points for the average consumer, other people will 

find greater utility in other program characteristics such as follow-up exams that are 

partially or fully covered. Similarly, out-of-pocket expenses should be carefully taken 

into consideration as our research shows that test costs can explain large drops in 

predicted screening uptake rates. Communities that have lower insurance coverage rates 

and a poorer populace may benefit from screening programs that offer subsidized rates 

for screening exams. Understanding how individual differences in socio-demographics 

and beliefs can influence preferences can help practitioners make the best 

recommendations to their patients. For example, our research suggests that those who 

perceive themselves to be at low risk for CRC and who do not believe CRC screening is 

that effective likely will not be motivated enough to go get a colonoscopy and are more 

likely to prefer a less invasive and cheaper test like a FOBT. Finally, these findings can 

help us tailor health messages intended to encourage screening by taking advantage of 

relationship between psychological factors and screening preferences. For example, 

messages intended for asymptomatic patients may want to emphasize the low cost and 

non-invasive nature of the FOBT while targeting perceptions related to the effectiveness 

of this test type. On the other hand, messages intended for high-risk patients or those 

experiencing symptoms may want to emphasize the accuracy of the colonoscopy. These 

individualized approaches will help make policies, programs, and practitioner 

recommendations more effective and will ultimately help improve screening participation 

above and beyond current rates. 

 Our review of the literature found that researchers of CRC screening preferences 

tend not to consider socio-demographic and psychological factors. Given how important 

these factors seem to be in explaining individual level differences, we highly encourage 

researchers to continue investigating the effect these factors have on screening 
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preferences and predicted uptake rates. We encourage researchers to try new approaches 

and methodologies such as latent class analysis for identifying latent populations with 

unique screening preferences as well as including psychological-based attributes in their 

DCEs. These analysis and approaches will continue to give us new and improved insights 

regarding the true effect that individual characteristics have on screening preference 

differences. These insights in turn will help us design better and more effective screening 

programs.     

 Despite its broad scope, this study is not without its limitations. Our review of the 

CRC screening preference literature was limited to DCE studies. Arguably there is a 

much larger body of literature out there that involves other types of preference studies in 

addition to DCEs. This literature likely holds potentially different information about 

differences in screening preferences. A larger review of the literature that includes these 

studies could potentially provide new insights into screening preferences that our review 

was not able to provide. Additionally, the included meta-analysis in this paper was small 

and at the mercy of many assumptions. The results of this analysis should therefore be 

interpreted cautiously. We encourage DCE researchers to standardize their results in a 

consistent matter so that future meta-analyses can be better grounded methodologically. 

Our primary and secondary analyses of DCE data in the third and fourth chapters were 

carried out on relatively small sample sizes that limit the potential generalizability of 

these results. Additionally, both of these studies attempted new approaches and future 

work will need to be done to support the validity and reliability of such methods.  

 Overall utility of a screening program (the indicator of the likelihood that 

someone will participate – positive utility indicating someone is more likely to participate 

and negative utility (disutility) indicating that someone is less likely to participate) – is a 

battle between the positive screening program characteristics that provide utility, such as 

accuracy and risk reduction, and the negative screening program characteristics that 

provide disutility, such as pain, preparation, and out of pocket costs. Whichever set of 

characteristics provide the most overall utility will dictate whether the overall screening 

program utility is negative or positive.  

 We know that accuracy and risk reduction provide positive utility. What is less 

known is the extent to which psychological factors, such as perceptions/beliefs of 

accuracy and risk reduction and perceptions/beliefs of personal risk, influence the utility 

of screening program traits such as accuracy and risk-reduction. In other words, it is 

likely that someone who does not believe a test is as accurate as is depicted and does not 

believe that they are at risk for CRC is likely to find that accuracy and risk reduction 

provide smaller utilities than someone who believes the tests are as accurate as they say 

and believes themselves to be at a high risk for CRC. This latter person will likely find 

much more utility in the positive characteristics of the screening program and therefore 

will have a higher probability of finding the screening program to provide positive utility 

– resulting in a higher probability that they will participate in such a program. 

 How these psychological factors play a role in differences in preferences (i.e. 

differences in utility scores for various program attributes) is one of the biggest and yet 

untold stories in this body of literature. The studies that do include perceptions of risk (no 

studies include perceptions of accuracy/risk reduction) and do find that these beliefs 

affect preferences, particularly that they increase utility for accuracy and accuracy-based 
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tests such as colonoscopy, hide these findings in the discussion section and devote only a 

couple of sentences to them as opposed to highlighting them and underscoring the 

importance of such a finding. We encourage researchers to take a more cross-disciplinary 

approach when studying decision making regarding screening participation. Specifically, 

we encourage health psychologists to be more mindful of the role that different screening 

characteristics play in decision making and we encourage health economists to be more 

mindful of how screening preferences change as a function of individual perception and 

belief. 

 The other story not being told as much as it should be is the extent to which socio-

demographic factors play a role in screening preferences. Community and population 

level screening programs that use a top down one-size-fits-all approach are not going to 

appeal to everyone because differences in screening preferences are driven at the 

individual level, not the population level. While some community characteristics are 

likely to explain some of these differences and explain why community based approaches 

are partially successful, the failure to account for individual differences explains why 

they are not as successful as they could be and why we still are below target rates.  

 In conclusion, understanding how both socio-demographic factors and 

psychological factors affect screening preferences and how all of these factors interact 

and influence the likelihood of screening participation will lead to a more nuanced 

understanding of screening behavior and will guide help policy makers, program 

designers, and practitioners in offering more individualized recommendations and 

individual-level screening programs that will in turn be more effective at improving 

screening rates.  
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Appendix 

Figure A1. Example of a CRC DCE Choice Task 

 

Characteristic Test A Test B No Test 

    

Test Type Stool test Tube test  

Cost $10 $100  

Percentage of cancers detected  90% 95%  

    

Would you prefer Test A, Test B, or no 

test? 
   

 

Figure A2. Study 1 Coding Manual 

Missing or unavailable data coded as “NA” 

Variable 

ID 
Variable Name Description 

Units / 

Levels 

1 Title Title of DCE study -- 

2 Authors Authors of study -- 

3 PubYear Year of publication year 

4 N Sample size used in DCE analysis sample size 

5 Scenarios Number of Scenarios in DCE -- 

6 Choices Number of Choices per Scenario -- 

7 MinAge Minimum age of participants age 

8 MaxAge Maximum age of participants age 

9 AvgAge Average age of participants age 

10 PropFemale Proportion of females proportion 

11 PropMale Proportion of males proportion 

12 PropAsians Proportion of Asians proportion 

13 PropBlack Proportion of Blacks proportion 

14 PropLatino Proportion of Latinos proportion 

15 PropWhite Proportion of Whites proportion 

16 USSample Sample participants from the US? 
0 = no 

1 = yes 

17 Country 
Country from which sample participants 

were taken 
-- 

18 RuralSample Sample participants from rural area? 
0 = no 

1 = yes 

19 PropRural Proportion of rural participants proportion 

20 PropInsured Proportion of insured participants proportion 
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21 PropNaive 
Proportion of screening naive 

participants 
proportion 

22 FOBT FOBT included as a test type? 
0 = no 

1 = yes 

23 COLO Colonoscopy included as a test type? 
0 = no 

1 = yes 

24 SIG Sigmoidoscopy included as a test type? 
0 = no 

1 = yes 

25 BLOOD Blood/DNA test included as a test type? 
0 = no 

1 = yes 

26 CTC 
Computed Topography Colonography 

included as a test type? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

27 BARIUM Barium Enema included as a test type? 
0 = no 

1 = yes 

28 COMBO 
Combination of blood and stool test 

included as a test type? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

29 UnrealCombos 
Unrealistic combinations of test 

characteristics? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

30 NumAttributes Number of DCE attributes in analysis integer 

31 ResponseRate 
Proportion of people who responded to 

survey if mailed 
proportion 

32 PropHighSES 
Proportion of participants with a high 

SES according to study 
proportion 

33 PropLowIncome 
Proportion of participants making less 

than $40,000 USD a year 
proportion 

34 PropHighEDU 
Proportion of participants with two or 

more years of college 
proportion 

35 PropHadFOBT 
Proportion of participants who had a 

previous FOBT test 
proportion 

36 ProbHadCOLO 
Proportion of participants who had a 

previous test 
proportion 

37 PropHadTest 
Proportion of participants who had a 

previous CRC screening test 
proportion 

38 NoScreening 
No screening test option included in DCE 

survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

39 PredUptakeFOBT Predicted Uptake of FOBT 

 

proportion 

 

40 PredUptakeCOLO Predicted Uptake of Colonoscopy proportion 

41 PredUptakeSIG Predicted Uptake of Sigmoidoscopy proportion 
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42 PredUptakeCTC Predicted Uptake of CTC proportion 

43 PredNoTest 
Predicted proportion of participants 

choosing no screening 

 

proportion 

 

44 PerceivedRisk 
Included measure of participant 

perceived risk for CRC 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

45 PropUpToDate 
Proportion of participants up to date with 

CRC screening 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

46 PropFamilyCRC 
Proportion of participants who have 

family members with CRC 
proportion 

47 PropKnowCRC 
Proportion of participants who know 

someone with CRC 
proportion 

48 Analysis Type of model/analysis used -- 

49 Att_TestType 
Test Type included as an attribute in the 

DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

50 Att_Cost 
Cost included as an attribute in the DCE 

survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

51 Att_Specificity 
Specificity included as an attribute in the 

DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

52 Att_Sensitivity 
Sensitivity included as an attribute in the 

DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

53 Att_Preparation 
Preparation included as an attribute in the 

DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

54 Att_Pain/Discomfort 
Pain or Discomfort included as an 

attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

55 Att_Process 
Test process included as an attribute in 

the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

56 Att_FollowUpCovered 
Follow-up covered by insurance included 

as an attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

57 Att_ChanceOfFollowup 
Chance of follow-up included as an 

attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

58 Att_TypeOfFollowUp 
Type of follow-up if needed included as 

an attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 
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59 Att_RiskReduction 
Risk/Mortality reduction included as an 

attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

60 Att_EvidenceLevel 
Evidence level for test included as an 

attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

61 Att_ScreeningInterval 
Screening interval included as an 

attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

62 Att_ComplicationRisk 
Risk of complication included as an 

attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

63 Att_Location 
Test location included as an attribute in 

the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

64 Att_TestDuration 
Test duration included as an attribute in 

the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

65 Att_TestProposedBy 
Who the test was proposed by included 

as an attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

66 Att_ResultsBy 

Who the test results were delivered by 

included as an attribute in the DCE 

survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

67 Att_ResultsWhen 

When would results be delivered 

included as an attribute in the DCE 

survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

68 Att_PublicInfo 

Public information available on test 

included as an attribute in the DCE 

survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

69 Att_TravelTime 
Travel time to test location included as 

an attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

70 Att_FollowupCost 
Follow-up costs if necessary included as 

an attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

71 Att_Notification 
Notification of negative results included 

as an attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

72 Att_Gppresent 
GP present for test included as an 

attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

73 Att_Symptoms 
Current patient symptomology included 

as an attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

74 Att_RiskFactors 
Current patient risk factors included as an 

attribute in the DCE survey? 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

75 Significant_Attributes List of statistically significant attributes -- 
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A3. Study 3 Survey Materials 

QUESTIONNAIRE: 
Colorectal Cancer Screening 

 
Thank you for agreeing to take part in this research study! 

 

We would like to hear your thoughts about a sensitive topic...screening for colorectal 

cancer. 

 

A need to screen… 

As you may know, colorectal cancer is the 4
th

 most common cancer and 2
nd

 most deadly 

cancer among men and women combined.  The baseline rate for colorectal cancer in the 

general population is around 50/100,000.  However, there are risk factors that can 

increase one’s individual risk.  For example, men are more likely than women to be 

diagnosed with colorectal cancer.  Screening for colorectal cancer has been shown to be 

effective at reducing colorectal cancer rates.  However, only around 60% of eligible 

individuals are getting screened for colorectal cancer.  There is a major need to 

understand the aspects of the screening process that people prefer in order to increase 

screening rates. 

 

Important Factors… 

There are many important factors about the screening process that may influence one’s 

decision making process regarding whether or not to get tested. 

 

 Personal Risk Factors: There are a number risk factors that can increase one’s 

personal risk for colorectal cancer.  For example, men are more likely than 

women to get colorectal cancer.  The older you are the more likely you are to get 

colorectal cancer.  Obesity and sedentary lifestyles are also risk factors for 

colorectal cancer, as is having a history of colorectal cancer in one’s family.  

One’s own personal risk for colorectal cancer may play a role in their decision 

making process regarding screening. 

 

 Test Characteristics: There are a number of different test characteristics that also 

might influence whether someone would choose a specific test or not.  The 

preparation for the test, test process, pain and discomfort level, accuracy of the 

test, and cost of the test may all affect one’s decision to get tested. 

 

 Testing Environment: Environmental factors independent of a specific type of test 

may also affect one’s preferences for getting screened.  For example, where and 
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by whom the test is conducted, who recommended the test, and one’s relationship 

with his or her doctor may all play roles in individual preferences for colorectal 

cancer screening tests and the decision to get tested. 

 

 

There following factors will be examined in the current study: 

 

This study.... 

We are interested in understanding the factors that you think would be important in 

colorectal cancer screening. We are going to ask you to make a series of hypothetic 

choices about colorectal cancer screening tests. There are no right or wrong answers, just 

please make the choices that feel the best to you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Questions to consider... 

Test 

Characteristics 

Test Type 

Is the test a tube test like the 

colonoscopy or a stool test like the 

FOBT? 

Test Cost 
Is there an out of pocket expense or 

financial incentive? 

Follow-up Test Coverage 
Does insurance cover a follow-up test 

in the case of a positive result? 

Personal Risk 

Factors 

Symptomology 
How many symptoms are being 

experienced? 

Personal CRC Risk 
What is the individual’s personal risk? 

Testing 

Environment 

Who recommended the Test 

Did a doctor, friend or family 

member, or someone else recommend 

the test? 

How Long to Receive Test 

Results 

Will the patient get results back 

immediately or have to wait and 

worry? 

Testing Location 

Will the test be conducted in the 

privacy of one’s own home, at a 

private clinic, or a hospital? 
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Choices you will be asked to make today... 

 

In the questions that follow, you will be asked to make a series of choices between 

two options.   

 

 Each option is made up of different combinations of the features you just read 

about. 

 

 You should assume that the options do not differ in any other ways besides those 

described in the features.  
 

 Please think about each of the features individually.   

 

 These combinations of features are imaginary. We are asking you about these 

imaginary options to help us learn about what features or groups of features are 

most important to you. 

 

With each comparison, you will be asked to consider the options and pick which one 

seems like it would be the best option for you.  Remember, there are no right or wrong 

answers.  We just want to know what option you prefer.   
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Practice Comparison.... 

 

  Imagine you are shopping for a used car. 
 

To give you an example of the type of questions we are interested in, we want to start 

with the example of buying a car.  

 

There are a number of factors that people consider when deciding which car to buy, 

including: 

 Color        

 Maker of the car  

 Number of miles on the car 

 Number of doors 

 Model year 

 Cost of the car 

 

Feature Examples of Options 

1. Color  Red 

 Blue  

 White  

2. Maker of the car  Ford  

 Nissan 

 Toyota  

3. Number of miles on the car    39,539 

 55,539 

 125,539 

4. Number of doors  2 

 4 

5. Model year of car  1998 

 2002 

 2007 

6. Cost of car  $3982 

 $7200 

 $9488 

 

When choosing between three cars, the cars may differ on these factors, and so people 

need to decide which one they prefer. 

 

For instance, on the next page, you will see two cars....given these two, which one would 

you choose? 
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Which Car Would You Pick If These Were Your Only Choices? 
 

Feature Car 1 Car 2 
Color Red Blue 

Make Ford Nissan 

Miles  155,539 39,987 

Number of Doors 4 2 

Model Year 2007 1998 

Cost $7,200 $3,982 
 

 

Please check only one: 

 

Car 1 _____ 

 

Car 2 _____ 

 

 

 

 

Note that when you choose the car, there are no right or wrong answers....you are 

choosing the car that is best for you given the information that you have.  
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  Imagine you are making decisions about getting screened for 

colorectal cancer... 
 

Now we would like you to answer some similar questions about colorectal cancer 

screening.  

 

In each of the choices that follow, we will ask you to choose between two alternative 

screening scenarios and a no screening option. The screening scenarios will vary 

according to the eight features mentioned above. The features and their variations are 

described below. Please read carefully before continuing. 

 

******************************* 

Feature 1. Test Type 

 
We are interested in whether the type of test influences your decision. The options will 

be: 

 

 Fecal Occult Blood Test (FOBT) 

o Procedure: At home, you collect a small amount of feces of 1 – 3 bowel 

movements using a stick or brush. This sample can be mailed back to the 

doctor or lab. The test measures whether there are traces of blood present 

in the stool. If the test results are abnormal, you will be advised to undergo 

a colonoscopy. 

o Preparation: None. 

o Location: Test kit to be used at home. 

o Test Duration: 30 minutes. 

o After Procedure: You can return to your daily activities immediately. 

o Perceived Burden: Low. 

o Screening Interval: Recommended once a year. 

o Test Accuracy: Moderately accurate. 

o Complications: No risk of complication. 

 

 Colonoscopy 

o Procedure: You will be given conscious sedation. Therefore you may fall 

into a light sleep. The entire large bowel is examined using a flexible tube 

with a small camera on the tip. This tube is inserted through the anus. 

During the procedure the large bowel will be filled with air in order to 

carefully examine the bowel. Due to the air and tube in your bowel you 
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may feel abdominal pressure and cramps. Precursors of colon cancer 

(polyps) are removed during the procedure (this is painless). 

o Preparation: You have to drink 4 liters of special cleansing solution the 

day before the procedure. You have to fast for 12 hours before the 

procedure. You cannot work the afternoon before and the day of the 

procedure.  

o Location: Done at clinic or hospital. 

o Test Duration: 1 hour and 45 minutes. 

o After Procedure: You may eat and drink again and go home after one 

hour. You cannot drive a car, ride a motorcycle or bicycle, or do physical 

labor for the rest of the day.  

o Perceived Burden: High 

o Screening Interval: Recommended once every 10 years. 

o Test Accuracy: Highly accurate. 

o Complications: Some risk of complication (1 in 1000 individuals). 

 

 

 

 

******************************* 

Feature 2. Test Cost 

 
We are interested in how much the out of pocket cost or incentive affects your 

preference.  The options will be: 

 

 $1000 Copay 

 $100 Copay 

 $0 

 $10 Incentive 

 $100 Incentive 

 

 

******************************* 

Feature 3. Is the follow-up test covered by insurance? 

 
In the case of a positive test, patients are referred back to get a diagnostic colonoscopy.  

We are interested in whether or not insurance coverage of this test affects your 

preference. The options will be: 

 

 Yes, follow-up test is covered by insurance 

 No, follow-up test is not covered by insurance 
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******************************* 

Feature 4. Who Recommended the Test?   

 
Getting a colorectal cancer screening test may be recommended by a number of different 

sources.  We are interested in how much the person who recommends the screening test 

affects your preference.  The options will be: 

 

 Doctor 

 Family/Friend 

 Internet 

 Commercial/Advertisement 

 No one 

 

 

******************************* 

Feature 5. How Long to Receive Test Results? 

 

Depending on the test, it may take a while to get your test results back.  We are interested 

in how much this affects your preference. The options will be: 

 

 No Wait 

 24 Hours 

 1 Week 

 1 Month 

 

 

 

******************************* 

Feature 6. Test Location 

 

Getting screened for colorectal cancer can be a sensitive topic and therefore the location 

of the test may influence your preference.  The options will be: 

 

 Home 

 Private Clinic 

 Public Hospital 
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******************************* 

Feature 7. Personal Symptomology 

 
While colorectal cancer is generally an asymptomatic illness, it can be associated with 

symptoms such as stomach pain and rectal bleeding.  These symptoms can indicate the 

presence of colorectal cancer or its precursors.  We are interested in how your personal 

symptomology influences your preferences.  The options will be: 

 

 No symptoms 

 Mild symptoms (minor stomach pain or light rectal bleeding) 

 Severe symptoms (strong stomach pain and heavy rectal bleeding) 

 

 

******************************* 

Feature 8. Personal CRC Risk 

 
A number of risk factors have been identified that can increase your personal risk of 

getting CRC.  We are interested in how your personal risk factors influence your 

preferences. The options will be: 

 

 No risk factors (Baseline Risk) 

 Some risk factors (Elevated Risk) 

 Many risk factors (Extreme Risk)     
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Comparison 1: 

 
Which Test Would You Pick If These Were Your Only Choices? 
 

Feature Test 1 Test 2 
No 

Testing 

Test 
Characteristics 

Test Type Colonoscopy FOBT 
 

Test Cost $1000 Copay $100 Copay 
 

Follow-up 
Covered by 
Insurance? 

Yes No 
 

Testing 
Environment 

Who 
Recommended 

Option? 

No One Family/Friend Internet 

How Long to 
get Results? 

1 Day 1 Week 
 

Test Location Private Clinic Home 
 

Personal 
Risk 

Symptomology 
Severe 

Symptoms 

Mild 
Symptoms 

No 
Symptoms 

CRC Mortality 
Risk 

No Risk 
Factors 

No Risk 
Factors 

Some Risk 
Factors 

 

 

Please check only one: 

 

Test 1 _____ 

 

Test 2 _____ 

 

No Testing _____ 
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Rating Task 
 
Thank you for making those choices... 
 
We would now like to ask you to reflect on how important each of the following 
factors was when making your decisions. Please rate each item on a scale of 0 
to 5 about how important this item was in helping you decide which option you 
chose.  
 
0 is NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT and 5 is VERY IMPORTANT to you.   
 
Please check only one box per question. 
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Personal Symptomology 
          

Personal CRC Mortality Risk 
          

Test Type 
          

Test Cost 
          

Follow-up Covered by Insurance? 
          

Who Recommended Test? 
          

How Long to get Results? 
          

Test Location 
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Questions about you.... 
 

Thank you for making the choices. We would now like to 
learn more about you. 
Please answer all questions to the best of your ability. Remember, there are no 
right or wrong answers. We just want to know your opinion.  
 

1. Are you 
  Male 
 Female 

 

2. In which city (e.g. Merced) do you reside? 
____________________________________ 

 

3. What is your age? ___________________ 
 
4. What is your current zip code? ___________________ 

 

5. Pick ONE option that best describes you 

 

 White or Caucasian 
 Black or African-American 
 Asian or Pacific Islander 
 Hispanic or Latino 
 Native American or Alaskan 
 Other, Please Specify __________________ 

 
6. What is your yearly income? 

 

 $0 - $19,999 
 $20,000 - $39,999 
 $40,000 - $59,999 
 $60,000 - $79,999 
 $80,000 - $99,999 
 $100,000+ 
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7. What is your employment status? 

 

 Employed 
 Unemployed 
 Retired 

 

8. What is the highest level of education you have attained? 
 Little to no education 
 Graduated high-school / GED 
 Some college 
 Associate’s degree 
 Bachelor’s degree 
 Master’s or doctoral degree 

 
 

9. Do you have health insurance? 
 Yes 
 No 

 
10. Do you have a primary health care provider? 

 Yes 
 No 

 
11. If yes, has your provider ever talked to you about CRC screening? 

 Yes 
 No 

 
12. Have you ever been screened for CRC in the past? 

 Yes 
 No 

 
13. Are you currently up to date on your CRC screening? 

 Yes 
 No 

 
14. Do you intend to get screened for CRC in the future? 

 Yes 
 No 

 
15. Do you have family members who have been diagnosed with CRC? 

 Yes 
 No 
 

16. Do you have family members who have died from CRC? 
 Yes 
 No 
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17. Do you trust that your community health care providers (doctors, nurses, etc.) have 
your best interests at heart? 
 Yes 
 No 
 

18. Does the idea of taking a stool test like the FOBT make you feel uncomfortable? 
 Yes 
 No 

 
 

19. Have you ever taken a stool test like the FOBT? 
 Yes 
 No 

 
20. Does the idea of taking a tube test like a colonoscopy make you feel uncomfortable? 

 Yes 
 No 

 
21. Have you ever taken a tube test like a colonoscopy? 

 Yes 
 No 

 
22. How important is it to you that the test be as accurate as possible when it comes to 

CRC screening? 

0 1 2 3 4 

Not At All 
Important 

Low 
Importance 

Neutral 
Moderate 

Importance 
Extremely 
Important 

 
 

23. How important is it to you that the test be as non-invasive as possible when it comes 
to CRC screening? 

0 1 2 3 4 

Not At All 
Important 

Low 
Importance 

Neutral 
Moderate 

Importance 
Extremely 
Important 

 
 

24. How worried are you about getting CRC?  Circle the appropriate answer. 

0 1 2 3 4 

Not at All 
Worried 

Slightly 
Worried 

Somewhat 
Worried 

Moderately 
Worried 

Extremely 
Worried 
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25. How concerned are you about getting CRC?  Circle the appropriate answer. 

0 1 2 3 4 

Not at All 
Concerned 

Slightly 
Concerned 

Somewhat  
Concerned 

Moderately 
Concerned 

Extremely 
Concerned 

 

26. How much does thinking about getting CRC bother you? Circle the appropriate 
answer. 

0 1 2 3 4 

Not at All 
Bothersome 

Slightly 
Bothersome 

Somewhat  
Bothersome 

Moderately 
Bothersome 

Extremely 
Bothersome 

 
 

27. What do you think your chances are of getting CRC?  Circle the appropriate answer. 

0 1 2 3 4 

Extremely 
Unlikely 

Unlikely Neutral Likely 
Extremely 

Likely 

 
 

28. What do you think your chances are of dying from CRC?  Circle the appropriate 
answer. 

0 1 2 3 4 

Extremely 
Unlikely 

Unlikely Neutral Likely 
Extremely 

Likely 

 

 

29. How effective do you think an FOBT would be at reducing your chances of getting 
CRC?  Circle the appropriate answer. 

0 1 2 3 4 

Extremely 
Ineffective 

Ineffective Neutral Effective 
Extremely 
Effective 

 
 

30. How effective do you think an FOBT would be at reducing your chances of dying 
from CRC?  Circle the appropriate answer. 

0 1 2 3 4 

Extremely 
Ineffective 

Ineffective Neutral Effective 
Extremely 
Effective 
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31. How effective do you think a colonoscopy would be at reducing your chances of 
getting CRC? Circle the appropriate answer. 

0 1 2 3 4 

Extremely 
Ineffective 

Ineffective Neutral Effective 
Extremely 
Effective 

 

 

32. How effective do you think a colonoscopy would be at reducing your chances of 
dying from CRC? Circle the appropriate answer. 

0 1 2 3 4 

Extremely 
Ineffective 

Ineffective Neutral Effective 
Extremely 
Effective 
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Illness Perception Questionnaire (IPQ-R) 
 
Your Views about Colorectal Cancer (CRC) 
 

We want to understand your views on CRC.  There are no right or wrong 

answers, we just want to know what you think. Please indicate how much 

you agree or disagree with the following statements about CRC by checking 

the appropriate box. 

 
Views about CRC 

Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither 

Agree Nor 

Disagree 

Agree 
Strongly 

Agree 

IP1 If I got CRC, it would last a short 

time 
     

IP2 If I got CRC, it would likely be 

permanent rather than temporary 
     

IP3 If I got CRC, it would last for a long 

time 
     

IP4 If I got CRC, it would pass quickly      

IP5 If I got CRC, I would expect to have 

it for the rest of my life 
     

IP6 CRC would be a serious condition      

IP7 If I got CRC, it would have major 

consequences on my life 
     

IP8 If I got CRC, it would not have much 

effect on my life 
     

IP9 If I got CRC, it would strongly affect 

the way others see me 
     

IP10 If I got CRC, it would have serious 

financial consequences 
     

IP11 If I got CRC, it would cause 

difficulties for those who are close to 

me 

     

IP12 If I got CRC, there would not be a 

lot which I could do to control my 

CRC symptoms 

     

IP13 What I do could determine whether 

my CRC would get better or worse 
     

IP14 If I got CRC, the course of my CRC 

would depend on me 
     

IP15 If I got CRC, nothing I could do 

would affect my CRC 
     

IP16 If I got CRC, I would have the power 

to influence it 
     

IP17 If I got CRC, my actions would have 

no affect on its outcome  
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 Views about CRC 
(continued) 

Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree 

Neither 

Agree Nor 

Disagree 

Agre

e 

Strongly 

Agree 

IP18 If I got CRC, it would improve in 

time 
     

IP19 If I got CRC, there would be very 

little that could be done to improve it 
     

IP20 If I got CRC, my treatment would be 

effective in curing it 
     

IP21 If I got CRC, the negative effects of 

it would be prevented (avoided) by 

my treatment 

     

IP22 If I got CRC, my treatment could 

control it 
     

IP23 If I got CRC, there is nothing which 

could help it 
     

IP24 If I got CRC, the symptoms would 

be puzzling to me 
     

IP25 If I got CRC, it would be a mystery 

to me 
     

IP26 If I got CRC, I wouldn’t understand 

it 
     

IP27 If I got CRC, it wouldn’t make any 

sense to me 
     

IP28 If I got CRC, I would have a clear 

picture or understanding it 
     

IP29 If I got CRC, the symptoms would 

change a great deal from day to day 
     

IP30 If I got CRC, My symptoms would 

come and go in cycles 
     

IP31 If I got CRC, it would be very 

unpredictable 
     

IP32 If I got CRC, I would go through 

cycles in which it gets better and 

worse 

     

IP33 If I got CRC, I would get depressed      

IP34 If I got CRC, I would get upset      

IP35 If I got CRC, it would make me feel 

angry 
     

IP36 If I got CRC, it would not worry me      

IP37 If I got CRC, it would make me feel 

anxious 
     

IP38 If I got CRC, it would make me feel 

afraid 
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Were there any parts of the survey that were confusing or hard to understand?  
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Are there any questions or screening attributes that you think we should add? 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 Do you have any other comments or suggestions? 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

You’re Finished! 

Thank you!!  




